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MESSAGE

The Satipaþþhána Sutta, the Discourse on the Founda-
tions of Mindfulness, is generally regarded as the canonical
Buddhist text with the fullest instructions on the system of
meditation unique to the Buddha’s  own dispensation. The
practice of Satìpaþþhána meditation centres on the methodi-
cal cultivation of one simple mental faculty readily available
to all of us at any moment.  This is the faculty of mindful-
ness, the capacity for attending to the content of our experi-
ence as it becomes manifest in the immediate present. What
the Buddha shows in the sutta is the tremendous, but gener-
ally hidden, power inherent in this simple mental function, a
power that can unfold all the mind’s potentials culminating
in final deliverance from suffering.

To exercise this power, however, mindfulness must be
systematically cultivated, and the sutta shows exactly how
this is to be done.  The key to the practice is to combine en-
ergy, mindfulness, and clear comprehension in attending to
the phenomena of mind and body summed up in the “four
arousings  of  mindfulness”:  body, feelings,  consciousness,
and mental objects. Most contemporary meditation teachers
explain Satipaþþhána meditation as a means  for generating
insight (vipassaná).  While this is certainly a valid claim, we
should also recognize that satipaþþhána meditation also gen-
erates concentration (samádhi).  Unlike the forms of medita-
tion which cultivate concentration and insight sequentially,
Satipaþþhána brings both these faculties into being together,
though naturally, in the actual process of development, con-
centration will have to gain a certain degree of stability be-
fore  insight  can  exercise  its  penetrating  function.  In  Sati-
paþþhána, the act of attending to each occasion of experience
as it occurs in the moment fixes the mind firmly on the ob-
ject. The continuous attention to the object, even when the ob-
ject itself is constantly changing, stabilizes the mind in con-
centration, while the observation of the object in terms of its
qualities  and  characteristics  brings  into  being  the  insight
knowledges.
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To practise Satipaþþhána successfully a student will
generally require a sound theoretical knowledge of the prac-
tice along with actual training preferably under the guidance
of a qualified teacher.  The best source of theoretical knowl-
edge, indeed the  indispensable  source, is  the  Satipaþþhána
Sutta itself.  However, though the sutta is clear and compre-
hensible enough as it stands, the instructions it offers are ex-
tremely  concise, often squeezing  into a few simple  guide-
lines directions that might need several pages to explain in a
way adequate for successful practice.  For this reason, from
an early period, the ancient masters of Buddhist meditation
began to supply more detailed instructions based on their
own  practical  experience.   These  instructions  eventually
evolved  into  a  lengthy  commentary  on  the  Satipaþþhána
Sutta, which was then incorporated into the complete com-
mentaries on the two collections in which the sutta appears,
namely, the  Dìgha  Nikáya and the  Majjhima  Nikáya.  The
two commentaries that have come down to us today, based
on the  older  Sinhala  commentaries, are  called the  Sumaò-
gala-vilásinì (on the  Dìgha  Nikáya)  and the  Papañca-súdanì
(on the Majjhima Nikáya). These commentaries are ascribed
to Ácariya Buddhaghosa, an Indian thera who worked in Sri
Lanka in the 5th century A.C., but are securely based on the
old commentaries which record the explanations devised by
the ancient masters of the Dhamma.  The commentary has
in turn been further elucidated by a sub-commentary, or þìká,
by Ácariya Dhammapála, who worked in South India, near
Káñcipura, perhaps a century or two after the time of Bud-
dhaghosa.

This  book,  The Way of  Mindfulness,  contains  all  the
authorized instructions  on Satipaþþhána meditation passed
down  in  the  Theraváda  tradition:  the  Satipaþþhána  Sutta
stemming  from the  Buddha  himself  (in  the  more  concise
version of the Majjhima Nikáya,  which omits  the detailed
analysis  of  the  Four  Noble  Truths  found  in  the  Dìgha
Nikáya’s  Mahá-Satipaþþhána  Sutta);  the  commentary  by
Buddhaghosa; and selections from the þìká by Dhammápála.
While the volume of material found here will certainly ex-
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ceed the amount a beginner needs to start the practice, the
book  will  prove itself  useful  at successive stages  and will
eventually  become  a  trusted  friend  and  advisor  in  all  its
manifold details. Thus the reader should not be intimidated
by the detail and the sometimes formidable technical termi-
nology, but should continue reading, selecting whatever ma-
terial  is  found  useful  and  leaving  until  later  whatever
presently seems difficult to grasp.

The book was originally compiled in the late 1930s
by Ven.  Soma Thera (1898–1960),  a  bhikkhu of Sri Lanka,
and has been maintained in print since the early 1940s. The
Buddhist  Publication  Society  in  Kandy  has  published  the
work since 1967 in several editions. This latest version con-
tains  several minor  changes  in terminology authorized by
the present writer.  Christine Chan and her friends in the
Buddhist Communities in Malaysia, as well as Rev. Suddhi-
nand  Janthagul  from  Thailand,  who  helped  in  the  proof-
reading of the Pali texts, deserve our congratulations and ap-
preciation for their hard work in transcribing the book and
for making it available for free distribution.  I am sure this
book will prove an invaluable road map for anyone who has
entered the steep and rugged road of Satipaþþhána medita-
tion, leading to final deliverance from suffering.

Bhikkhu Bodhi
Kandy, Sri Lanka 
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FOREWORD

Directing  attention  to  the  four  truly  genuine  stages  of
Arahantship  in  this  universe, the  Buddha  says:   “Here, O
Bhikkhus, are the First Ascetic [Sotápanna], the Second As-
cetic  [Sakadágámi],  the  Third  Ascetic  [Anágámi],  and the
Fourth  Ascetic  [Arahat];  empty  of  Ascetics  are  the  other
ways of thought.  Resound thus, O Bhikkhus, your swelling
dispassion of just rejoicing.” [Cúla Sìhanáda Sutta].

Later, the  Buddha  states  why  he  affirms  that nowhere,
outside his System of Deliverance, are genuine Arahants to
be found.  It is because the Goal, Perfection [Niþþha; here a
synonym  for the  attainment  of  the  Arahant]  is  “One, not
Multiple,” and the views of man are many.  In a Buddha’s
system of Deliverance there are no “views”;  instead, there is
right understanding of things as they really are.

All doctrines outside Buddhism fall under one of these
two:  the existence view and the non-existence view.  Those
who adhere to either of these views are hostile to the adher-
ents of the other.  But none of them “understand, in accor-
dance with truth,  the arising and the decline of these two
views.”   Lusting,  hating,  deluded,  craving,  clinging,  un-
taught,  easily  annoyed,  easily  roused  to  enmity, —  “  all
these, obsessed with pleasures and attachments attain not to
deliverance  from  birth,  decay  and  death,  sorrow,  pain,
lamentation, grief, and despair.  They are not freed from suf-
fering,” says the Buddha.

All these blind folk suffer from Craving,  based on four
kinds  of  attachment:   Clinging  to  Sensuality, Clinging  to
mere  Opinion,  Clinging  to  Ceremonial  Observances,  and
Clinging to Belief in a Soul.  “There are many religious folk,
teachers  and  followers,”  says  the  Buddha,  “who  profess
themselves masters  of these attachments;   yet they do not
exhibit such mastery.”

The Buddha goes on to tell us that even when the first
three kinds of clinging are mastered, the last — Clinging to
Belief in a Soul is a hurdle too difficult for any but a Bud-
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dhist  to surmount.   These good religious  folk “indeed do
not rightly  comprehend this  one thing,’  declares the Bud-
dha, and thus their doctrines are incapable of leading any to
final deliverance from suffering. 

”But the Tathágata,  O Bhikkhus, the Arahant,  the Fully
Enlightened One, declares himself fully aware of all forms of
clinging, and he makes known to perfection the science of
the same.  In a doctrine and discipline [Dhamma-vinaya] of
this sort, O Bhikkhus, what joy there is in the Buddha is to
be proclaimed perfect;  what joy there is in the Dhamma is
to be proclaimed perfect;  what observance of Virtue there is
proclaimed perfect;  what pleasure  and happiness  there be
amongst  fellow-disciples  is  proclaimed  perfect.   And  for
what reason?  Because, truly, O Bhikkhus, clearly explained,
leading to the Deliverance, conducive to the Peace taught by
a Supreme Sambuddha.”

In the  subject  now presented to the  reader,  “The Dis-
course on the Arousing of Mindfulness [Satipaþþhána Sutta]”
(I  myself  prefer  to  call  it  “The  Discourse  on  Penetrating
Mindfulness”) the peerless Teacher gives an aspirant details
of how to use the weapon of Mind if he wishes to make an
end of the Bonds of Suffering.

“This is the sole way, O Bhikkhus, leading to the purifica-
tion of beings ….. to the Realization of Nibbána,” declares
the Blessed One.  And this “sole way,” this one and only way
is revealed only in the Buddha-dhammá and nowhere else,
which  is  why  other  systems  of  “religion”,  however much
they may claim to own saints, are actually unaware of what
even constitutes true Sainthood.  True gold can be obtained
only  from  a  gold-bearing  source,  though  others  who  dig
may vainly point to their gold-seeming ores of baser metals
which, however useful they may be, will ever be rejected by
him who would fashion a crown for earth’s princes.

The reader will note a certain abruptness, almost  jerki-
ness of expression, in the text.  This is even more so in the
commentary.  This effect is brought about partly by the con-
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cise  way in  which  a  complex  subject,  of  many  details,  is
treated.  But actually the text reflects the course of the aspi-
rant’s progress in watchful thinking, even as verses in a gal-
lop rhythm can picture the speeding rider and the steady
beat of a horse’s hooves.

He who begins this practice of Satipaþþhána finds that in-
deed he needs must rein in his thoughts sharply and often.
No racing steed can equal thought which, now here, looking
at  the  Temple  Bo  Tree, is  in  a  moment  at  Buddhagayá’s
Shrine, and next instant visualizing the poplars in an Eng-
lish park.  But, as a rider slides as it were into the way of its
doing, on a bicycle, or a trotting horse — so in this practice
the Yogi gradually falls in with “its way” till, after a while,
its working seems smooth and clear.

The Translator is  a Bhikkhu well qualified for the task.
For him it was a happy labour of love, and a tribute to his
Teachers in that secluded many-celled Áráma in far Burma,
where he, and another young Bhikkhu from Lanká, held out
to  the  last  in  a  long course  of  instruction in  Satipaþþhána
method.   A  Mahá  Thera,  as  well-known  there  as  he  was
qualified  in  learning  and  temperament,  supervised  the
course.  The Discipline was strict, but just;  and the Teacher
firm,  compassionate  and  a  seer  beyond the  normal.   The
lodging and diet were simple to a degree.  The Mahá Thera’s
own teacher of old, master of meditation and expert in prac-
tical teaching for all that he was a layman, was deputed to
instruct the yogins.  Like all older Burmese, he had aforetime
himself been a wearer of the yellow robe;  his experience was
vast and his learning profound.

The  course  started  with  a  crowd of  aspirants  many  of
whom were pious lay folk;  but, as the weeks passed and en-
durance gave way, the class of pupils was sadly thinned out.
Some,  after  a  time,  gave up  the  effort.   Others,  perhaps
through a difference in preparation or temperament,  com-
pleted the course early.  Others again went on and on with
the training until, at last,  the two earnest ones from Lanká
were left to face the calm Teacher whose evenness of mind
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was in no way disturbed by the recurring phenomenon of
dwindling enthusiasm or numbers in those courses of hard
life and abstruse thought.   The training was beyond price.
Keener at the close than even at the start of that course, our
Translator today is yet happily and earnestly following that
trail.

These are indeed difficult times for layman and Bikkhu
alike.  The seven year maximum has not yet passed;  and in-
deed we are woefully weak for the Sutta’s “seven days” min-
imum for results — that is Arahantship, or failing that, the
Anágámi stage of Awakening.  Yet the strenuous will press
on —

“Remembering the Arahants of other days,
And recollecting how it was they lived,
E’en though today be but the after-time —
One yet may win the Ambrosial Path of Peace.”

Saritvá pubbake yogi tesaí, vattam anussaraí
Kiñcápi pacchimo kálo phuseyya Amataí Padaí.

Theragáthá 947

Cassius A. Pereira
Nugegoda,
8 August, 1941
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TRANSLATOR’S NOTE

In 1936-37, while living with my teacher in Burma, I had
the  opportunity  of  knowing  the  practice  of  the  Buddhist
method  of  meditation  called  The  Development  of  Insight
(vipassaná  bhávaná).   The  enthusiasm  with  which  many
persons there took up the practice and continued in it and
the kindliness  and understanding which prevailed among
those who had gone through the course of training patiently
to the end made me and a fellow-bhikkhu from Lanká to
take up the practice.  Many began to train along with us.
Some of them gave up the effort in a short time and some
continued the practice to the end.  The time taken to com-
plete the course varied according to the individual.  We were
among the last to complete the training.

The details and the spirit of the method are shown in the
commentary-excerpts translated here.  These were at first in-
tended for the use of a few friends.  Later when a group of
sympathetic students of the Dhamma decided to get these
printed, a translation of the Discourse had to be included to
make the compilation coherent to the general reader.

I wish to record here my warm appreciation of the kind-
ness  of  the  members  of  the  Saccánubodha  Samiti,  “Nan-
dana”, Asgiriya, Kandy, especially Mr. Richard Abeyasekere,
the Hon. Secretary, and Mr. W. J. Soysa, in getting this book
published and encouraging me in my humble effort to serve
the Dhamma.

This  compilation  was  begun  with  the  Ven.  Bhikkhu
Nyánaponika and carried out largely according to his sug-
gestions.  To him and to the Ven. Bhikkhu Kheminda I am
deeply thankful  for the kindly help they gave me  while  I
was engaged in this work.
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I also wish to record here my sincere thanks to the Ven.
Bhikkhu Dhammápála for his valued assistance in reading
over the proofs carefully, and for the active interest he has
taken in my work.

SOMA THERA

Island Hermitage, Dodanduwa,
August 15, 1941
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INTRODUCTION

The  Discourse  on  the  Arousing  of  Mindfulness  (Sati-
paþþhána Sutta, Majjhima Nikáya No. 10 and Digha Nikáya
No. 22)  and the excerpts  from its  commentary  given here
deal with the method of training for insight (vipassaná) ac-
cording to the Buddha’s teaching.

Insight is the understanding of the true nature of things
by which a complete transfiguring of mental life takes place
in the seer and by which he is lifted out of the groove of
birth and death.  The understanding of the nature of things
is  the sure  knowledge of the transience and subjection to
sorrow of all component things and of the emptiness of all
things as regards ens, self or essence.  This last knowledge of
the essential emptiness of all things is called the realization
of the supreme void.  By it the conception of a self and the
craving and suffering which spring from that conception are
abandoned.  It marks the limit of the spiritually attainable in
the Buddha’s Dispensation.  By it is accomplished emanci-
pation from all bondage to ignorance and the attainment of
the highest happiness.  In the Way of Analytical Knowledge
(Paþisambhidá  Magga)  it  is  said:   “What  is  the  supreme
void?  The quieting of all kammical conformations, the giv-
ing up of all clinging to rebirth, detachment, cessation, Nib-
bána — this is the supreme void.”  The Way of the Arousing
of  Mindfulness  (Satipaþþhána  Magga)  is  for  reaching  that
summum bonum of the Buddhas.

Mindfulness  is  said  to  have “non-superficiality”  as  its
salient characteristic, the “absence of confusion” as its func-
tion, and the “state of being turned towards the object” as its
manifestation.   It  is  also  called  the  “non-negligence”  (ap-
pamáda) which indicates the state of unremitting alertness
of the yogávacara, the proficient in spiritual endeavour.

Clear and strong mindfulness is conjoined with wisdom
and  is  called  the  “prudence  of  mindfulness”  (sati
nepakkaí).  It is then pure cognition, the cognition which is
free, from discrimination that proceeds from delusion.  It is
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such cognition that is indicated in the teaching of the Bud-
dha to Báhiya Dárucìriya, which says that to one there must
be in what is seen just the seen, in the heard just the heard,
in the contacted just the contacted, in the apperceived just
the apperceived, so that one may be free from lust,  hatred
and delusion and from bondage to this or any other world.

This “objective” way of looking at a thing, freed from con-
siderations of the personal reactions to that thing, is the pith
of the method and constitutes what is called “knowing as it
is” (yathábhúta ñáóadassana).  Also by its quality of reckon-
ing just what is present, mindfulness cuts down discursive
thought and prepares the mind to take in the actual charac-
teristics of the cognized objects.  In this sense, mindfulness
lets the objects speak for themselves and unfold their nature.

Thus, it predisposes and opens the mind to the impres-
sions of truth, induces mental pliancy and the mood of spir-
itual receptivity, the basis of highest intuition.

The Way of the Arousing of Mindfulness  sets  forth the
whole duty of the meditator, and provides for every phase of
the process  of training for insight.   It  is  strenuous  whole-
time work, and only resolute hearts in whom the conscious-
ness of life’s suffering runs deep, could hope to pursue it to
the end, the attainment of Arahantship.

The Buddha’s Goal of Emancipation is attained with the
extirpation of all craving and spiritual ignorance.  Who wins
it, gains lasting mental strength and contentment.  It is the
source of real peace and equanimity.

Lack of freedom consists of subjection to hate, lust and ig-
norance.  Virtuous conduct wipes out hate;  the calm of skill-
ful concentration casts out lust;  and wise understanding of
the  world  within  oneself  dispels  ignorance.   The  Way  of
Mindfulness does all this;  it is designed for the attainment
of fullest inner freedom.

This  is  the  only  satisfying  way for the  seeker  of  truth
when the diffuseness [papañca] of the external world with
its thin layer of culture, comfort and allurement, ceases to be
interesting  and  is  found  to  lack  true  value.   The  seeker
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knows to a certainty that what he wants is to be found in the
realm of the spirit.  There alone he feels he would reach the
vision of oneness [ekatta] of the enduring [dhuva] by tran-
scending the diversity [nánatta] of change [aniccatá].   And
what he  wants  is  inward integrity, intactness, inviolability,
based on the unshakable deliverance of the mind from the
sway of  all  conditioned  phenomena.   To  this  the  Way of
Mindfulness leads by showing him how to penetrate into the
singleness  of  nature  [ekasabháva]  of  the  Supreme  Void
[Agga Suñña],  Nibbána,  which is permeated with the one
taste [ekarasa] of liberation [vimutti].

The Way of Mindfulness reaches the first stage of supra-
mundane fulfillment with what is technically known as “en-
try into the stream” or the arrival at the unswerving path to
the Goal.  Before that there could be serious deviations, but
not from that point  where  the First Direct Glimpse of the
Goal is obtained.

The  Discourse  on  the  Arousing  of  Mindfulness  deals
with the preparatory part, the Mundane Way of Mindfulness
which is of immediate practical value to worldlings still in
the valleys of the spirit far from the supramundane peaks.

Mindfulness is a process, an event and an arising and a
passing away momentarily like any other mental property.
Although it is a basic power, a shelter and a refuse of the
mind, the role it plays in the drama of transition from Igno-
rance  to  Knowledge  differs  considerably  according  to  the
other properties of mind with which it works.

For instance in association with Right Understanding and
its  group  which  comprises  “wisdom,  intense  knowledge,
discrimination,  research,  investigation of things, considera-
tion,  close  examination,  pondering  over, learning,  skillful-
ness,  keen-wittedness,  analysis,  reflection,  vision,  sagacity,
the  discernment  that  leads  aright,  penetrative insight  and
clear comprehension,” it is rational.   And when it is com-
bined  with  Right  Concentration  and  its  cognates  such  as
“mental steadfastness, serenity, immovability, quietude, non-
distraction, and pacification,” it is intuitive.
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But the intuitive or rational role does not preclude mind-
fulness from communicating its regulative impulse of mod-
eration to the mind,  at all times.  It  is the property which
makes for proper proportion in the response of the mind to
mental objects.

Mindfulness as memory is indicated by such terms as an-
nussati =  calling  to  mind;   paþissati =  remembrance;
dháraóatá = bearing in mind;  sáraóatá = recollection.   In
this connection the process of mindfulness is compared to
the Treasurer of a King who reminds the King of the royal
possessions in detail, daily, at night and in the morning.

The mindfulness of the aspirant to the Highest Goal of
Liberation from Suffering reminds him of Virtue, Concentra-
tion and Wisdom,  which constitute the possessions  of the
Good Life in the Dispensation of the Buddha.  The value of
the recollective activity of mindfulness is seen in the increas-
ing  awareness  of  the essentials  of  holy living in the aspi-
rant’s mind, and the growing strength of purpose for realiz-
ing these within himself.

Above that stands mindfulness as the activity that takes
care of the mind and protects it.  It is compared to a wagon
driver who ties  the oxen to the wagon’s  yoke, greases  the
axle, and drives the wagon, making the oxen go gently.  In
this activity mindfulness looks to the smooth working and
movement  of  the  mind  and  takes  notice  of  the  processes
both skillful and not, taking place in the consciousness.

In the more complex forms it is the selective and integra-
tive action of the mind.  The selective activity has been com-
pared to the work of the Chief Adviser of a King.  As the
Adviser is instrumental in distinguishing the good from the
bad, and in getting the good and avoiding the bad, so mind-
fulness  distinguishes  the  worthy  from  unworthy  things,
avoids the unworthy and obtains the worthy.

The integrative character of mindfulness is like the Minis-
ter-of-all-work of a King.  He is wanted in putting through
every project of the King.  He is commissioned to organise
and combine the workers and execute the tasks.  Mindful-
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ness is also like that Minister.  It is the organizing activity of
the  mind  necessary  for  the  development  of  wholesome
states of consciousness.  It combines the various other quali-
ties which compose those states, puts them to their appro-
priate tasks and keeps them in proper working order.  By the
strength of integrating mindfulness a conscious state  of skill
functions harmoniously and becomes a well-knit unity.  This
activity of mindfulness makes the work of the aspirant com-
plete at every stage of his progress.

Integrating  mindfulness  sees  all  lacks  and  deficiencies,
brings in the needed qualities and suitably applies them.  It
is  called  the  highest  wisdom  of  mindfulness   [parama
satinepakka],  and  constitutes  the  core  of  the  Mindfulness
that is included in the Real Way [Ariya Magga Pariyápanna
Sati], of the Way Factor of Mindfulness [Sati Maggaòga] and
of  the  Enlightenment  Factor  of  Mindfulness  [Sati  Sambo-
jjhaòga].   It  is  Right  Mindfulness  [Sammásati]  in  the  full
sense of the term.

From the foregoing it can be seen that it is mindfulness
that holds things together in the mental flux,  brings them
up,  and  prevents  them  from  floating  away, getting  sub-
merged, forgotten and lost.  Without mindfulness there will
be  no  reconstitution  of  already  acquired  knowledge  and
consciousness itself would break in pieces, become fragmen-
tary, and be unable to  do properly the  work of  cognition.
Further, without mindfulness that has become wisdom, the
highest kind of mindfulness which includes clear compre-
hension, cognition will be superficial;  there will not be the
knowledge of things gained from different relations and dif-
ferent angles — the work of discernment and discrimination
peculiar to selective activity — nor any really constructive
understanding — the yield of integration — and so penetra-
tive vision into the full significance of spiritual things will
not be reached.

When  one  is  strongly  mindful,  one  plants  one’s  con-
sciousness deep in an object like a firm post well sunk in the
ground, and withstands the tempestuous clamour of the ex-
traneous by “a sublime ignoring of non-essentials”.  But this
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does not mean that in such a one interest is narrow and his
outlook wrongly restricted.  Strong mindfulness ignores the
unnecessary, by adhering  to  the  centre  of  the  business  in
hand,  and extends its view to important peripheral condi-
tions, with a widespreading watchfulness resembling that of
the sentinel on a tower scanning the horizon “for the glint of
armour”.   By  such  a  balance  between  width  and  depth
mindfulness steers clear of the extremes of lopsided vision
and practice.

In  the  sense  of  overcoming  mental  conflict,  and in  the
sense of getting rid of all unclarity, all incapacity to judge
aright and indefiniteness  due to mental  unquiet,  mindful-
ness is a controlling faculty [indriya].  The controlling fac-
ulty  of  mindfulness  makes  for  the  absence  of  confusion
[asamussanatá]  and  produces  lucidity  of  thought,  sound
judgment, and definiteness of outlook.  Mindfulness accom-
panied  by keen  understanding  appears  as  the  controlling
faculty of mindfulness.

Mindfulness accompanied by sustained energy is mind-
fulness  considered  as  a  spiritual  power  [bala]  and  is  the
quality of earnestness  [appamáda] which destroys the wa-
vering of negligence [pamáda].  Negligence is the wander-
ing of the mind in objects of fivefold sense-pleasure, repeat-
edly:  it is the absence of thoroughness, of perseverance, and
of steadfastness in doing good;  the behaviour that is stuck
in the mire of worldliness;  the casting aside of the desire to
do what is right;  the casting aside of the duties which be-
long to one;  the absence of practice, development,  and in-
crease of wholesome qualities;  the lack of right resolve, and
the want of application.  Earnestness is the opposite of all
that negligence connotes.   According to meaning,  earnest-
ness  is  the non-neglect  of mindfulness  [atthato hi  so  satiyá
avippaváso].   Indeed,  earnestness  is the name for mindful-
ness that is always active, constantly at work.  Earnestness
may also be explained, as it has been by some, as the four
mental aggregates of feeling, perception, consciousness and
formations, proceeding with application of mindfulness and
clear comprehension [satisampajaññayogena pavattá cattáro
arúpino khandhá appamádo].
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All that the Buddha taught from the time of his enlight-
enment to his passing away into the Element of Immortality
has been summed up in the sentence:  “strive with earnest-
ness”  the  last  words  of  the  Master.   Earnestness  runs
through the whole of the Buddhaword, and embraces every-
thing there.  It is like the elephant’s footprint which is able to
contain the footprint of any other animal.  Therefore did the
Blessed  One  say:   “all  wholesome  things  are  founded on
earnestness, converge on earnestness, and earnestness is to
be considered as the most excellent of them.”

Mindfulness in this sense is found to be the chief charac-
teristic of all skillful actions leading to bliss here and here-
after and tending to one’s own and to other’s profit.  It is the
force which pushes one to right practice, after one has given
careful thought to the Buddha’s Teaching.

Life as it is understood in the Dispensation of the Buddha
is unsatisfactory until one can through moral joy, meditative
tranquility and wise understanding reach mental invulnera-
bility to suffering.  The Way of Mindfulness is understand-
ing  and tranquility  illumined by a bright  moral  character.
Without a blameless happy life of virtue it is not possible to
tranquilize the heart or make the intellect keen and clear for
spiritual perfection.  The spiritual man is a person of so sen-
sitive and  heightened  a  consciousness  that  he  finds  even
slight moral guilt burdensome and so he cannot help avoid-
ing all traces of it by a strict adherence to virtue.  Otherwise
owing  to  remorse  at  his  backslidings  and  preoccupation
with them he will not find the right inner environment and
climate for developing the placidity and insight which pro-
duce the power of perfect equanimity necessary for chang-
ing over from mental slavery to freedom.  The cheerful joy-
ous atmosphere which virtue gives is more necessary to the
aspirant to Nibbána than anything else to keep him spiritu-
ally alive.

Although the Discourse on the Arousing of Mindfulness
does not speak of virtue directly, in detail, and is principally
concerned with the calming of the mind and wise under-
standing,  the presence of the virtue-foundation is implied,
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since  the  instruction  on  mindfulness  is  intended  for  the
“unification of beings”,  and there is no purification in the
Dhamma which does not begin with “purification of virtue”
[sìla visuddhi],  and it is  only after “purification of virtue”
[sìla patiþþháya] that the wise man develops  concentration,
and wisdom and attains liberation.  Further , there is enough
in the commentary and the explanation to it,  to prove the
importance of virtue to the aspirant, and to show how tran-
quility and understanding help in protecting,  the preserv-
ing, and the perfecting of virtue.

The Way of Mindfulness moves towards the equanimity
of the fully quieted mind along the firm and sure ground of
active virtue.  Because of this virtuous basis it is a reliable
way to  highest  security, free  from the  bogs, swamps,  and
sloughs of vice and the dangerous, futility of inaction.

Analysis is a salient feature of the method of arriving at
knowledge in the Buddhadhammá.  The Buddha is the Mas-
ter  of  analytic  knowledge  and  his  doctrine  is  called  the
Teaching of Analysis [vibhajjaváda].  The Way of Mindful-
ness is therefore naturally replete with the application of the
principles  of  analysis.   The  sentient  being  is  radically
searched  through  manifold  analysis  to  see  if  anything  in
him  is  unanalysable.   Only  that  which  is  relative  is
analysable;  only that which is conditioned and dependent
on something else.  The absolute, the unconditioned, and the
independent are not analysable.  Is there anything absolute
in the sentient being, or is everything in the sentient being
relative?  The answer has to be found out, by the aspirant, af-
ter being convinced by valid thought and experience, in or-
der to reach the first  glimpse  of the goal.   By  training to
think along the lines indicated in the Way he will be able to
conclude with certainty what the nature of sentient individ-
uality  really  is.   On  the  immovable  basis  of  such  correct
knowledge rests the final realization of supra mundane per-
fection.

The aim of analysis in the Way of the Buddha is to attain
correct  understanding  of  the  component  parts  of  sentient
existence and their relations, for rightly grasping the unique
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totality  of  the  individual  that  emerges  from the  relations.
Only  a  Buddha,  however,  has  the  ability  to  gauge  the
uniqueness of individual totality consummately.  But the im-
portant thing to be noted here is that a just and generally ac-
curate perception of the significance of the totality as a thing
distinct  from  every  other  and  possessing  a  character  that
clearly is not to be merely described or defined by the parts
is the result of the team-work of the forces of wisdom and
concentrated vision.  Analysis of the parts lays bare the con-
stituent components.  Analysis of the relations gives a sense
of the totality.  All the differences that make for uniqueness
are seen as due to subtle distinctions of relations.  And the
uniqueness of the personality, individuality, and entirety of a
living  being  depends  on  the  countless  number  of  ever
changing relations, their infinite variety, subtle nuances, and
endless possibilities in each separate life-flux.  The analytic
nature of the Way leads one finally to the vision of the sen-
tient being as a uniquely related totality that transcends the
parts and has a character all its own.  The sense of totality to
which the logic of analysis leads is realized as true in the in-
tensity of the absorptive or unifying activity of concentrative
thought.

Here, the development of penetrative insight [vipassaná]
combines with that of tranquilizing concentration [samatha],
and each functions in a way that does not outstrip the other.
Both  gain  uniformity  of  force.   Through  the  overdoing  of
analysis there could be agitation.  And indolence creeps in
through too much of tranquility.

Searching  analysis  is  predominantly  intellective and  is
the work of insight.  Wholehearted acceptance is principally
intuitive and springs from the placidity of concentration.  In
the sense of yoking [yuganandhaþþhena] and of not letting
(either) become overwhelming [anativattanaþþhena] contem-
plative balance is reached.  That balance is manifested as the
sober, serene, steadfast acceptance of the truth which analy-
sis reveals.

This is a middle way.  It does not overlook any valuable
knowledge  or  experience  of  the  spirit  and  does  not  edge
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sideways but goes straight forward, intent on the Real, free
from all biases.  Though it looks within, it is aware of what is
without.  Along such a way one can transcend the narrow
vision  of  a  barricaded  individuality  and  the  indefinable
looseness of view of a dissipated and disintegrated spirit.

This Middle Way of Mindfulness is clearly not based on
revelation,  dogmas,  nor  vacuous  beliefs  like  those  in  a
Supreme Creator God and an Eternal Soul, irrational in the
extreme.  What is irrational is not the Teaching of the Bud-
dha though it be found in Buddhist Scriptures.  On the con-
trary, “Whatever is  well  said is  the Word of the  Buddha,”
even when it is not the Master’s own utterance, because the
Blessed One acknowledges Truth wherever and by whomso-
ever spoken.

To raise up the person to a keen sense of awareness in re-
gard to an object and to bring into activity, to call forth, and
stir up the controlling faculty, the power, the enlightenment
factor and the way factor of mindfulness is the Arousing of
Mindfulness designed.

Every Arousing of Mindfulness in regard to body feeling,
consciousness or a mental object can be considered as a be-
ginning of the road to insight.   And so these “arousings”
are, in a sense, “starting-points”.  Further with the Arousing
of Mindfulness  one wakes up heedfulness, intentness  and
carefulness, and is in a state of mental preparedness in re-
gard to any work in hand.

These Arousings of Mindfulness are many as regards ob-
jects but are one in the sense of taking place in a single way
of quietude charged with insight that leads to Nibbána.

All the four different objects of mindfulness:  body, feel-
ing,  consciousness  and  mental  objects, have to  be  under-
stood before one reaches sanctitude.  According to character,
temperament  and cognizing  slant,  one  can make however
only one of these the preliminary object of contemplation.  It
is often the case that owing to a lack of proper understand-
ing of oneself one has to try all objects before one gets  to
know what suits  one best  for the  preliminary  work.   The
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choice is made more difficult by the fact that most of us have
no clear-cut natures and are a  mixture of a little of every
possible human characteristic.  In these circumstances there
is no alternative to the method of trial and error.  But  the
earnest ones will find their way with persistence and sus-
tained effort.

By character there are two types  determined by the ex-
cess  of  sensuous  qualities  of craving,  or  of the  asensuous
qualities  of abstract beliefs that make up their personality.
The craving type is generally extrovert;  the other is gener-
ally  introvert.   According  to  temperament  there  are  those
whose  mental  functioning  is  slow, those  who are  languid
mentally  and  those  who  are  mentally  keen,  the  nervous
type.  But here it must be understood that the terms languid
and nervous have no necessary connection with calm and
excitement.  The nervous often keep cool when the languid
fluster.  The nervous type is sensitive, but strong and vigor-
ous and keen.  The nervous think forcefully and clearly.  The
languid  are  sluggish,  inert,  and weak,  unclear, discursive,
and often mixed-up in thought.  Cognizing slant is either in-
tuitive or intellective.

According to character and temperament the body-object
is recommended for the languid extravert and the feeling-
object for the nervous extrovert.  For the languid introvert the
consciousness-object is recommended,  and for the nervous
introvert, mental objects.

According to cognizing slant and temperament the body-
object is pointed out for the mentally slow who belong to the
intuitive  kind  which  makes  concentration  its  vehicle  for
progress, and for the mentally keen of this kind the feeling-
object.  For the mentally slow who belong to the intellective
kind which makes insight its vehicle the consciousness-ob-
ject is recommended, and to the mentally keen of this kind
the mental object.

Further, contemplation on the body destroys the delusion
of beauty;  that on feeling destroys the delusion of pleasure;
contemplation on consciousness dispels the delusion of per-
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manence;  and that on mental  objects, the delusion of the
soul.

The person who wishes to practise meditation according
to the instruction of the Buddha on the Arousing of Mind-
fulness  should first  read the discourse, with the commen-
tary on the synopsis, and get a fair idea of the trend of the
teaching.  Today, there are still people as of old who learn
the  discourse  by heart  as  a  preparation to  practice.  Such
memorizing is helpful to certain types.  But it is not essen-
tial.  What is essential is to think long and deep on the in-
struction, until one gets the hang of its application to daily
life.  Only by repeated reflection on all the implications of it,
can the discourse be made an effective instrument of mental
culture.

The core of the instruction is in the sections dealing with
the modes of deportment and clear comprehension.  These
are intended for all types of aspirants.  The commentary on
these  sections  is  very  important  and  should  be  carefully
studied.  The whole practice of mindfulness depends on the
correct grasp of the exercises included in the two parts re-
ferred to here.

One should then look through the rest of the exercises in
the discourse with the help of the commentary to find a pre-
liminary object of concentration or subject of meditation that
accords  with  one’s  character, temperament  and  cognizing
slant mentioned earlier.  If, for instance, one is an extrovert
mentally languid or a person whose cognizing slant is intu-
itive and is temperamentally slow of mind, the contempla-
tion on breathing could well suit that one as a preliminary
object.

If one finds the explanation given in the commentary to
the discourse on mindfulness on any preliminary object one
chooses insufficient, one should read the exposition of it in
the Path of Purification [Visuddhi Magga] of our commenta-
tor.  One may if  a  teacher of Buddhist  meditation can be
found, also consult him and ask for elucidation of any diffi-
cult points connected with meditative practice.
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Necessary  too to be read by all  are the portions  of the
commentary on the contemplation of feeling and conscious-
ness, and those on the hindrances, the sense-bases and the
factors  of  Enlightenment  (in  the  contemplation  of  Mental
Objects) which give information on the obstacles and aids to
concentration on the preliminary object.

In concentration of any preliminary object, say the breath,
if any feeling or thought that interferes with concentration
arises, then one should contemplate on that interfering phe-
nomenon in a manner that accords to the exposition on feel-
ing, consciousness, the hindrances, or the sense-bases, in the
commentary, until the interference disappears and then re-
vert to the preliminary object.

Similarly, when attending to the preliminary object,  any
over-activeness or slackness present should be overcome by
the method taught in the exposition on the factors  of En-
lightenment  in  the  commentary  and  then  there  will  be
steady work possible on the object  of concentration.   It  is
useful to bear in mind that either the favourable or the un-
favourable qualities  increase  by pondering  over  them  and
decrease by the turning away of attention from them.

In beginning to practise mindfulness, one has to become
aware of one’s actions, speech and thoughts, and drive these
towards good as a cow-herd his charge to healthy pastures.
It is helpful to get into the habit of preparing the mind be-
fore proceeding to act, and to pause a while before initiating
new activities.  By such practice one learns to act deliberately,
consciously, and with circumspection, and not on the spur of
the  moment,  and so does  everything  prepared to face all
consequences, and with a proper sense of responsibility.

Wholetime practice of mindfulness consists in the carry-
ing out of each of the three following activities of contempla-
tion at the proper time:  attention to the preliminary object
of concentration, reflection on the modes of deportment and
clear comprehension.  When one is not attending to the pre-
liminary object for one good reason or another, one should
be reflecting on the modes of deportment, or be doing clear
comprehension.
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Wholetime practice of mindfulness can be carried out by
all.  There will however be differences to the degree of inten-
siveness of the practice according to the “busy-ness” of the
individual.   The more  one is busy with external activities,
the less time will be at his disposal for attending to the pre-
liminary object, and also for steady reflection on deportment
and  for  penetratively  clear  comprehension.   One  should
therefore try to cut and also slow down as much as one can,
rightly and reasonably, one’s external activities.

Who reflects on his movements and clearly comprehends
states of activity and rest as taught in the commentary has
his mind turned towards self-mastery.  The preliminary ob-
ject, however, is the basis of the practice, and is the resort of
the aspirant, or the main object and ground of contempla-
tion.

The Way of Mindfulness is the objective way of viewing
anything  whatsoever.  It  reckons  just  what is  present  and
stopping the garrulity of one’s  own mind,  lets the objects
speak for themselves and unfold their character.  Also, by its
patient pursuit of the meaning of things, its readiness to see
every side of any thought or experience, and by its breath
and tolerance, it predisposes the mind to receive the impres-
sions of truth, induces inner pliancy and the mood of spiri-
tual receptivity, necessary for highest intuition.

Since mindfulness is the only way for anyone who wishes
inner  happiness,  men  of  old,  irrespective of  the  school  of
thought to which they belonged, underlined the importance
of the Buddha’s teaching on this point.  In his “Friendly Let-
ter,” Nágárjuna says:   “The Happy One (Sugata)  said that
the only way to be walked on is mindfulness directed body-
wards;  therefore keep to it resolutely;  for if mindfulness is
lacking, all good Dhamma) decays.” And Sán  tideva in his
Bodhicaryávatára says:  “If the mind, the tusker maddened
with passion, is bound completely with the rope of mindful-
ness, then,  all perils disappear and all blessings come into
being.”

In the Theraváda countries of South-East Asia, the Way of
the Arousing of Mindfulness is well-known and much ap-
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preciated.  Especially so is it in Burma today, where monk
and layman go from time to time into solitude for training
along this  Way, under  the  guidance  of  some  “meditation-
master”.  In Burmese meditation monasteries each medita-
tor is given a separate cell.  He is not allowed to speak to any
but the meditation master during the time of training.  No
books and no repetition of formulae are permitted.

The business of the meditator is to keep mindfulness go-
ing during the whole of the waking state.  Making his in-
halations and exhalations the basic subject of meditation, he
has to be mindful of his postures, completely aware of his
behaviour (going forwards etc.) and to attend to his feelings,
thoughts and ideas as they arise, according to the instruc-
tions  of  the meditation master.  Seldom does  a  stretch of
hard training extend over a month.

The aim of the meditation master is to lessen the concep-
tualizing proclivities of the pupil and lead him towards ap-
preciating the “nature of the thing”.  This he does by encour-
aging bare or pure mindfulness, and letting transcience and
the other characteristics of the mental and bodily objects be-
come clear by dint  of concentrated attention,  because  true
understanding of reality must in the last resort be based on
profound personal experience.  Otherwise it cannot change
the character of the meditator in that final and irrevocable
way  of  Arahantship  contemplated  by  this  method.   The
meditation master does not load the pupil’s mind with all
the many particulars found in the commentary but selects
what is just necessary for each pupil’s progress and instructs
accordingly.

Continued practice of  the  arousings  of  mindfulness  in-
stills into the meditator the habit of systematic or proper at-
tention (yoniso manasikára)  regarding the details of a thing,
and accustoms him to test all phenomena for their inherent
characteristics of transience and so forth.  Thus he gradually
learns to turn away from the worldling’s view of things and
look at them by way of condition, cause, dependent origina-
tion,  element  etc.,  and  becomes,  in  spirit,  one  with  the
Dhamma.
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The  Discourse  on  the  Arousing  of  Mindfulness  is  one
among the discourses often repeated by Buddhists  and its
traditional importance is seen further by its use as the vi-
aticum  to support  one passing  away from this  life  to an-
other.  The use of it as a death-bed discourse points out that
mindfulness  besides  being  one  of  the  foremost  qualities
needed for holy living, is also a quality that makes for holy
dying.  Truly, a first and last thing.

SOMA THERA
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THE DISCOURSE ON 
THE AROUSING OF MINDFULNESS

THE ORIGIN OF THE DISCOURSE ON THE ONLY WAY

Thus have I heard.

At one time the Blessed One was living in the Kurus, at
Kammásadamma, a market-town of the Kuru people.

Then the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus as follows:
“This is the only way, O bhikkhus, for the purification of be-
ings, for the overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, for the
destruction  of  suffering  and  grief,  for  reaching  the  right
path, for the attainment of Nibbána, namely, the Four Arous-
ings of Mindfulness.”

THE FOUR AROUSINGS OF MINDFULNESS

“What are the four?

“Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating the body
in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending (it) and mindful
(of  it),  having  overcome,  in  this  world,  covetousness  and
grief; he lives contemplating the feelings in the feelings, ar-
dent, clearly comprehending (them) and mindful (of them),
having overcome, in this world, covetousness and grief; he
lives contemplating consciousness in consciousness, ardent,
clearly comprehending (it) and mindful (of it), having over-
come in this world covetousness and grief; he lives contem-
plating mental objects in mental objects, ardent, clearly com-
prehending (them) and mindful (of them), having overcome,
in this world, covetousness and grief.”

MINDFULNESS OF BREATHING

“And how, O bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu live contemplat-
ing the body in the body?

“Here, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu, gone to the forest, to the
foot of a tree, or to an empty place, sits down, bends in his
legs crosswise on his lap, keeps his body erect, and arouses
mindfulness in the object of meditation, namely, the breath
which is in front of him.
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“Mindful, he breathes in, and mindful,  he breathes out.
He, thinking, `I breathe in long,’ he understands when he is
breathing in long; or thinking, `I breathe out long,’ he under-
stands when he is breathing out long; or thinking, `I breathe
in short,’ he understands when he is breathing in short; or
thinking,  `I  breathe out short,’  he understands when he is
breathing out short.

“`Experiencing the whole body, I shall breathe in,’ think-
ing thus, he trains himself.  `Experiencing the whole body, I
shall breathe out,’ thinking thus, he trains himself.  `Calming
the activity of the body, I shall breathe in,’ thinking thus, he
trains  himself.   `Calming  the  activity  of  the  body, I  shall
breathe out’, thinking thus, he trains himself.

“Just as a clever turner or a turner’s apprentice, turning
long,  understands:  `I  turn  long;’  or  turning  short,  under-
stands: `I turn short’; just so, indeed, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu,
when he breathes in long, understands: `I breathe in long’;
or, when he breathes out long, understands:  `I breathe out
long’;  or,  when  he  breathes  in  short,  he  understands:  `I
breathe in short’; or when he breathes out short, he under-
stands:  `I  breathe  out  short’.   He  trains  himself  with  the
thought:  `Experiencing the whole body, I  shall breathe in’.
He trains himself with the thought: `Experiencing the whole
body, I  shall  breathe  out’.   He  trains  himself  with  the
thought: `Calming the activity of the body I shall breathe in’.
He trains himself with the thought: `Calming the activity of
the body I shall breathe out’.

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body exter-
nally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally  and  externally.  He  lives  contemplating  origination-
things  in  the  body, or  he  lives  contemplating  dissolution-
things  in  the  body, or  he  lives  contemplating  origination-
and-dissolution-things in the body.  Or indeed his mindful-
ness is established with the thought: `The body exists,’ to the
extent necessary just for knowledge and remembrance, and
he  lives  independent  and  clings  to  naught  in  the  world.
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Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating the
body in the body.”

THE MODES OF DEPORTMENT

“And further, O bhikkhus, when he is going, a bhikkhu
understands: `I am going’; when he is standing, he under-
stands: `I am standing’; when he is sitting, he understands:
`I am sitting’; when he is lying down, he understands: `I am
lying down’; or just  as his body is disposed so he under-
stands it.

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body exter-
nally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally  and  externally.  He  lives  contemplating  origination-
things  in  the  body, or  he  lives  contemplating  dissolution-
things  in  the  body, or  he  lives  contemplating  origination-
and-dissolution-things, in the body.  Or indeed his mindful-
ness  is established with the thought:  `The body exists’,  to
the extent necessary just for knowledge and remembrance,
and he lives independent and clings to naught in the world."
Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating the
body in the body.”

THE FOUR KINDS OF CLEAR COMPREHENSION

“And further, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu, in going forwards
(and) in going backwards, is a person practising clear com-
prehension;  in  looking  straight  on  (and)  in  looking  away
from the front, is a person practising clear comprehension;
in  bending  and  in  stretching,  is  a  person  practising  clear
comprehension;  in  wearing  the  shoulder-cloak,  the  (other
two) robes (and) the bowl, is a person practising clear com-
prehension; in regard to what is eaten, drunk, chewed and
savoured,  is  a  person  practising  clear  comprehension;  in
defecating and in urinating, is a person practising clear com-
prehension; in walking, in standing (in a place), in sitting (in
some position),  in sleeping, in waking, in speaking and in
keeping silence, is a person practising clear comprehension.

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally ...  and clings  to naught  in the world.   Thus, also, O
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bhikkhus,  a  bhikkhu  lives  contemplating  the  body  in  the
body.”

THE REFLECTION ON THE REPULSIVENESS OF THE BODY

“And further, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu reflects on just this
body hemmed  by the  skin  and full  of  manifold impurity
from the soles up, and from the top of the hair down, think-
ing thus: `There are in this body hair of the head, hair of the
body, nails, teeth, skin, flesh, fibrous threads (veins, nerves,
sinews, tendons), bones, marrow, kidneys, heart, liver, pleura,
spleen,  lungs,  contents  of  stomach,  intestines,  mesentery,
faeces, bile, phlegm, pus, blood, sweat, solid fat, tars, fat dis-
solved, saliva, mucus, synovic fluid, urine.’

“Just as if, O bhikkhus, there were a bag having two open-
ings,  full  of  grain  differing  in  kind,  namely,  hill-paddy,
paddy, green-gram,  cow-pea,  sesamum,  rice;  and  a  man
with seeing eyes, having loosened it, should reflect thinking
thus:  `This is hill paddy; this is paddy, this is green-gram;
this is cow-pea; this is sesamum; this is rice.’  In the same
way,  O  bhikkhus,  a  bhikkhu  reflects  on  just  this  body
hemmed in by the skin and full of manifold impurity from
the soles up, and from the top of the hair down,  thinking
thus:  `There are in this body: hair of the head, hair of the
body, nails, teeth, skin, flesh, fibrous threads (veins, nerves,
sinews, tendons), bones, marrow, kidneys, heart, liver, pleura,
spleen, lungs, contents of the stomach, intestines, mesentery,
faeces, bile, phlegm, pus, blood, sweat, solid fat, tears, fat dis-
solved, saliva, mucus, synovic fluid, urine.’

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body, inter-
nally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus  also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

THE REFLECTION ON THE MODES OF MATERIALITY

(ELEMENTS‚ DHATU) 

“And further, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu reflects on just this
body according as it is  placed or disposed,  by way of the
modes of materiality, thinking thus:  `There are in this body
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the  mode  of  solidity, the  mode  of  cohesion,  the  mode  of
caloricity, and the mode of oscillation.’

“O bhikkhus, in whatever manner, a clever cow-butcher
or a cow-butcher’s apprentice, having slaughtered a cow and
divided it by way of portions, should be sitting at the junc-
tion of a four-cross-road; in the same manner, a bhikkhu re-
flects on just this body, according as it is placed or disposed,
by way of the modes of materiality, thinking thus:   `There
are in this body the mode of solidity, the mode of cohesion,
the mode of caloricity, and the mode of oscillation.’

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus  also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

CEMETERY CONTEMPLATION 1

“And further, O bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu, in whatever way,
sees a body dead, one, two, or three days:  swollen, blue and
festering, thrown into the charnel ground, he thinks of his
own body thus:  `This body of mine too is of the same na-
ture as that body, is going to be like that body and has not
got past the condition of becoming like that body.’

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

CEMETERY CONTEMPLATION 2

“And, further, O bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu, in whatever way,
sees, whilst it is being eaten by crows, hawks, vultures, dogs,
jackals or by different kinds of worms, a body that had been
thrown into the charnel ground, he thinks of his own body
thus:  `This body of mine, too, is of the same nature as that
body, is going to be like that body, and has not got past the
condition of becoming like that body.’
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“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally or he lives contemplating the body in the body exter-
nally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally  and  externally.  He  lives  contemplating  origination-
things  in  the  body  or  he  lives  contemplating  dissolution-
things  in  the  body, or  he  lives  contemplating  origination-
and-dissolution-things in the body.  Or indeed his mindful-
ness is established with the thought,   `The body exists,’  to
the extent necessary just for knowledge and remembrance,
and he lives independent, and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

CEMETERY CONTEMPLATION 3

“And, further, O bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu, in whatever way,
sees a body, thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to a
skeleton together with (some) flesh and blood held in by the
tendons,  he  thinks  of  his  own  body  thus:   `This  body  of
mine, too, is of the same nature as that body, is going to be
like that body, and has not got past the condition of becom-
ing like that body.’

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body exter-
nally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally and externally. 

“He lives contemplating origination-things in the body or
he lives contemplating dissolution-things in the body, or he
lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution-things in the
body.  Or indeed,  his  mindfulness  is  established with the
thought,  `The body exists,’ to the extent necessary just for
knowledge  and  remembrance,  and  he  lives  independent,
and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

CEMETERY CONTEMPLATION 4

“And, further, O bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu, in whatever way,
sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to a
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blood-besmeared skeleton without flesh but held in by the
tendons,  he  thinks  of  his  own  body  thus:   `This  body  of
mine, too, is of the same nature as that body, is going to be
like that body, and has not got past the condition of becom-
ing like that body.’

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

CEMETERY CONTEMPLATION 5

“And, further, O bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu, in whatever way,
sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to a
skeleton held in by the tendons but without flesh and not
besmeared  with  blood,  he  thinks  of  his  own  body  thus:
`This body of mind, too, is of the same nature as that body, is
going to be like that body, and has not got past the condition
of becoming like that body.

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

CEMETERY CONTEMPLATION 6

“And, further, O bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu, in whatever way,
sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to
bones gone loose, scattered in all directions — a bone of the
hand,  a  bone  of  the  foot,  a  shin  bone, a  thigh  bone, the
pelvis, spine and skull, each in a different place — he thinks
of his own body thus:  `This body of mine, too, is of the same
nature as that body, is going to be like that body, and has not
got past the condition of becoming like that body.’

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

CEMETERY CONTEMPLATION 7
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“And, further, O bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu, in whatever way,
sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to
bones, white  in colour like a  conch,  he thinks  of his  own
body thus:  `This body of mine, too, is of the same nature as
that body, going to be like that body and has not got past the
condition of becoming like that body;’

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

CEMETERY CONTEMPLATION 8

“And, further, O bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu, in whatever way,
sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to
bones more than a year old, heaped together, he thinks of
his own body thus:  `This body of mine, too, is of the same
nature as that body, is going to be like that body and has not
got past the condition of becoming like that body.’

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
the body in the body.”

CEMETERY CONTEMPLATION 9

“And, further, O bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu, in whatever way,
sees a body thrown in the charnel ground and reduced to
bones gone rotten and become dust,  he thinks of his own
body thus:  `This body of mine too, is of the same nature as
that body, is going to be like that body and has not got past
the condition of becoming like that body.’

“Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body exter-
nally, or he lives contemplating the body in the body inter-
nally  and  externally.  He  lives  contemplating  origination-
things  in  the  body, or  he  lives  contemplating  dissolution-
things  in  the  body, or  he  lives  contemplating  origination-
and-dissolution-things  in the body.  Or his mindfulness  is
established with the thought,  `The body exists,’ to the extent
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necessary just for knowledge and remembrance, and he lives
independent and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, indeed, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplat-
ing the body in the body.”

THE CONTEMPLATION OF FEELING

“And how, O bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu live contemplat-
ing feeling in feelings?

`Here, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu when experiencing a pleas-
ant feeling, understands:   `I experience a pleasant feeling’;
when experiencing a painful feeling, he understands:  `I ex-
perience  a  painful  feeling’;   when experiencing  a  neither-
pleasant-nor-painful feeling, he understands:  `I experience
a neither-pleasant-nor-painful feeling’;  when experiencing a
pleasant  worldly feeling,  he  understands:   `I  experience a
pleasant  worldly  feeling’;   when  experiencing  a  pleasant
spiritual feeling,  he understands:   `I  experience a pleasant
spiritual feeling’;  when experiencing a painful worldly feel-
ing,  he understands:   `I  experience a painful  worldly feel-
ing’;  when experiencing a painful spiritual feeling, he un-
derstands:  `I  experience a painful spiritual feeling’;   when
experiencing a neither-pleasant-nor-painful worldly feeling,
he understands:  `I experience a neither-pleasant-nor-painful
worldly feeling’;  when experiencing a neither-pleasant-nor-
painful  spiritual  feeling,  he  understands:   `I  experience  a
neither-pleasant-nor-painful spiritual feeling.’

“Thus  he  lives  contemplating  feelings  in feelings  inter-
nally, or he lives contemplating feeling in feelings externally,
or he lives contemplating feeling in feelings internally and
externally.  He lives contemplating origination-things in feel-
ings, or he lives contemplating dissolution-things in feelings,
or he lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution-things
in  feelings.   Or  his  mindfulness  is  established  with  the
thought:   `Feeling  exists,’  to  the  extent  necessary  just  for
knowledge and remembrance and he lives independent and
clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, indeed, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplat-
ing feeling in feelings.”
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THE CONTEMPLATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS

“And how, O bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu live contemplat-
ing consciousness in consciousness?

“Here,  O  bhikkhus,  a  bhikkhu  understands  the  con-
sciousness with lust, as with lust;  the consciousness with-
out  lust,  as  without  lust;  the  consciousness  with  hate,  as
with hate; the consciousness without hate, as without hate;
the  consciousness  with  ignorance,  as  with  ignorance;  the
consciousness without ignorance, as without ignorance;  the
shrunken state of consciousness, as the shrunken state;  the
distracted state of consciousness, as the distracted state;  the
state  of  consciousness  become  great,  as  the  state  become
great;  the state  of consciousness not become great,  as the
state not become great;  the state of consciousness with some
other mental state superior to it, as the state with something
mentally higher;  the state of consciousness  with no other
mental state superior to it,  as the state with nothing men-
tally higher;  the quieted state of consciousness, as the qui-
eted state;   the  state  of  consciousness  not  quieted,  as  the
state not quieted;  the freed state of consciousness as freed;
and the unfreed state of consciousness, as unfreed.

“Thus he lives contemplating consciousness in conscious-
ness  internally, or he lives contemplating  consciousness  in
consciousness  externally,  or  he  lives  contemplating  con-
sciousness  in consciousness  internally  and externally.  He
lives contemplating  origination-things  in consciousness, or
he lives contemplating dissolution-things  in consciousness,
or he lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution-things
in consciousness.  Or his mindfulness is established with the
thought:  `Consciousness exists,’ to the extent necessary just
for knowledge and remembrance, and he lives independent
and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, indeed, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplat-
ing consciousness in consciousness.”

THE CONTEMPLATION ON MENTAL OBJECTS

1.  THE FIVE HINDRANCES
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“And how, O bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu live contemplat-
ing mental objects in mental objects?

“Here, O  bhikkhus,  a  bhikkhu  lives  contemplating  the
mental objects in the mental objects of the five hindrances.

“How, O bhikkhus,  does  a  bhikkhu  live contemplating
mental objects in the mental objects of the five hindrances?

“Here, O bhikkhus, when sensuality is present, a bhikkhu
knows with understanding:  `I have sensuality,’ or when sen-
suality is not present, he knows with understanding:  `I have
no sensuality.’  He understands how the arising of the non-
arisen  sensuality  comes  to  be;   he  understands  how  the
abandoning of the arisen sensuality comes to be;  and he un-
derstands  how the  non-arising  in  the  future  of  the  aban-
doned sensuality comes to be.  When anger is present,  he
knows with understanding:  `I have anger,’ or when anger is
not  present,  he  knows  with  understanding:  `I  have  no
anger.’   He understands how the arising of the non-arisen
anger comes to be;  he understands how the abandoning of
the arisen anger comes to be;  and he understands how the
non-arising in the future of the abandoned anger comes to
be.  When sloth and torpor are present, he knows with un-
derstanding:  `I have sloth and torpor,’  or when sloth and
torpor  are not  present,   he  knows  with understanding:  `I
have no sloth and torpor.’  He understands how the arising
of non-arisen sloth and torpor comes to be;  he understands
how the abandoning of the arisen sloth and torpor comes to
be;  and he understands how the non-arising in the future of
the abandoned sloth and torpor comes to be.  When agita-
tion and worry are present, he knows with understanding:
`I have agitation and worry,’ or when agitation and worry are
not present, he knows with understanding:  `I have no agita-
tion and worry.’   He understands how the arising of non-
arisen agitation and worry comes to be;  and he understands
how  the  abandoning  of  the  arisen  agitation  and  worry
comes to be;  and he understands how the non-arising in the
future of the abandoned agitation and worry comes to be.
When doubt  is  present,  he  knows  with understanding:  `I
have doubt,’  or when doubt is not present, he knows with
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understanding:  `I have no doubt.’  He understands how the
arising  of non-arisen doubt comes  to be;  he understands
how the abandoning of the arisen doubt comes to be;  and
he  understands  how the  non-arising  in  the  future  of  the
abandoned doubt comes to be.

“Thus he lives contemplating mental object in mental ob-
jects, internally, or he lives contemplating  mental  object in
mental objects, externally, or he lives contemplating mental
object in mental objects, internally and externally.  He lives
contemplating  origination-things  in  mental  objects,  or  he
lives contemplating dissolution-things in mental objects, or
he lives contemplating origination-and-dissolution-things in
mental objects.  Or his mind is established with the thought:
`Mental objects exist,’ to the extent necessary for just knowl-
edge and remembrance and he lives independent and clings
to naught in the world.

“Thus, indeed, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplat-
ing  mental  object  in  the  mental  objects  of  the  five  hin-
drances.”

2.  THE FIVE AGGREGATES OF CLINGING

“And, further, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
mental object in the mental objects of the five aggregates of
clinging.

“How, O bhikkhus,  does  a  bhikkhu  live contemplating
mental objects in the mental objects of the five aggregates of
clinging?

“Here, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu thinks:  `Thus is material
form; thus is the arising of material form; and thus  is the
disappearance of material form.  Thus is feeling; thus is the
arising of feeling; and thus is the disappearance of feeling.
Thus is perception;  thus is the arising of perception; and
thus is the disappearance of perception.  Thus are the forma-
tions; thus is the arising of the formations; and thus is the
disappearance  of  the  formations.   Thus  is  consciousness;
thus is the arising of consciousness; and thus is the disap-
pearance of consciousness.’
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Thus he lives contemplating mental objects in mental ob-
jects, internally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, indeed, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplat-
ing mental object in the mental objects of the five aggregates
of clinging.”

3.  THE SIX INTERNAL AND THE SIX EXTERNAL SENSE-BASES

“And, further, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
mental object in the mental  objects of the six internal and
the six external sense-bases.

“How, O bhikkhus,  does  a  bhikkhu  live contemplating
mental object in the mental  objects of the six internal and
the six external sense-bases?

“Here, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu understands the eye and
material forms and the fetter that arises dependent on both
(eye and forms);  he understands how the arising of the non-
arisen fetter comes to be;  he understands how the abandon-
ing of the arisen fetter comes to be;  and he understands
how the non-arising in the future of the abandoned fetter
comes to be.  He understands the ear and sounds and the
fetter that arises dependent on both (ear and sounds);   he
understands how the arising of the non-arisen fetter comes
to be;  he understands how the abandoning of the arisen fet-
ter comes to be;  and he understands how the non-arising in
the future of the abandoned fetter comes to be.  He under-
stands  the  organ  of  smell  and odours  and the  fetter  that
arises dependent on both (the organ of smell and odours);
he  understands  how  the  arising  of  the  non-arisen  fetter
comes  to be;  he understands how the abandoning of the
arisen fetter comes to be;  and he understands how the non-
arising in the future of the abandoned fetter comes to be.
He understands the organ of taste and flavours and the fet-
ter that arises  dependent  on both (the organ of  taste  and
flavours);  he understands how the arising of the non-arisen
fetter comes to be;  he understands how the abandoning of
the arisen fetter comes to be;  and he understands how the
non-arising in the future of the abandoned fetter comes to
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be.  He understands the organ of touch and tactual objects
and the fetter that arises dependent on both (the organ of
touch and tactual objects);  he understands how the arising
of the non-arisen fetter comes to be;   he understands how
the abandoning of the arisen fetter comes to be;  and he un-
derstands  how the  non-arising  in  the  future  of  the  aban-
doned fetter  comes  to be.  He understands  consciousness
and mental objects and the fetter that arises dependent on
both  (consciousness  and mental  objects);   he  understands
how the arising of the non-arisen fetter comes to be;  he un-
derstands how the abandoning of the arisen fetter comes to
be;  and he understands how the non-arising in the future of
the abandoned fetter comes to be.

“Thus he lives contemplating mental object in mental ob-
jects, internally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, indeed, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplat-
ing mental  object  in the mental  objects  of the six internal
and the six externally sense-bases.”

4.  THE SEVEN FACTORS OF ENLIGHTENMENT

“And, further, o bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
mental object in the mental objects of the seven factors of en-
lightenment.”

“How, o  bhikkhus,  does  a  bhikkhu  live contemplating
mental object in the mental objects of the seven factors of en-
lightenment?”

“Here,  o  bhikkhus,  when  the  enlightenment  factor  of
mindfulness is present, a bhikkhu knows with understand-
ing:  `I  have the enlightenment factor of mindfulness’;   or
when the enlightenment factor of mindfulness is absent, he
knows with understanding:  `I  have not the enlightenment
factor of mindfulness’;  and he understands how the arising
of  the  non-arisen  enlightenment  factor  of  mindfulness
comes to be and how the completion by culture of the arisen
enlightenment factor of mindfulness comes to be.  When the
enlightenment factor of the investigation of mental objects is
present, he knows with understanding:  `I have the enlight-
enment factor of the investigation of mental objects’;  when
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the enlightenment factor of the investigation of mental ob-
jects is absent, he knows with understanding: `I have not the
enlightenment factor of the investigation of mental objects’;
and he understands how the arising of the non-arisen en-
lightenment  factor  of  the  investigation  of  mental  objects
comes to be and how the completion of culture of the arisen
enlightenment  factor of the investigation of mental  objects
comes to be.  When the enlightenment factor of energy is
present, he knows with understanding: `I have the enlight-
enment factor of energy’;  when the enlightenment factor of
energy is absent, he knows with understanding: `I have not
the  enlightenment  factor  of  energy’;  and  he  understands
how the  arising  of the  non-arisen enlightenment  factor  of
energy comes to be and how the completion by culture of
the  arisen  enlightenment  factor  of  energy  comes  to  be.
When the enlightenment factor of joy is present, he knows
with  understanding:   `I  have the  enlightenment  factor  of
joy’;   when  the  enlightenment  factor  of  joy is  absent,  he
knows with understanding:  `I have not the enlightenment
factor of joy’;  and he understands how the rising of the non-
arisen enlightenment factor of joy comes to be and how the
completion by culture of the arisen enlightenment factor of
joy comes to be.  When the enlightenment factor of calm is
present, he knows with understanding:  `I have the enlight-
enment factor of calm’;  when the enlightenment factor of
calm is absent, he knows with understanding:   `I have not
the enlightenment factor of calm’;  and he understands how
the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment  factor of calm
comes to be and how the completion by culture of the arisen
enlightenment  factor of calm comes  to be.  When the  en-
lightenment  factor  of  concentration  is  present,  he  knows
with  understanding:   `I  have the  enlightenment  factor  of
concentration’;  when the enlightenment factor of concentra-
tion is absent, he knows with understanding:  `I have not the
enlightenment factor of concentration’;  and he understands
how the  arising  of the  non-arisen enlightenment  factor  of
concentration comes to be and how the completion by cul-
ture  of  the  arisen  enlightenment  factor  of  concentration
comes to be.  When the enlightenment factor of equanimity
is present,  he knows with understanding:   `I  have the en-
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lightenment factor of equanimity’;  when the enlightenment
factor of equanimity is absent, he knows with understand-
ing:   `I  have not  the  enlightenment  factor of equanimity’;
and he understands how the arising of the non-arisen en-
lightenment factor of equanimity comes to be and how the
completion by culture of the arisen enlightenment factor of
equanimity comes to be.

“Thus he lives contemplating mental object in mental ob-
jects internally ... and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, indeed, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplat-
ing mental object in the mental objects of the seven factors of
enlightenment.” 

5.  THE FOUR TRUTHS

“And, further, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplating
mental object in the mental objects of the Four Noble Truths.

“How, O bhikkhus,  does  a  bhikkhu  live contemplating
mental  object  in  the  mental  objects  of  the  Four  Noble
Truths?

“Here, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu understands:  `This is suf-
fering,’  according to reality;  he understands:   `This is the
origin of suffering,’  according to reality;   he understands:
`This is the cessation of suffering,’ according to reality;  and
he understands:  `This is the road leading to the cessation of
suffering,’ according to realty.

“Thus he lives contemplating mental object in mental ob-
jects internally or he lives contemplating mental  objects in
mental objects externally, or he lives contemplating mental
object in mental objects internally and externally.”

“He lives contemplating origination things in mental ob-
jects, or he lives contemplating dissolution-things in mental
objects,  or  he  lives  contemplating  origination-and-dissolu-
tion-things  in mental  objects, or  his  mindfulness  is  estab-
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lished with the thought,  `Mental objects exist,’ to the extent
necessary just for knowledge and remembrance, and he lives
independent and clings to naught in the world.

“Thus, indeed, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives contemplat-
ing mental  object in the mental  objects  of the Four Noble
Truths.”

ASSURANCE OF ATTAINMENT

“O  bhikkhus,  should  any  person  maintain  the  Four
Arousings  of  Mindfulness  in  this  manner  for seven years,
then by him one of two fruitions is proper to be expected:
Knowledge (Arahantship) here and now;  or, if some form of
clinging is yet present, the state of Non-Returning (the Third
Stage of Supramundane Fulfillment).

“O  bhikkhus,  let  alone  seven  years.   Should  a  person
maintain these Four Arousings of Mindfulness, in this man-
ner, for six years .....  for five years .....  four years .....  three
years  .....  two years  .....  one  year, then by him one of two
fruitions is proper to be expected:  knowledge here and now;
or, if some form of clinging is yet present, the state of Non-
Returning.

“O bhikkhus, let alone a year.  Should any person main-
tain these Four Arousings of Mindfulness, in the manner, for
seven months, then by him one of two fruitions is proper to
be expected:  Knowledge here and now;  or, if some form of
clinging is yet present, the state of Non-Returning.

“O bhikkhus, let alone seven months.  Should any person
maintain these Four Arousings of Mindfulness in this man-
ner for six months ..... five months ..... four months ..... three
months  .....  two months  .....  one  month  .....  half-a-month,
then, by him one of two fruitions is proper to be expected:
Knowledge here and now;  or, if some form of clinging is yet
present, the state of Non-Returning.

“O bhikkhus, let alone half-a-month.  Should any person
maintain these Four Arousings of Mindfulness in this man-
ner for a week, then by him one of two fruitions is proper to
be expected:  Knowledge here and now;  or, if some form of
clinging is yet present, the state of Non-Returning.
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“Because  of  this  was  it  said:   `This  is  the  only  way, O
bhikkhus, for the purification of beings, for the overcoming
of sorrow and lamentation, for the destruction of suffering
and grief, for reaching the right path, for the attainment of
Nibbána, namely, the Four Arousings of Mindfulness.”

Thus spoke the Blessed One.  Satisfied, the bhikkhus ap-
proved of his words.
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THE COMMENTARY TO THE DISCOURSE ON
THE AROUSING OF MINDFULNESS

WITH MARGINAL NOTES

The Section of the Synopsis

Evaí me sutaí  “Thus have I heard” the Discourse on
the Arousing of Mindfulness [Satipaþþhána Sutta].  `I” refers
to  the  Elder  Ánanda,  cousin  of  the  Buddha.   At the  first
Buddhist Council held in the Sattapaóóa Cave at Rájagaha
under the presidentship of the Great Disciple of the Buddha,
the  Elder Mahá Kassapa,  the  Collection of  the  Discourses
[Sutta Piþaka] was recited by the Elder Ánanda.

Ekaí samayaí bhagavá Kurúsu viharati = “At one time
the Blessed One was living in the (country of the) Kurus.”
Although the territory of the Kuru Princes, their homeland,
was a single contiguous domain, by taking into considera-
tion its many villages and market-towns, it was commonly
referred to by the use of the plural form “Kurus”.

In  the  time  of  the  legendary  king  Mandhátu,  say  the
commentators,  inhabitants  of  the  three  continents,  Pubba
Videha, Apara Goyána, and Uttara Kuru, having heard that
Jambudìpa1,  the birthplace of Sammásambuddhas2,  Paccek-
abuddhas3,  the  Great  Disciples  of  the  Buddhas,  Universal
Monarchs and other beings of mighty virtue, was an exceed-
ingly pleasant, excellent continent, came to Jambudìpa with
the Universal Monarch Mandhátu who was making a tour
of all the continents, in due order, preceded by his Wheel
Treasure.   And  at  last  when  Mandhátu  bodily  translated
himself by means of his psychic virtue to the Távatiísa de-
valoka,  the  heaven  of  the  Thirty-three,  the  people  of  the
three  continents  who  accompanied  him  to  Jambudìpa
begged of his son for territory to live in, as they said they
had come carried by the great power of Mandhátu, and were

1 The Land of the Jambu, Sinhala: Má Daí, Eugenia Jambolana, a
tree  that  grows  to  fairly  great  proportions  and  yields  a  small
roundish fruit with purple pulp enclosing a stone.
2 Fully enlightened ones.
3 Solitarily enlightened ones.
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now unable by themselves to return to their own continents.
Their prayer was heard and lands were granted to each of
the groups of people of the three continents.  The places in
which  these  people  settled  got  the  names  of  the  original
continents from which they had emigrated.  The settlement
of people from Pubba Videha came to be known as Videha,
of those from Apara Goyána, as Aparanta, and of those from
Uttara Kuru as Kururaþþha.

Kammásadammaí náma Kurúnaí nigamo = “At Kam-
másadamma, a market-town of the Kuru people.”  Some ex-
plain  the  word Kammásadamma,  here, spelling  it  with  a
“dh” instead of a “d”.  Since Kammása was tamed here it
was  called  Kammásadamma,  the  place  of  the  taming  of
Kammása.   Kammása  refers  to  the  cannibal  of  Kammás-
apáda, the one with the speckled, black and white or grey
coloured foot.  It is said that a wound on his foot, caused by
a stake, healed,  having  become like a  piece of wood with
lines of fibre of a complex pattern [cittadáru sadiso hutvá].
Therefore, he became well-known as Kammásapáda, Speck-
led Foot.  By whom was Speckled Foot tamed?  By the Great
Being,  the  Bodhisatta.   In  which  Birth-story  [Játaka]  is  it
stated?  Certain commentators say: “In the Sutasoma Birth-
story”.   But the elders of the Great Minister at Anurádha-
pura, the Mahá Vihára, say that it is stated in the Jayaddisa
Birth-story. Kammásapada was tamed, weaned of his canni-
balism, by the Great Being, in the circumstances mentioned
in the Jayaddisa Birth-story.  The following statement occurs
in that story:

To free my sire did I renounce my life,
When born as very son of the king,
Jayaddisa, Pañcála's sovran chief,
And make even Speckled Foot have faith in me.4

4 "See  the  story  of  Kalmásapáda  and  its  evolution  in  Indian
literature, by Watanabe, Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1909, p. 236
foll. Mahá Sutasoma Játaka (No. 537);  and Jayaddisa Játaka (No.
513).   Dictionary  of  Páli  Proper  Names,  vol.  I.  pp  528-529.
Watanabe's study is comprehensive.  He believes Játaka No. 537 to
be older than 513.  Some said that the converting of Speckled Foot
was in No. 537.  The Mahá Vihára teachers said that it was in No.
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Some  [keci]  however  explain  spelling  the  word  thus:
Kammásadhammá.  It is said that the traditional Kuru virtu-
ous practice [Kuruvattadhammá]  became (black or diversi-
fied or) stained [kammáso játo] in that place.  Therefore, it
was  called  Kammásadhammá.   The  market-town  estab-
lished there, too, got the same name.

Why was it not said Kámmasadamme Kurúnam nigame
using  the  locative?   Because,  it  is  said,  there  was  no
monastery  (or  dwelling  place)  at  which  the  Blessed  One
could  stay, in  that  market-town.   Away from  the  market-
town, however, there was a huge dense jungle in a delightful
region, watered well.  In that jungle, the Blessed One lived,
making the market-town his place for gathering alms.

Ekáyano ayaí bhikkhave maggo = “This is the only way,
O  bhikkhus.”   Why  did  the  Blessed  One  teach  this  Dis-
course?  Because of the ability of the people of the Kurus to
take in deep doctrine.

The  inhabitants  of  the  Kuru  country  —  bhikkhus,
bhikkhuóìs, upásakas, upásikás — by reason of their coun-
try being blessed with a perfect climate, and through their
enjoyment  of  other  comfortable  conditions,  were  always
healthy  in  body  and  in  mind.   They, happy with healthy
minds and bodies, and having the power of knowledge, were
capable of receiving deep teachings.  Therefore, the Blessed
One, perceiving their ability to appreciate this profound in-
struction, proclaimed to them this Discourse on the Arous-
ing of Mindfulness, which is deep in meaning, having set up
the  subject  of  meditation,  in  Arahantship,  in  twenty-one
places.   For  even  as  a  man,  having  got  a  golden  basket
should  fill  it  with  divers  flowers, or  indeed  having  got  a
golden casket should fill it with precious jewels of the seven
kinds, the Blessed One, having got a following of the Kuru-
land people, dispensed, it is said, deep doctrine.  Likewise,
on that very account, there, in the Kurus, the Blessed One,
taught other deep teachings:  the Mahá Nidána Sutta, Mahá
Satipaþþhána  Sutta,  Sáropama  Sutta,  Rukkhúpama  Sutta,
Raþþhapála Sutta, Mágandiya Sutta, and the Áneñjasappáya

513.
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Sutta.

Further,  in  that  territory  of  the  Kuru  people5,  the  four
classes — bhikkhu, bhikkhuóì, upásaka, upásiká — gener-
ally by nature were earnest in the application of the Arous-
ing of Mindfulness  to their daily life.  At the very lowest,
even servants, usually, spoke with mindfulness.  At wells or
in  spinning  halls  useless  talk  was  not  heard.   If  some
woman asked of another woman, “Mother, which Arousing
of Mindfulness do you practise?” and got the reply, “None at
all,” then that woman who replied so was reproached thus:
“Your life is shameful; though you live you are as if dead,”
and was taught one of the kinds of Mindfulness-arousing.
But on being questioned if she said that she was practising
such and such an Arousing of Mindfulness, then she was
praised thus:   “Well done, well done!  Your life is blessed;
you are really one who has attained to the human state;  for
you the Sammásambuddhas have come to be.”

With a perfect climate ….. comfortable conditions.  This
includes  such  items  as  wholesome  food and  drink  essential  for
maintaining mind and body unimpaired.

“The only way” = The one way [Ekáyanoti ekamaggo].
There are many words for “way”.  The word used for “way”
here is “ayana” (“going” or road).   Therefore, “This is  the
only way, O bhikkhus  [ekáyano ayaí bhikkhave maggo]”
means here: “A single way (“going” or road), O bhikkhus, is
this way; it is not of the nature of a double way [ekamaggo
ayaí bhikkhave maggo na dvedhápathabhúto]”.

Or it is “the only way” because it has to be trodden by

5  “The ancient Kuru country may be said to have comprised the
Kuruksetra  and  Tháneswar.   The  district  formerly  included
Sonepat Ámin Kernál and Paóipat, and was situated between the
Saraswati  (mod.  Sarsuti)  on  the  north  and  the  Drsadvat  (mod.
Rákshi) on the south.” — Cited from G.De by R. Mehta in the Pre-
Buddhist India p. 382, Bombay, 1939.  The kingdom of Kuru ... was
divided into three parts, Kuruksetra, the Kurus (i.e. the country of
the  Kurus),  and  Kurujángala  (the  forest  tract  included  in  the
kingdom.”   Notes  to  S.  M.  Sastri's  edition  of  Cunningham's
Ancient Geography of India, p. 701, Calcutta, 1924.
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oneself only [ekeneva ayitabbo].  That is without a companion.
The state of being companionless is twofold: without a comrade,
after abandoning contact with the crowd, and in the sense of
being withdrawn (or secluded) from craving, through tran-
quillity of mind.

Or it is called “ekáyana” because it is the way of the one
[ekassa ayana].  “Of the one” = of the best; of all beings the
Blessed One is best.  Therefore, it is called the Blessed One's
Way.  Although others too go along that way, it is the Bud-
dha's because he creates it.  Accordingly it is said: “He, the
Blessed One, is the creator of the uncreated path,  O Brah-
min.”  It proceeds (or exists) only in this Doctrine-and-disci-
pline  and  not  in  any  other.   Accordingly  the  Master  de-
clared:  “Subhadda,  only  in  this  Doctrine-and-discipline  is
the  Eightfold Way to  be found.”   And further, “ekáyana”
means:  It goes to the one [ekaí ayati] — that is, it (the way)
goes solely to Nibbána.  Although in the earlier stages this
method of meditation proceeds on different lines, in the lat-
ter, it goes to just the one Nibbána.  And that is why Brahmá
Sahampati said:

Whose mind perceiving life's last dying out
Vibrates with love, he knows the only way
That led in ancient times, is leading now,
And in the future will lead past the flood6.

As Nibbána is without a second, that is, without craving as ac-
companying quality, it is called the one.  Hence it is said: “Truth
is one; it is without a second.”

Why is  the  Arousing  of  Mindfulness  intended  by the  word
“way”?  Are there not many other factors of the way, namely, un-
derstanding, thinking, speech,  action, livelihood, effort, and con-
centration,  besides  mindfulness?   To be sure there are.  But all
these  are  implied  when  the  Arousing  of  Mindfulness  is  men-
tioned,  because  these  factors  exist  in  union  with  mindfulness.
Knowledge, energy and the like are mentioned in the analytically
expository portion [niddese].  In the synopsis [uddese], however,
the consideration should be regarded as that of mindfulness alone,

6 Saíyutta Nikáya v, pages 168 and 186, P.T.S. Edition
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by way of the mental disposition of those capable of being trained.

Some [keci], however, construing according to the stanza
beginning with the words, “They do not go twice to the fur-
ther shore [na páram digunaí yanti]”7 say, “One goes to Nib-
bána once, therefore it is ekáyana.”  This explanation is not
proper.  Because  in this  instruction the  earlier part  of the
Path is intended to be presented, the preliminary part of the
Way of Mindfulness proceeding in the four objects of con-
templation is meant here, and not the supramundane Way of
Mindfulness.   And that preliminary  part  of  the  Path  pro-
ceeds (for the aspirant) many times; or it may be said that
there is many a going on it, by way of repetition of practice.

In what sense is it a “way”?  In the sense of the path go-
ing towards Nibbána, and in the sense of the path which is
the one that should be (or is fit to be) traversed by those who
wish to reach Nibbána.

Regarding “the only way” there is the following account
of a discussion that took place long ago.

The Elder Tipiþaka Culla Nága said: “The Way of Mind-
fulness-arousing  (as  expounded  in  our  Discourse)  is  the
(mundane) preliminary part (of the Eightfold Way).”

His teacher the Elder Culla Summa said: “The Way is a
mixed  one  (a  way that  is  both  mundane  and  supramun-
dane).”

The pupil: “Reverend Sir, it is the preliminary part.”

The teacher: “Friend, it is the mixed Way.”

As  the  teacher  was  insistent,  the  pupil  became  silent.
They went away without coming to a decision.

On the way to the bathing place the teacher considered
the matter.  He recited the Discourse.  When he came to the
part where it is said: “O bhikkhus, should any person main-
tain the Four Arousings of Mindfulness in this manner for
seven  years,”  he  concluded  that  after  producing  the  con-
sciousness of the Supramundane Path there was no possibil-

7 Sutta Nipáta verse 714.
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ity of continuing in that state of mind for seven years, and
that  his  pupil,  Culla  Nága,  was  right.   On  that  very  day,
which happened to be the eighth of the lunar fortnight,  it
was the elder Culla Nagá’s turn to expound the Dhamma.
When the  exposition  was  about  to  begin,  the  Elder  Culla
Summa went to the Hall of Preaching and stood behind the
pulpit.

After the pupil had recited the preliminary stanzas the
teacher spoke to the pupil in the hearing of others, saying,
“Friend,  Culla  Nagá.”   The  pupil  heard  the  voice  of  his
teacher and replied: “What is it, Reverend Sir?”  The teacher
said this:  “To say, as I did, that the Way is a mixed one is not
right.  You are right in calling it the preliminary part of the
Way of Mindfulness-arousing.”  Thus the Elders of old were
not envious and did not go about holding up only what they
liked as though it were a bundle of sugar-cane.  They took
up what was rational; they gave up what was not.

Thereupon, the pupil, realising that on a point on which
experts of the Dhamma like his learned teacher had floun-
dered, fellows of the holy life in the future were more likely
to be unsure, thought:  “With the authority of a citation from
the Discourse-collection, I will settle this question.”  There-
fore, he brought out and placed before his hearers the follow-
ing statement from the Paþisambhidá Magga:  “The prelimi-
nary part of the Way of Mindfulness-arousing is called the
only way.”8   And, in order to elaborate just that and to show
of which path or way the instruction in our Discourse is the
preliminary part, he further quoted the following also from
the Paþisambhidá Magga:  “The Excellent Way is the Eight-
fold way; four are truths; dispassion is the best of things be-
longing to the wise; besides that Way there is no other for
the purifying of vision.   Walk along that Way so that you
may confound Death, and put an end to suffering.”9

Sattánaí visuddhiyá = “For the purification of beings.”
For the cleansing of beings soiled by the stains of lust, ha-

8 Not found in the Patisambhidá Magga.
9 Not found in the Patisambhidá Magga;  these are verses 273-275 
of the Dhammápada.
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tred and delusion, and by the defilements of covetise, called
lawless greed and so forth.  All reach the highest purity after
abandoning mental taints.  By way of physical taints, how-
ever,  there  is  no  cleansing  of  impurities  taught  in  the
Dhamma.

By the Great Seer it was not said
That through bodily taints men become impure,
Or by the washing of the body they become pure.
By the Great Seer it was declared
That through mental taints men become impure,
And through the cleansing of the mind they become

pure.

Accordingly it is said:  “Mental taints soil beings; mental
cleansing sanctifies them.”10

Sokaparidevánaí samatikkamáya =  “For the overcom-
ing of sorrow and lamentation.”  If this Way is developed it
will lead to the casting out of sorrow similar to that experi-
enced by the Minister Santati, and the casting out of lamen-
tation similar to that of Paþácárá.  With analytical knowledge
did Santati reach arahantship after hearing this stanza:

Purge out the things belonging to the past;
Let  there  be  naught  in  the  world to  rise  in  future

times.
If what’s twixt past and future you don’t grasp,
You will be one who wanders forth serene.11

Paþácárá  reached  the  fruition  of  the  first  stage  of  ara-
hantship after hearing the following:

For one who is by death oppressed there is
No safety seen in children, father, friends

10 Saíyutta Nikáya iii, page 151, P.T.S. Edition.  The verse which 
precedes this passage here resembles a saying attributed to the 
Poráóas in Adikáram’s Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, 
Appendix II.A, page xxii, quotation 77.
11 Sutta Nipáta verse 949.
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Or others close to one.  A shelter true
Amongst one’s kinsfolk one does never find.12

Since there is nothing called spiritual development [bhá-
vaná] without laying hold on something whatsoever in ma-
terial form, feeling, consciousness and mental objects [káya
vedaná citta dhammesu kiñci dhammaí anámasitvá] they
(Santati and Paþácárá) too overcame sorrow and lamentation
just by this Way of Mindfulness.

For the hearers [sávaka], namely, the disciples of the Buddha,
there is no attainment of the Noble Path [Ariya Magga] possible,
except by practising the subject of meditation [kammaþþhána] of
the  Four  Truths  [Catu  Sacca].   Spiritual  development  usually
called meditation, is the development of wisdom [paññá bhávaná].
Just the contemplation of material form (corporeality), of feeling,
consciousness or mental objects, constitutes the cultivation of the
Arousing of Mindfulness.

Dukkha domanassánaí atthaògamáya “For the destruc-
tion of suffering and grief.”  For the cessation of bodily suf-
fering and mental grief.  This way maintained by contempla-
tion is conducive to the destruction of suffering similar to
that of the Elder Tissa, and of grief similar to that of Sakka.

Tissa, the head of a family at Sávatthi, renouncing forty
crores of gold, became a homeless one, and dwelt in a forest
far from other human beings.  His sister-in-law sent a robber
band of five hundred to scour the forest in order to find him,
and ordered them to kill him when he was found.

She sent him, it is said, in five batches of a hundred each in
succession.  After entering the forest and searching for the elder
they in due course  came to the place in which he lived and sat
round him.

When the robbers surrounded him, the elder spoke thus:
“Lay disciples, why have you come?”  They replied:  “To kill
you.”  Then the elder said:  “On a security, give me my life
for just this one night.”  Said the robbers:  “O recluse, who
will stand surety for you in a place like this?”  The elder,
thereupon, took a big stone, broke the bones of his legs and
12 Dhammápada verse 288.
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said:  “Lay disciples, is the security of value?”  They, leaving
the elder, went to the end of the ambulatory and lighting a
fire lay on the ground.

The elder contemplating on the purity of his conduct, af-
ter suppressing his pain, attained arahantship, at dawn, hav-
ing fulfilled the recluse’s regimen in the three watches of the
night.  Giving expression to his feelings he said:

“A surety let me raise breaking both my legs:
To die with lustful mind I loathe and shrink.
Having thought thus I saw things as they are,
And with the dawn I reached the arahant’s domain.”

There is another story.  Thirty bhikkhus taking the sub-
ject of meditation from the Blessed One went into residence,
during  the  rains,  in  a  forest-dwelling,  agreeing  amongst
themselves to practise the duty of the recluse, during all the
three watches of the night, and to avoid one another’s pres-
ence.

One by one those monks who began to doze early in the
morning  after  doing  the  recluse’s  duty  during  the  three
watches of the night were carried away by a tiger.  Not one
of those carried away did even utter the words:  “I am taken
by a tiger.”  When thus fifteen bhikkhus had been devoured,
on uposatha day (the day of the Meeting of the Order for
recitation  of  the  Rules),  after  it  was  asked  (by the  elder)
“Friends, where are the others?”  and it became known that
they had been devoured by a tiger.  It was agreed that any-
one seized by the tiger, thereafter, should utter the words:  “I
am taken.”  Then a certain young bhikkhu was seized by the
tiger  in the  same  circumstances  in which the  others  were
seized earlier.  That young bhikkhu said:  “Tiger, Reverend
Sir.”  The other bhikkhus carrying sticks and torches went in
pursuit of the tiger.

The tiger, having taken the young bhikkhu up to a rocky
place, a broken edge over a hollow spot inaccessible to the
bhikkhus, began to devour its prey from the feet upwards.
The pursuing bhikkhus said:  “Good man, there is nothing
that can be done by us.  The extraordinary spiritual attain-
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ment of bhikkhus is to be seen in such a place (as that in
which you are).”

That bhikkhu,  even prostrate in the tiger’s  mouth,  sup-
pressed his pain and developing the wisdom of insight at-
tained the four paths and fruits of sanctitude together with
analytical  knowledge.  Then he  uttered this  ecstatic  utter-
ance:-

Virtuous was I keeping to my vows
And wise with growing insight was my mind
That had to concentration well attained.
Yet, because I slacked for just a while,
A tiger took my frame of flesh and blood.
Unto a hill and then my mind did quake.
Devour me as you please, o tiger, eat
This body of mine which is bereft of thought;
Within the thought of quiet strongly held
A blessing will my death become to me.

And then there is the story of the elder Pitamalla who in
the time he was a layman took the pennon for wrestling in
three kingdoms.  He came to Tambapaóóì Isle, had audience
of the king and received royal assistance.  Once while going
through the entrance to the Screened Sitting Hall he heard
the following passage from the “Not-yours” chapter of Scrip-
ture:   “Material form, o bhikkhus, is not yours; renounce it.
That renunciation will, for a long time, be for your welfare
and happiness.”  And he thought:  “Neither material form,
indeed,  nor  feeling  is  one’s  own,”  and  making  just  that
thought a goad, he renounced the world.  At the Great Min-
ister,  the  Mahá  Vihára,  at  Anurádhapura,  he  was,  in  due
course, given the lower ordination and the higher.  When he
had mastered the two Codes of Discipline [Dve Mátiká], he
went to the Gavaraváliya Shrine with thirty other bhikkhus
and did the duty of the recluse.  While meditating  in the
open at night there once, he was moving on his knees on the
ambulatory when his feet were unable to carry him, and a
hunter mistaking him for a deer struck him with a spear.
The elder removed the spear which had gone deep into the
body  and,  stopping  the  wound  with  a  wad  of  grass,  sat
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down on a flat stone.  Making of his misfortune an opportu-
nity for setting energy afoot,  he developed insight and at-
tained arahantship with analytical knowledge.  After he had
reached the state of arahantship, in order to apprise his fel-
low-bhikkhus of his achievement, he made a sign by clear-
ing his throat and uttered this saying of joy at final liberation
from suffering:

The world of the Fully Awakened Man, the Chief,
Holder of Right Views in all the world is this:
Give up this form, disciples;  it is not yours.
Fleeting truly are component things,
Ruled by laws of growth and decay;
What is produced, to dissolution swings;
Happy it is when things at rest do stay.

Then those fellow-monks of the Elder Pìtamalla who had
come to see him said:  “Reverend Sir, if the Buddha were liv-
ing he would have expressed his approval of your effort, by
stretching  out  his  hand over the  ocean and stroking your
head.”

Three kingdoms = Paóóu, Co¿a, Go¿a.  Because he was in the
habit of carrying a yellow pennon about his body and also because
he  adorned  himself  with  that  pennon  when  taking  part  in
wrestling  matches  he  was  well-known as  Pìtamalla,  the  yellow
wrestler.  After his renunciation of the world too, he was known as
the Elder Yellow Wrestler.  He came to Tambapaóóì Isle — Ceylon
— having got the information that wrestlers were honoured and
hospitably received in the island.

So, in this manner, this way is conducive to the destruc-
tion of suffering of those like the Elder Tissa.

Sakka,  king  of  the  gods,  after  seeing  the  five portents,
afraid of death and grief-stricken, came to the Buddha and
asked a question;  at the close of the answering of that ques-
tion by the Buddha, Sakka was established in the first stage
of  arahantship.   Eighty  thousand  other  gods  were  estab-
lished together  with  Sakka  in  the  same  stage  of  sanctity.
And the life of Sakka again was restored to just its original
state through his rebirth once more as the king of the gods.
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Further it is said that Subrahmá the god was partaking of
the delights of paradise in the company of a thousand heav-
enly  nymphs.   There, five hundred  of  the  nymphs,  while
picking flowers from a tree, died and were reborn in a state
of woe.  He, having seen their rebirth in a state of woe and
having  understood  that  the  end  of  his  own  life  was  ap-
proaching and that he too would at death be reborn in that
very state of woe, was frightened.  Then he went to the Bud-
dha with his five hundred remaining nymphs and said this
to the Lord:

The heart is always in a state of fear,
And is always full of anguish drear,
Concerning things that have now taken place,
All things which shortly I shall have to face.
If there’s a place that’s free from ev’ry fear,
That fear-free place wilt thou to me make clear?13

The Blessed One replied to him as follows:

Besides the wakening factors of the truth,
Besides the virtues of the holy state,
Besides restraint and relinquishment full,
I see nothing that can bless living beings.14

At the end of the instruction, Subrahmá and his five hun-
dred nymphs were established in the first stage of awaken-
ing, and he, it is said, returned to his paradise, having made
firm the heavenly fortunate state of life that was his before.

It should be understood that this way developed in this
manner is conducive to the destruction of grief of those like
Sakka.

ñáyassa  adhigamáya =  “For  reaching  the  right  path.”
The Noble Eightfold Path is called the right path.  This pre-
liminary, mundane  Way  of  the  Arousing  of  Mindfulness
maintained (grown or cultivated) is conducive to the realisa-
tion of the Supramundane Way.

Nibbánassa sacchikiriyáya = “For the attainment of Nib-

13 Saíyutta Nikáya I, P. 53.  P.T.S. Edition
14 Saíyutta Nikáya i, p.54. P.T.S. Edition
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bána.”  It is said as follows:  For the attainment, the ocular
experience  by oneself,  of  the  deathless  which  has  got  the
name “Nibbána” by reason of the absence in it of the lust
[vána, literally, sewing, weaving, from the root  vá, to weave]
called craving [taóhá].

Craving [taóhá] sews together [samsibbati] or weaves [vináti]
aggregate with aggregate, effect with cause, and suffering with be-
ings.  In Nibbána there is no “vána’.  Or in the man who has at-
tained to Nibbána there is no “vána”.

Ocular experience by oneself:  Sensing without aid from the
outside.

This way maintained, effects the attainment of Nibbána,
gradually.

Although by the phrase, “For the purification of beings,”
the things meant by the other phrases which follows it are
attained, the significance of those other phrases that follow
the first, is not obvious except to a person familiar with the
usage of the Dispensation [sásana yutti kovido].

Since the Blessed one does not at first make people con-
versant  with the usage of  the  Dispensation  and after  that
teach the Doctrine to them, and as he by various discourses
sets forth various meanings, he explained the things which
“the only way” effects, with the words “For the overcoming
of sorrow and lamentation,” and so forth.

Or it may be said that the Master explained the things ac-
complished by “the only way”, in this manner, in order to
show that every thing which leads to the purification of be-
ings by the “only way” is dependent on the overcoming of
sorrow and lamentation; that this overcoming is dependent
on the destruction of suffering and grief; and that the de-
struction of suffering and grief is dependent on the reaching
of the right path which is in turn dependent on the attain-
ment of Nibbána.  It is a declaration of the method of deliv-
erance, by “the only way.”

Further, this is an expression of praise of “the only way”.
Just as the Blessed One by way of eight characteristics ex-
pressed praise in the Cha Chakka Sutta, and by way of nine
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characteristics in the Ariyavaísa Sutta, just in the same way
he expressed praise of this “only way”, through the seven
characteristics contained in the words “For the purification
of beings”, and so forth.  Why did he utter talk of praise of
this kind?  For the purpose of bringing out the interest of
these bhikkhus.  The Blessed One thought:  “Having heard
the utterance of praise, these bhikkhus will believe that his
way casts  out the four onrushings  [cattáro upaddave harati],
namely sorrow produced by distress of heart [hadaya santá-
pabhútaí sokaí], lamentation characterised by confused talk
[vácá  vipallábhútaí  paridevaí],  suffering  produced  by  dis-
agreeable bodily feeling [káyikaí asátabhútaí dukkhaí], and
grief produced by disagreeable thought [cetasikaí asátabhú-
taí domanassaí] and that it brings the three extraordinary
spiritual attainments of purity, knowledge, and Nibbána [vi-
suddhií ñáóaí Nibbánanti tayo visese ávahati] and will be con-
vinced that this instruction should be studied (imaí dham-
mádesanaí  uggahetabbaí],  mastered  [pariyápuónitabbaí],
borne  in  mind  [dháretabbaí],  and memorized [vácetabbaí],
and  that  this  way  should  be  cultivated  [imañca  maggaí
bhávetabbaí].”

Cattáro Satipaþþháná =  “The Four Arousings of Mindful-
ness.”  Four in relation to classes of objects of mindfulness.

Why did the Buddha teach just Four Arousings of Mind-
fulness and neither more nor less?  By way of what was suit-
able for those capable of being trained.

In regard to the pair of the dull-witted and the keen-wit-
ted minds among tamable persons of the craving type and
the theorizing type, pursuing the path of quietude [samatha]
or that of insight [vipassaná] in the practice of meditation, the
following is stated:  For the dull-witted man of craving type
the Arousing of Mindfulness through the contemplation of
the gross physical body is the Path to Purity;  for the keen-
witted of this type, the subtle subject of meditation on the
feeling.  And for the dull-witted man of the theorizing type
the Path to Purity is the Arousing of Mindfulness through a
subject  not  too  full  of  distinctions,  namely, consciousness
[citta];   for the  keen-witted of this  type, the subject which
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teems with distinctions, namely the contemplation on things
of the mind — mental objects [dhammánupassaná].

For  the  dull-witted  man,  pursuing  quietude,  the  First
Arousing of Mindfulness, body-contemplation, is the Path to
Purity, by reason of the feasibility of getting at the mental re-
flex;  for the keen-witted of this type, because he does not
continue to stay in the coarse, the second Arousing of Mind-
fulness, the contemplation on feeling, is the Path to Purity.

And for the dull-witted man pursuing the path of insight,
the subject of meditation without many distinctions, the con-
templation on consciousness, is the Path to Purity;  and for
the keen-witted of this type the contemplation on mental ob-
jects which is full of distinctions.

Or it may be said that these Four Arousings of Mindful-
ness are taught for casting out the illusions [vipallása] con-
cerning beauty, pleasure, permanence, and an ego.

The body is ugly.  There are people led astray by the illu-
sion that it is a thing of beauty.  In order to show such peo-
ple the ugliness of the body and to make them give up their
wrong idea, the First Arousing of Mindfulness is taught.

Feeling is suffering.  There are people subject to the illu-
sion that it gives pleasure.  In order to show such people the
painfulness of feeling and to make them give up their wrong
idea, the Second Arousing of Mindfulness is taught.

Consciousness is impermanent.   There are people who,
owing to an illusion, believe that it is permanent.  To show
them the impermanence of consciousness and to wean them
of their wrong belief, the Third Arousing of Mindfulness is
taught.

Mental objects are insubstantial, are soulless, and possess
no entity.  There are people who believe by reason of an illu-
sion that these mental things are substantial, endowed with
an abiding core, or a soul, or that they form part of a soul, an
ego or some substance that abides.  To convince such errant
folk of the fact of the soullessness or the insubstantiality of
mental things and to destroy the illusion which clouds their
minds, the Fourth Arousing of Mindfulness is taught.
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Drawing  distinctions,  it  is  said:   Body  and  feeling  are  the
cause of zest [assádassa káraóa].  For the rejection of that zest of
body, by the dull-witted [manda] man of the craving type [taóhá-
carita], the seeing [dassana] of the ugly [asubha] in the body, the
coarse  object  [o¿árika árammaóa],  which is  the basis  of  craving
[taóhá vatthu], is convenient.  To that type of man the contempla-
tion  on  corporeality, the  First  Arousing  of  Mindfulness,  is  the
Path to Purity [Visuddhi  Magga].   For  the  abandoning  of  that
zest, by the keen-witted [tikha] man of the craving type, the seeing
of  suffering  in  feeling,  the  subtle  object  [sukhuma árammaóa],
which is the basis of craving, is convenient, and for him the con-
templation on feeling, the Second Arousing of Mindfulness, is the
Path to Purity.

For the dull-witted man of the theorizing type [diþþhi carita] it
is convenient to see consciousness [citta] in the fairly simple way
it is  set  forth in this  discourse, by way of impermanence [anic-
catá], and by way of such divisions as mind-with-lust [sarágádi
vasena], in order to reject the notion of permanence [nicca saññá]
in regard to consciousness.  Consciousness is a special condition
[visesa káraóa] for the wrong view due to a basic belief in perma-
nence [niccanti abhinivesa vatthutáya diþþhiyá].  The contempla-
tion on consciousness, the Third Arousing of Mindfulness, is the
Path to Purity of this type of man.

For the keen-witted man of the theorizing type it is convenient
to see mental objects or things [dhammá], according to the mani-
fold way set forth in this discourse, by way of perception, sense-
impression and so forth [nìvaraóádi vaseóa], in order to reject the
notion of a soul [atta saññá] in regard to mental things.  Mental
things are special conditions for the wrong view due to a basic be-
lief  in a soul  [attanti  abhinivesa  vatthutáya diþþhiyá].   For  this
type  of  man  the  contemplation  on  mental  objects,  the  Fourth
Arousing of Mindfulness, is the Path to Purity.

Consciousness  and mental objects constitute the outstanding
conditions of theorizing.  Consciousness  is  such a condition be-
cause it is a decisive factor in the belief in permanence.  Mental
objects  are such conditions  because  these are decisive factors in
the belief in a soul.

Consciousness  and mental objects are decisive factors of crav-
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ing as well as of theorizing.  And body and feeling are decisive fac-
tors of theorizing as well as of craving.  Yet to point out that which
is stronger in body and feeling, namely, craving, and that which is
stronger in consciousness and mental objects, namely, theorizing,
distinctions have been drawn.

Because he does not continue to stay in the coarse:  The
keen-witted man pursuing the path of quietude lays hold of the
gross subject of meditation, but he does not stay in that.  He lays
hold of feeling, the subtle subject of meditation, by way of the fac-
tors of absorption [jhána] after attaining to and emerging from the
absorption reached with the material body as subject.

Since the heart of the man pursuing the path of insight takes to
the contemplation of subtle consciousness and mental object, these
have been spoken of as the Path to Purity for the man, dull-witted
or keen-witted, pursuing insight.

Further these Four Arousings of Mindfulness were taught
not only for the purpose of casting out the four illusions, but
for getting rid of the four floods, bonds, outflowings, knots,
clingings, wrong courses, and the penetration of fourfold nu-
triment, too.  This is according to the method of exegesis in
the Nettipakaraóa.

In the commentary it is said that by way of remembering
and of meeting in one thing, the Arousing of Mindfulness is
only one;  and that it is fourfold when regarded as a subject
of meditation.

By way of remembering:  by way of the reflection of actions
of skill, and so forth, of body, speech, and thought.

Meeting in one thing =  union in the one-natured Nibbána.

To a city with four gates, mental objects coming from the
East   with  goods  produced  in  the  east  enter  by the  east
gate ... men coming from the South ... men coming from the
West ...  and men coming from the North with goods pro-
duced in the north enter by the north gate.  Nibbána is like
the city.  The Real Supramundane Eightfold Path is like the
city-gate.  Body, mind,  feelings and mental objects are like
the four chief directions in space.  Like the people coming
from the  East  with goods  produced in  the  east  are  those
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who  enter  Nibbána  by  means  of  body-contemplation
through  the  Real  Supramundane  Path  produced  by  the
power of body-contemplation practised in the fourteen ways.
Like the people coming from the South ... are those who en-
ter ... by means of feeling-contemplation ... practised in the
nine  ways.   Like the  people  coming  from the  West  ...  are
those who enter ...  by means  of consciousness-contempla-
tion ... practised in the sixteen ways.  Like the people coming
from the North ... are those who enter ... by means of men-
tal-object-contemplation ... practised in the five ways.

On account of the cause or on account of the sameness of entry
into the one Nibbána, the Arousing of Mindfulness  is said to be
just one thing.  The meeting in the one Nibbána of the various
Arousings of Mindfulness  is called the meeting in the one thing
on account of participation in that one Nibbána or on account of
their becoming all of a kind.

Katame cattáro = “What are the four?”  This is a question
indicating the desire to expound the teaching.

Idha = “Here.”  In this Dispensation.

Bhikkhave = “Bhikkhus”.  This is a term for addressing
persons who accept the teaching.

Bhikkhu15 is  a term to indicate a person who earnestly
endeavours to accomplish the practice of the teaching.  Oth-
ers, gods and men, too, certainly strive earnestly to accom-
plish the practice of the teaching, but because of the excel-
lence  of  the  bhikkhu-state  by way of  practice, the  Master
said:  “Bhikkhu.”  For amongst those who accept the teach-
ing of the Buddha, the bhikkhu is the highest owing to fit-
ness for receiving manifold instruction.  Further, when that
highest  kind of person,  the bhikkhu,  is reckoned,  the rest
too are reckoned, as in regard to a royal procession and the
like, when  the  king  is  reckoned,  by the  reckoning  of  the
king, the retinue is reckoned.  Also the word “bhikkhu” was

15 An almsman, a mendicant,  monk, religious, or recluse.  In the
Buddhadhammá  it  indicates  generally  any person  who  accepts
and follows earnestly the teaching;  but technically it refers to one
who has received the higher ordination in the Holy Life.
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used by the Buddha to point out the bhikkhu-state through
practice of the teaching in this way:  “He who practises this
practice  of  the  Arousing  of  Mindfulness  is  called  a
bhikkhu.” He who follows the teaching, be he a shining one
[deva] or a human, is indeed called a bhikkhu.  Accordingly
it is said:

“Well-dressed one may be, but if one is calm,
Tamed, humble, pure, a man who does no harm
To aught that lives, that one’s a brahmin true.
An ascetic and mendicant too.”16

Káye = “In the body.”  In the corporeal group.  The group
of big and small corporeal constituents, namely, things like
hair of the head,  hair of the body, nails, and teeth,  in the
sense of a collection [samúhaþþhena] similar to a herd of ele-
phants,  a  concourse  of  chariots  according  to  grammatical
method [sadda nayena].  From here, the explanation is by way
of word-analysis [nirutti nayena].

And as in the sense of a collection, so also in the sense of
the focus of what is filthy and therefore of what is disgusting
is it “káya.”  For the body [káya] is the birthplace [áya] of the
disgusting, the exceedingly repellent.  The birthplace [áya] is
the place of origin [uppattidesa].  Since these originate from
that place [áyanti tato] it is the place of origin [áyo].   What
originates?   The  repulsive  things  like  hair  of  the  head.
Therefore, the body is the place of origin of disgusting or
contemptible things [kucchitánaí ayoti káyo].

Káyánupassì = “Contemplating the body.”  Possessed of
the  character  of  body-contemplation,  or  of  observing  the
body.

Why is the word “body” used twice in the phrase:  “Con-
templating the body in the body?”  For determining the ob-
ject  and  isolating  it,  and  for  the  sifting  out  thoroughly
[vinibbhoga]  of  the  apparently  compact  [ghaóa]  nature  of
things like continuity [santati].

Because there is no contemplating of feeling, conscious-
ness nor mental objects in the body, but just the contemplat-
16 Dhammápada verse 142.
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ing of the body only, determination through isolation is set
forth by the pointing out of the way of contemplating the
body only in the property called the body.

In the body there is no contemplation of a uniform thing,
apart from the big and small members of the body, or of a
man, or of a woman, apart from such things like the hair of
the head and the hair of the body.  

There can be nothing apart from the qualities of primary
and derived materiality, in a body.

Indeed the  character  of  contemplating  the  collection of
the major and the minor corporeal members, is like the see-
ing of the constituents of a cart.   The character of contem-
plating the collection of the hair of the head, the hair of the
body and the like is comparable to the seeing of the compo-
nent parts of a city;  and the character of contemplating the
collection of primary and derived materiality is comparable
to the separation of the leaf covering of a plantain-trunk, or
is like the opening of an empty fist.  Therefore, by the point-
ing out of the basis called the body in the form of a collec-
tion in many ways, the sifting out thoroughly of the appar-
ently compact is shown.

In this body, apart from the above mentioned collection,
there is seen no body, man, woman or anything else.  Beings
engender wrong belief, in many ways, in the bare groups of
things mentioned above.  Therefore the men of old said:

What he sees that is not (properly) seen;
What is seen, that he does not (properly) see;
Not seeing (properly) he is shackled clean;
And he, the shackled fool, cannot get free.

What he sees = What man or woman he sees.  Why, is there
no seeing of man or a woman with the eye? There is.  “I see a
woman,” “I see a man.” — these statements refer to what he sees
by way of ordinary perception.  That perception, owing to wrong
comprehension, does not get at the sense-basis [rúpáyatana] in the
highest sense, philosophically, through the falsely determined con-
dition of material form [viparìta gahavasena micchá parikappita
rúpattá].
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Or the meaning is:  the absence of perception which is called
the  seeing  of  primary  and  derived  materiality, beginning  with
things such as the hair of the head, owing to non-cognizability of
the collective nature of an object like a man or woman by eye-con-
sciousness  [kesádibhútupádáya samúhasankhátaí diþþhi  na hoti
acakkhuviññáóa viññeyyattá].

What is seen that he does not properly see = He does not
see,  according  to  reality  by  the  eye  of  wisdom,  the  sense-basis
which exists, the collection of primary and derived materiality be-
ginning  with  hair  of  the  head  and  the  like  [yaí rúpáyatanaí
kesádibhútupádáya  samúhasankhátaí  diþþhaí  taí  paññá-
cakkhuna bhútato na passati].

Not seeing properly he is shackled = Not seeing this body
as it actually is, with the eye of wisdom, he thinks:  “This is mine,
this am I, this is my self,” and is bound with the fetter of defile -
ment [imaí attabhávaí yathábhútaí paññácakkhuná apassanto
etaí mama esohamasmi eso me attáti kilesa bandhanena bajjhati].

And here, by the passage:   “For the determining of the
object by isolating it,  and for the sifting out thoroughly of
the apparently compact nature of things like continuity,” this
too should be understood:  This person contemplates in this
body only the body;  he does not contemplate anything else.
What does this mean?  In this definitely transient, suffering,
soulless body, that is unlovely, he does not see permanence,
pleasure, a soul, nor beauty, after the manner of those ani-
mals  which see water in a mirage.  Body-contemplation is
only the contemplation of the collection of qualities of tran-
siency, suffering, soullessness, and unloveliness.

Because there is no contemplating of the body with refer-
ence to a self or to anything belonging to a self, owing to the
contemplating even of collections of things like the hair of
the  head,  there  is  the  character  of  contemplating,  in  the
body, the body which is a collection of things like the hair of
the head.

The meaning should be understood thus too:  “contem-
plating the body in the body” is the seeing of the body as a
group of all qualities beginning with impermanence, step by
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step, as taught in the passage of the Paþisambhidá which be-
gins with:  “In this body he contemplates according to im-
permanence and not permanence.”

The bhikkhu sees the body in the body, (1) as something
impermanent;  (2) as  something subject to suffering; (3)  as
something that is soulless; (4) by way of turning away from
it and not by way of delighting in it; (5) by freeing himself of
passion for it; (6)  with thoughts  making for cessation and
not making for origination; (7) and not by way of laying hold
of it, but by way of giving it up.

Viharati = “Lives.”

Átápì = “Ardent’.  What burns the defilement of the three
planes of becoming is ardour.  Ardour is a name for energy.

Although the term burning [átápana] is  applied to the aban-
doning  of  defilements  here,  it  is  also  applicable  to  right  view,
thought,  speech,  action,  livelihood,  mindfulness  and  concentra-
tion.  As `ardour’ [átápa], like `glow’ [átappa], is restricted by use
to just energy generally, it is said:  `ardour is a name for energy.”
Or because of the occurrence of energy [viriya] by way of instigat-
ing the associated things, in the abandoning of opposing qualities,
that itself (i.e. energy) is ardour (átápa].  In this place only energy
[viriya] is referred to by `átápa’.  By taking the word ardent [átápì]
the Master points out the one possessed of right energy or exer-
tion [sammappadhána].

Sampajáno = “Clearly comprehending.”  Endowed with
knowledge called circumspection [sampajañña].

Clearly comprehending =  Discerning  rightly, entirely  and
equally [sammá samantato samañca pajánanto].

Rightly = Correctly [aviparìtam]. 

Entirely = By knowing in all ways [sabbákárapajánanena].

Equally =  By reason of proceeding through the conveying of
higher  and higher  spiritual  attainments  [uparúpari  visesáváha-
bhávena pavattiyá].

Satimá = “Mindful.”  Endowed with mindfulness  that lays
hold of the body as a subject of meditation, because this yogávacara
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(the  man  conversant  with  contemplative  activity)  contemplates
with  wisdom  after  laying  hold  of  the  object  with  mindfulness.
There  is  nothing  called  contemplation  without  mindfulness.
Therefore the Master said:  “Mindfulness  is necessary in all cir-
cumstances, O bhikkhus, I declare.”17

Necessary in all circumstances = Everywhere in the state of
becoming, in every sluggish and unbalanced state of mind, it is
desirable.  Or, that by the help of which the other proper Factors of
Enlightenment [bojjhaòga] are capable of being developed, is “nec-
essary in all circumstances.”  Here, contemplation takes place by
means of wisdom that is assisted by mindfulness.

To point  out  the  things  by the  influence  of  which  the
meditation of the yogi prospers, is the purpose of the words,
“Ardent, clearly comprehending, and mindful.”

To the non-ardent state of mind there is the obstacle of
mental lassitude.

The state of mind that is not clearly comprehending com-
mits blunders of judgment in the business of choosing the
right means and in avoiding the wrong.

The state of mind which is inattentive — the mental state
of absence of mindfulness — is incapable of laying hold of
the right means and of rejecting the wrong means.

When the yogi is not ardent, not clearly comprehending,
and not mindful, he does not succeed in accomplishing his
object.

Mental  lassitude =  Inward  stagnation.   Indolence  is  the
meaning.

Right means = Things like the purification of virtue [sìla vi-
sodhana].

After the pointing out of the things that make up the con-
dition connected with the Arousing of Mindfulness through
body-contemplation, there is the pointing out of the things
that make up the condition which should be abandoned in
this  practice  with  the  words,  “having  overcome,  in  this

17 Saíyutta Nikáya, v. page 115, P.T.S. Edition
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world, covetousness and grief” =  Vineyya loke abhijjhádo-
manassaí.

Arousing of Mindfulness.  Here bare mindfulness is meant.
Therefore, the commentator speaks of   “the things that make up
the condition connected with the Arousing of Mindfulness.”
These things are energy and so forth, associated necessarily with
mindfulness.  Condition [aòga] = reason [káraóa]. 

Mindfulness denotes concentration, too, here on account of the
inclusion  of  mindfulness  in  the  aggregate  of  concentration
[samádhikkhandha].

Or since the exposition is on mindfulness, and as neither the
abandoning  of  defilements  nor  the  attainment  of  Nibbána  is
wrought by mindfulness alone, and as mindfulness does not also
occur separately, the pointing out the things that make up the
condition  connected  with  the  Arousing  of  Mindfulness is
like the pointing out of the condition connected with absorption
[jhána].  Condition [aòga] is a synonym for constituent [avayava].
Initial  application,  sustained  application,  interest,  joy and one-
pointedness of mind are together with absorption, as energy and
the other qualities are with mindfulness.

“Having overcome” refers  to the discipline of knocking
out an evil quality by its opposite good (that is by dealing
with each category of evil separately)  or through the over-
coming of evil part by part [tadaògavinaya] and through the
disciplining or the overcoming of the passions by suppres-
sion in absorption [vikkhambhana vinaya].

Preliminary  practice  connected  with  the  mundane  path  of
mindfulness is pointed out by the commentator here.

“In this world.”  In just this body.  Here the body [káya] is
the world [loka], in the sense of a thing crumbling.

As covetousness and grief are abandoned in feeling, con-
sciousness,  and  mental  objects,  too,  the  Vibhaòga  says:
“Even the five aggregates of clinging are the world.”

Covetousness stands for sense desire; and grief, for anger.
As sense desire and anger are the principal hindrances, the
abandoning of the hindrances is stated by the overcoming of
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covetousness and grief.

With covetousness are abandoned the satisfaction rooted
in bodily happiness, delight in the body, and the falling into
erroneous  opinion  which  takes  as  real  the  unreal  beauty,
pleasure, permanence and substantiality of the body.  With
the overcoming of grief are abandoned the discontent rooted
in bodily misery, the non-delight in the culture of body-con-
templation, and the desire to turn away from facing the real
ugliness,  suffering,  impermanence  and  insubstantiality  of
the body.

By the instruction dealing with the overcoming of cov-
etousness and grief, yogic power and yogic skill are shown.

Yogic power is the power of meditation.  Yogic skill is dexterity
in yoking oneself in meditation.

Freedom  from  satisfaction  and  discontent  in  regard  to
bodily happiness and misery, the forbearing from delighting
in the body, the bearing-up of non-delight in the course of
body-contemplation, the state of being not captivated by the
unreal, and the state of not running away from the real —
these, when practised produce yogic power;  and the ability
to practise these is yogic skill.

There is another method of interpretation of the passage:
(A bhikkhu)  lives contemplating the body in the body, ar-
dent, and so forth.  “Contemplating” refers to the subject of
meditation.  “Lives”: lives protecting the subject of medita-
tion which here is the body.

In the passage beginning with “ardent”,  Right Exertion
[sammappadhána] is stated by energy [átápa];  the subject of
meditation  proper  in  all  circumstances  [sabbatthika  kam-
maþþhána] or the means of protecting the subject of medita-
tion [kammaþþhána pariharaóa upáya], is stated by mindfulness
and clear comprehension [sati sampajañña]; or the quietude
that is obtained [paþiladdha samatha] by way of the contem-
plation  on  the  body [káyánupassaná]  is  stated by mindful-
ness;  insight  [vipassaná]  by clear  comprehension;  and  the
fruit of inner culture [bhávaná phala] through the overcoming
of covetousness and grief [abhijjhá domanassa vinaya].
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The subject of meditation useful in all circumstances is stated
by referring to (the laying hold on) mindfulness and clear compre-
hension, because through the force of these two qualities there is
the protection of the subject of meditation and suitability of atten-
tion for its unbroken practice.

Further, of these two qualities, mindfulness and clear compre-
hension,  the  following  is  stated  in  the  commentary  to  the
Aþþhasálinì, Múla Tìká, “To all who have yoked themselves to the
practice of any subject of meditation,  to all  yogis, these two are
things helpful, at all times, for the removal of obstruction and the
increase of inner culture.”

Vedanásu  Vedanánupassì  …..  citte  cittánupassì  …..
dhammesu dhammánupassì  viharati  =  “He lives  contem-
plating feeling in the feelings ….. the consciousness in con-
sciousness ….. mental object in mental  objects.”  Here the
repetition  of  “feelings”,  “consciousness”  and  “mental  ob-
jects” should be understood according to the reasons given
for the  repetition of  the word “body” in body-contempla-
tion.

“Feeling” = The three feelings:  pleasurable, painful and
the neither pleasurable nor painful.   These are only mun-
dane.

The word “feelings” is repeated to limit (or unambiguously de-
termine) the object by isolating it [anissato vavatthánaí], for the
analysis  of  the  apparently  compact  [ghaóa  vinibbhoga]  and  for
such  other purposes, in order to prevent any straying from the
contemplation on feelings to some other object.  Erratic contem-
plation takes place because of the connection of the other non-ma-
terial aggregates with feelings, and because of the dependence of
non-material things like feelings on material form in the five-con-
stituent-existence  [pañca vokára bhava]  or the sensuous plane of
becoming [káma bhava].

By the repetition of the word, the limiting of the object by iso-
lating it, is shown through the pointing out of only a doer of feel-
ing-contemplation in  the  property called  feeling,  as  there is  no
contemplating of the body, or consciousness  or mental objects in
feeling but only the contemplating of feeling.
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As, in this matter of feeling, when a pleasurable feeling occurs,
there is no occurrence of the other two, and when a painful feeling
or a neither pleasurable nor painful feeling occurs, there is no oc-
currence of the remaining ones, so is shown the analysis (sifting
out or penetration or dissection) of the apparently compact, the ab-
sence of permanence (or stability), by the pointing out of different
feelings, after penetrating them severally, and not having spoken
of the state of feeling in a general way.

Through the noticing of feelings as lasting just for the measure
of a moment in time, the seeing of impermanence is  made clear.
Through the same cognizance, suffering and soullessness  too are
seen.

For the analysis of the apparently compact and for such
other purposes.   By the words, “And for such other purposes,”
the following should be understood:  “This yogávacara (the Bud-
dha’s disciple who is endeavouring for spiritual insight) contem-
plates just feelings and not any other thing, because he is not one
who contemplates by way of the lovely (the good or the desirable),
after the manner of a fool who sees  a gem in a bubble of water
which has not the quality of a gem.  He does not see in this foolish
way even in the stable instant when he experiences a pleasant feel-
ing.  Much more so does he not stray away into fanciful thinking
in regard to the two remaining feelings of pain and indifference.
On the other hand, he contemplates along the real way of imper-
manence, soullessness,  and the unlovely, by way of  momentary
dissolution, lack of power to control (sway or rule), and the trick-
ling of the dirt of defilement, and distinctively contemplates suf-
fering, as the pain of vicissitude, and of the formations or the con-
stituents of life.

Consciousness is only mundane;  and mundane, too, are
mental objects.  This statement will be made evident in the
analytically expository portion [niddesavára].

In the way mentioned above should the repetition of words in
the  contemplation  of  consciousness  and  mental  objects  be  ex-
plained, too.

Only mundane, as connected with the examining of mundane
objects  of  thought  in  the  light  of  impermanence, suffering  and
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soullessness [sammasana cárassa adhippetattá].

To be sure, in whatever way feeling is to be exclusively
contemplated,  here, the contemplating  in that very way is
the meaning of the word:  “Contemplating  feelings  in the
feelings”  [kevalaí  panìdha  yathá  vedaná  anupassitabbá  tathá
anupassanto vedanásu vedanánupassìti  veditabbo].  In the con-
templation of consciousness and mental  objects too this is
the method.

“How should feeling be contemplated upon?”, it is asked,
further.  Pleasurable feeling because it is the stuff of suffer-
ing as suffering.  Painful feeling because it is the condition of
bringing out trouble and so forth, as a thorn.  And the nei-
ther pleasurable nor painful feeling, because of non-mastery
or dependence and so forth, as transiency.

By the  passage,  beginning  with  the  words  “To be  sure,  in
whatsoever way,” the commentator points to the limit of the ob-
ject (excluding thereby discursive thinking that strays from the re-
ality).

Accordingly, the Master said:

Who sees pleasure as suffering,
Who sees pain as a thorn,
Who sees as a thing that is fleeting,
The neutral peace that’s shorn
Of pleasure and pain; that bhikkhu will,
Rightly, know;  and live, become still18.

Who sees pleasure as suffering = Who sees feelings by way
of the suffering natural to change, with the eye of wisdom.

Who sees pain  as a  thorn =  Who sees  painful  feeling  as
damage causing, piercing in, and as a thing hard to drive out.

The neutral peace =  The feeling of indifference is  peaceful,
owing to the absence of grossness  as in states of pain and plea-
sure; and by way of a restful nature.

Who sees feelings with the thought that they are impermanent
by reason of their becoming non-existent after having come to be,

18 Saíyutta Nikáya, iv, page 207, P.T.S. Edition.
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owing to their being characterised by the qualities of arising and
passing away, owing to their temporariness, and owing to their
being in a state of constant negation, is he who sees the neutral
peace  of the neither pleasurable nor painful  feelings  as fleeting,
and is indeed the bhikkhu who will rightly know and live, become
still.

Rightly = Correctly.

Know = know feelings as they are.

Further, just all feelings should be contemplated with the
thought:  “These are suffering, indeed.”

Suffering is  what it is  because  of  the ill  natural to the con-
stituents of life [saòkhára dukkhatáya dukkhá].

For this has been said by the Blessed One:  “All that is felt
is  in  suffering,  I  declare  [yaí  kiñci  vedayitaí  taí  sabbaí
dukkhasminti vadámi.”

All that is in suffering = Everything experienced is plunged,
included,  in  suffering [sabbantaí vedayitaí dukkhasmií anto-
gadhaí pariyápannaí], because the ill natural to the formations,
the constituents in life, cannot be conquered [saòkhára dukkhatá
nátivattanato].

And pleasure should also be contemplated upon as suf-
fering.  All should be explained according as the Arahant-
nun Dhammádinná spoke (to her former husband Visákha,
in the Cúla Vedalla Sutta of the Majjhima Nikáya):  Pleasant
feeling, friend Visákha, is agreeable while it lasts and is dis-
agreeable when it changes;  painful feeling is disagreeable
while  it  lasts  and agreeable when it  changes;   the  neither
pleasant  nor  painful  feeling  is  agreeable  when  there  is  a
knowledge  of  its  existence  and  disagreeable  when  that
knowledge is wanting.

The  three feelings  should  be  contemplated  upon  as  pleasant
and painful.   When the first occurs, the second changes and the
third is known, then, feeling is pleasant.  When the first changes,
the  second  occurs  and  the  third is  not  known,  then  feeling  is
painful.

The feelings should also be seen according to the seven
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contemplations beginning with that of impermanence, men-
tioned above (p. 37).

The remaining division beginning with the worldly and
spiritual feelings in the classification of pleasurable feeling
and so forth, in feeling-contemplation, will become clear in
the analytical exposition [niddesavára].

Consciousness  and  mental  objects,  too,  should  be  con-
templated upon by way of the diversity of the division of ob-
ject (árammaóa],  dominance [adhipati],  conascence [sahajáta],
plane  [bhúmi],  causal  action  [kamma],  result  [vipáka],  non-
causative functional process [kriyá], and so forth [ádi], begin-
ning  with  impermanence  [aniccádinaí  anupassanánaí
vesena] and by way of the division of consciousness that is
with passion and so forth come down in the portion of ana-
lytical exposition [niddesaváre ágatasarágádi bhedañca vasena].

Or the  divisions  of  object….  non-causative functional
process and so forth.  Contemplation should be done by way of
the division of the blue and so forth pertaining to the variety of ob-
jects visual and so forth [rúpádi árammaóa nánattassa nìládi tabb-
hedassa); by way of the division of the “low” and so forth pertain-
ing to the diverse kinds of dominance of the will-to-do and so forth
[chandádi adhipati nánattassa hìnádi tabbhedassa]; by way of the
division of the spontaneous and non-spontaneous consciousness,
absorption with initial application and so forth pertaining to the
variety of conditions of conascence of knowledge, absorption and
so  forth  [ñáóa  jhánádi  nánattassa  sasaòkhárikásaòkhárika  savi-
takkádi tabbhedassa];   by way of the division of lofty, middling,
and so  forth pertaining to the diverse  planes, sensuous  and so
forth [kámávacarádi  bhúminánattassa  ukkaþþha majjhimádi  tabb-
hedassa]; by way of the division of conduciveness to deva-plane-
rebirth and so forth, pertaining to the diverse kind of moral action
of skill and so forth [kusaládi kammanánattassa devagati samvat-
tanìyatádi tabbhedassa];  by way of the division of the state of re-
quital which could be perceived in this very present condition of
life and so forth, pertaining to the variety of dark and bright resul-
tants of evil and good deeds (kaóha sukka vipáka nánattassa diþþha
dhammá vedanìyatádi tabbhedassa]; by way of the division of the
three good conditions of rebirth and so forth, pertaining to non-
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causative functional diversity of the sensuous plane and so forth
[paritta bhúmakádi kriyá nánattassa tihetukádi tabbhedassa].

Mental objects should be contemplated upon by way of
own characteristic [sallakkhaóa] of impression and the like [phu-
sanádi]; by way of general characteristic [sámañña lakkhaóa] of
impermanence  and the like  [aniccatádi];  by way of phenome-
non-emptiness [suññta dhammá], namely, by way of the void-
nature called soullessness [anattatá saòkháta suññatá sabhávassa]
to explain  which  clearly, the  instruction  of  the  portion  dealing
with the void in the Abhidhamma proceeded by means of the state-
ment beginning with “At that time indeed there are phenomena,
there are aggregates  [yaí vibhávetuí abhidhamme tasmií kho
pana samaye dhammá honti  khandhá hantiti  ádiná suññatávára
desaná pavattá], without any mention of a soul; by way of the
seven contemplations of impermanence and so forth [anic-
cádi  satta  anupassanánaí];  and  by way of  the  divisions  of
what is present and what is absent and so forth, in the ana-
lytical  portion  [niddesaváre  ágata  santásantádi  bhedánañca
vasena].

If, in the meditator’s body, called the world, covetousness
and grief are abandoned, in the worlds of his feelings and so
forth too, these are abandoned owing to the earlier abandoning
of these by the yogi  [kámañcettha káyasankháte loke abhijjhá do-
manassaí  pahìnaí vedanádi  lokesu  pi  taí pahìnameva pubbe
pahìnattá].

Still, everywhere, the abandoning of the defilements has
been stated by way of the different types of persons and by
way of the diversity of the thought-unit, in which the devel-
opment of the different subjects of the Arousing of Mindful-
ness  takes  place  [náná  puggalavasena  pana  náná  cittakkhaóa
satipaþþhána bhávanávasena ca sabbattha vuttaí].  Or it should
be understood thus:  It is stated in this manner in order to
indicate that the abandoning of the defilements in one object
implies the abandoning of the defilements in the remaining
objects.

Therefore, it is not fit to speak again of the abandoning of these;
for while the defilements are abandoned, they are not abandoned
separately in one object after another, i.e. the defilements pertain-
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ing  to the  body, for  instance, are not  first  abandoned and then
those belonging to the feeling and so forth, in succession, but the
defilements of all objects are abandoned when the defilements are
abandoned in one object.

That is due to the fact that only the defilements which can arise
in the future are capable of being abandoned through the scorching
out of the causes  by the attainment of the Path or through mea-
sures that make the causes  temporarily impotent, because of the
observance of virtue and the development of absorption.  Past de-
filements and those arising in the present are beyond the scope of
abandoning.

The abandoning of the defilements of one object in the thought-
unit of the Path is indeed the abandoning of the defilements of all
objects.

It is  right to say that by the Path, are the defilements  aban-
doned.

The abandoning of the defilements of one person is not neces-
sarily the abandonding of the defilements of another person [nahi
ekassa pahìóam tato aññassa pahìóam náma hoti].  Reference to
the different types of persons is made to point this fact of possible
difference of method by way of object.

The diversity of the thought-unit.  The mundane thought-
unit is meant, as the preliminary path is dealt with here.

What is abandoned temporarily by mundane meditation in the
body, is not suppressed in the feelings and the other objects.

Even if covetousness and grief should not occur in the feelings
and the other objects, when it is suppressed in the body, it should
not be stated that owing to efficient  rejection by meditation op-
posed to covetousness and grief, there is no covetousness and grief
in the other objects such as feelings and in the case of suppression
by meditation, therefore, it is  fit to speak of the rejection of cov-
etousness and grief again in feelings and the other objects.

The defilements abandoned in one object are abandoned in the
remaining objects too [ekattha pahìóaí sesesu pi pahìóaí hoti].
This statement refers to the supramundane meditation of Mind-
fulness-arousing.  In the case of mundane meditation the rejection
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is stated everywhere with reference to bare non-occurrence of the
defilements  [lokiya bhávanáya sabbattha appavatt  mattaí sand-
háya vuttaí].

In  regard  to  the  four  objects  of  contemplation  through  the
Arousing of Mindfulness, it is said in the Vibhaòga thus:  Even
the Five Aggregates are the world [pañca pi khandhá lokoti hi Vib-
haòge catúsu pi þhánesu vuttanti].

(End of the section of the Synopsis)
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THE CONTEMPLATION OF THE BODY

THE SECTION ON BREATHING

Now the Blessed One, desirous of bringing about diverse
kinds  of  attainments  of  distinction  in  beings  by the  Dis-
course on the Arousing of Mindfulness, began to teach the
analytically  explanatory  portion  [niddesavára]  with  the
word “And how o bhikkhus.”

He did that after dividing into four the one mindfulness
that is right [ekameva sammásatií] by way of the contem-
plation on the body, on feelings, on consciousness, and on
mental objects.

The Blessed One’s exposition of the Arousing of Mindful-
ness is similar to the action of a worker in mat and basket
weaving who wishing to make coarse and fine mats, boxes,
cases, and the like, should make those goods after getting a
mammoth bamboo, splitting it into four, and reducing each
of the parts to strips.

Idha  bhikkhave  bhikkhu  =  “Here,  o  bhikkhus,  a
bhikkhu.”

“Here”:  In this Dispensation of the Buddha which pro-
vides the basis  for the person producing body-contempla-
tion in all modes.  By the word “here”, dispensations other
than the Buddha’s are excluded as they do not teach body-
contemplation in the complete way it is taught in the Bud-
dhadhammá.   For  this  is  said:   “Here  is  the  recluse;  un-
tenanted  by  recluses  are  the  other,  opposing  ways  of
thought.”

The person producing body-contemplation in all modes.
As sects outside the Buddha’s Dispensation also produce a part of
this contemplation, by their words, the Buddha’s disciple’s  com-
plete knowledge or all-round grasp of this contemplation, when it
is practised by him, is told.

Araññagato vá ….. suññágáragato vá = “Gone to the for-
est ….. or to an empty place.”  By this, here is the making
clear of the getting of an abode appropriate to the meditator
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for the culture of mindfulness.

The mind of the meditator which for a long time (before
he became a recluse) had dwelt on visual and other objects,
does not like to enter the road of meditation and just like a
wild young bull yoked to a cart, runs off the road.

A cowherd wishing to tame a wild calf nourished entirely
on the milk of a wild cow, ties that calf, after leading it away
from the cow, to a stout post firmly sunk in the ground, at a
spot set  apart for it.   That calf, having jumped hither and
thither, and finding it impossible to run away from here, will
crouch down or lie down at that very post.  Even so, must the
bhikkhu who is desirous of taming the wild mind nourished
long on the tasty drink of visible and other objects tie that
mind to the post of the object of mindfulness-arousing with
the rope of remembrance, after leading the mind from visi-
ble and other objects and ushering it into a forest, to the foot
of a tree or into an empty place.  The mind of the bhikkhu
will also jump hither and thither.  Not obtaining the objects
it had long grown used to, and finding it impossible to break
the rope of remembrance and run away, it will finally sit or
lie down at that every object by way of partial and full ab-
sorption.  Therefore, the men of old said:

And one who wants to break a wild young calf
Would tether it to stout stake firmly, here,
In the same way the yogi should tie fast
To meditation’s object his own mind.

In this way this abode becomes appropriate in the medi-
tator.  Therefore, it is said, “This (namely, the passage begin-
ning with the words, `Gone to the forest …..’) is the making
clear of an abode appropriate to the meditator for the culture
of mindfulness.”

Because the subject of meditation of mindfulness on in-
and-out-breathing is not easy to accomplish without leaving
the neighbourhood of a village, owing to sound, which is a
thorn to absorption;  and because in a place not become a
township it is easy for the meditator to lay hold of this sub-
ject of meditation, the Blessed One, pointing out the abode
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suitable for that, spoke the words, “Gone to the forest,” and
so forth.

The Buddha is  like a master  of the science of building
sites [vatthu vijjácariya]  because of the pointing out by him of
the  suitable  abode  for  yogis  [yoginaí  anurúpa  nivásaþþhánu-
padissanato].

As a master in the science of selecting building sites, after
seeing a stretch of ground good for building a town, and af-
ter considering  it  well from all  sides, advises:   “Build the
town here,” and when the building of the town is happily
completed receives high honour from the royal family, so the
Buddha having well considered from all  points  the abode
suitable for the meditator advises:  “Here, should the subject
of meditation be yoked on to.”  When arahantship is gradu-
ally reached by the yogi, by the expression of the yogi’s grat-
itude  and  admiration  with  the  words:   “Certainly,  the
Blessed One is the Supremely Awakened One,” the Master,
receives great honour.

The bhikkhu indeed, is comparable to a leopard,  because
like the leopard he lives alone, in the forest, and accomplishes his
aim, by  overcoming those contrary to him, namely, the passions.

Just as a great king of leopards concealed in the forest in
grass-bush, jungle-bush or hill-thicket, seizes wild buffaloes,
elks, pigs and other beasts, this bhikkhu yoking himself to
the  subject  of  meditation  gains  the  Four  Real  Paths  and
Fruits [cattáro magge  ceva ariyaphaláni gaóháti] one after an-
other, in succession;  and therefore the men of old said:

As leopard in ambush lies and captures beasts,
So does this son of the Awakened One,
The striving man, the man of vision keen.
Having into the forest gone seize therein
Fruition that truly is supreme.

And so the Blessed One,  pointing out the forest abode,
the fit place for speedy exertion in the practice of meditation,
said “Gone to the forest”, and so forth.

Nisìdatì  pallaòkaí ábhujitvá  ujuí káyaí paóidháya
parimukhaí satií upaþþhapetvá so satova assasati sato pas-
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sasati  = “Sits down, bends in his legs crosswise on his lap,
keeps is body erect, and arouses mindfulness in the object of
meditation,  namely, the  breath  which  is  in  front  of  him.
Mindful he breathes in, and mindful he breathes out.”

“Bends  in his  legs crosswise on his  lap.”  Three things
pertaining to the sitting posture of the yogi are pointed out
by that:  firmness of the posture;  easefulness of breathing
due to the posture;  and the expediency of the posture for
laying hold of the subject of meditation.

One sits in this posture having locked in the legs.  It is the
entirely thigh-bound sitting posture, and is known as the lo-
tus, and the immovable posture too.

“Keeps his body erect.”  Keeps the vertebrae in such a po-
sition  that  every  segment  of  the  backbone  is  said  to  be
placed upright, and end to end throughout.  The body, waist
upwards, is held straight.

“Arouses mindfulness in front.”  Fixes the attention by di-
recting it towards the breath which is in front.

“Mindful he breathes  in and mindful  he breathes out.”
Breathes in and out without abandoning mindfulness.

Dìghaí  vá  assasanto  dìghaí  assasámìti  pajánáti
dìghaí vá passasanto dìghaí passasámìti pajánáti: = “He,
thinking, `I breathe in long,’ understands when he is breath-
ing  in  long;  or  thinking,   `I  breathe  out  long,’  he  under-
stands when he is breathing out long.

“When  breathing  in  long,  how does  he  understand,  `I
breathe in long.’?   When breathing out long, how does he
understand  `I  breathe  out  long’?   He  breathes  in  a  long
breath during a long stretch of time, he breathes out a long
breath during a long stretch of time, and he breathes in and
he breathes out long breaths, each during a long stretch of
time.  As he breathes in and breathes out long breaths, each
during a long stretch of time, desire [or intention;  chanda]
arises in him.  With desire he breathes in a long breath finer
than the last during a long stretch of time; with desire he
breathes out a long breath finer than the last during a long
stretch  of  time;  and  with  desire  he  breathes  in  and  he
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breathes out long breaths finer than the last, each during a
long stretch of time.  As with desire he breathes in and he
breathes out long breaths finer than the last, each during a
long stretch of time, joy [pìti]  arises  in him.   With joy he
breathes in a long breath finer than the last during a long
stretch of time; with joy he breathes out a long breath finer
than the last during a long stretch of time; and with joy he
breathes in and he breathes out long breaths finer than the
last,  each  during  a  long  stretch  of  time.   As  with  joy he
breathes in and he breathes out long breaths finer than the
last, each during a long stretch of time, the mind turns away
from the  long  in-and-out-breathings,  and  equanimity  [up-
ekkhá] stands firm.

Sabbakáyapaþisaívedì  Assasissámì  …..  passasissamìti
sikkhati ….. = “Experiencing the whole body I shall breathe
in …..  breathe  out,  thinking  thus, he  trains  himself.”   He
trains  himself  with the  following idea:   I  shall  breathe  in
making known, making clear, to myself the beginning, mid-
dle, and end of  the  whole  body of  breathings  in;   I  shall
breathe out making known, making clear, to myself the be-
ginning,  middle and end of the whole body of breathings
out.  And he breathes in and breathes out with conscious-
ness  associated  with  knowledge  making  known,  making
clear, to himself the breaths.”

“To one bhikkhu, indeed, in the tenuous diffused body of
in- breathing  or body of out-breathing only the beginning
becomes clear;  not the middle or the end.  He is able to lay
hold of only the beginning.  In the middle and at the end he
is troubled.  To another the middle becomes clear and not
the beginning or the end.  To a third only the end becomes
clear; the beginning and the middle do not become clear and
he is able only to lay hold of the breath at the end.  He is
troubled at the beginning and at the middle.  To a fourth
even all the three stages become clear and he is able to lay
hold of all;  he is troubled nowhere.  For pointing out that
this  subject  of  meditation  should  be  developed  after  the
manner of the fourth one, the Master said:  Experiencing ….
He trains himself.” 
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”Since in the earlier way of the practice of this meditation
there was nothing else to be done but just breathing in and
breathing out, it is said:  He thinking, I breathe in ….. under-
stands ….. and since thereafter there should be endeavour
for bringing about knowledge and so forth, it is said, Experi-
encing the whole body I shall breathe in.”

Passambhayaí káyasaíkháraí assasissámìtì  …..  pas-
sasissámìti sikkhati =  “Calming the activity of the body I
shall breathe in …. breathe out, thinking thus, he trains him-
self.”  He thinks:  “ I shall breathe in and I shall breathe out,
quieting, making smooth, making tranquil and peaceful the
activity of the in-and-out-breathing body.  And in that way,
he trains  himself.”

“In this connection coarseness, fineness and calm should
be understood thus:  Without contemplative effort, the body
and the mind of this bhikkhu are distressed, coarse.  When
the body and the mind are coarse, the in-and-out-breathings
too are coarse and proceed uncalmly;  the nasal aperture be-
comes inadequate and he has to breathe through the mouth,
too.  But  when the body and the mind are under control
then the body and the mind become placid, restful.  When
these  are  restful,  the  breathings  proceed  so  fine  that  the
bhikkhu  doubts  whether  or  not  the  breathings  are  going
on.”

“The breathing of a man who runs down from a hill, puts
down  a  heavy  burden  from  his  head,  and  stands  still  is
coarse;   his  nasal  aperture  becomes  inadequate  and  he
breathes through the mouth, too.  But when he rids himself
of his fatigue, takes a bath and a drink of water, and puts a
wet  cloth  over  his  heart  and  is  sitting  in  the  shade,  his
breathing becomes fine, and he is at a loss to know whether
it  exists  or  not.   Comparable  to  that man  is  the  bhikkhu
whose  breaths  become  so  fine  after  the  taking  up  of  the
practice  of  contemplation  that  he  finds  it  difficult  to  say
whether he is breathing or not.  What is the reason for this?
Without  taking  up the practice of  meditation he does  not
perceive, concentrate on, reflect on, or think over, the ques-
tion of calming the gross activity of the breathing body, the
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breaths, but with the practice of meditation he does.  There-
fore, the  activity  of  the  breath-body  becomes  finer  in  the
time  in which meditation  is  practised than in the time  in
which there is no practice.  So the men of old said: 

“In the agitated mind and body the breath is 
of the coarsest kind.
In the unexcited body, fully subtle does it wind.”

“How does he train himself with the thought:  Calming
the activity of the body, I  shall breathe in …. breathe out?
What are  the  activities  of  the  body?   Those  things  of  the
body of breaths, those things bound up with that body, are
the activities of the body.  Causing the body-activities to be-
come  composed,  to  become  smooth  and  calm,  he  trains
himself ….. He trains himself thinking thus:   Calming the
body-activity  by way of  (quieting)  the  bodily  activities  of
bending forwards, sidewards, all over, and backwards, and
(by way of the quieting of) the moving, quivering, vibrating,
and quaking of the body, I shall breathe in ….. I shall breathe
out.  I shall breathe in and I shall breathe out, calming the
activity of the body, by way of whatsoever peaceful and fine
body-activities of non-bending of the body forwards, side-
wards, all over and backwards, of non-moving, non-quiver-
ing, non-vibrating, and non-quaking, of the body19.’

Indeed,  to  that  yogi  training  in respiration-mindfulness
according  to  the  method  taught  thus:   “He,  thinking  `I
breathe in long,’ understands when he  is breathing in long
…..  Calming  the  activity  of  the  body  …..  I  breathe  out,
thinking thus, he trains himself” [dìghaí vá assasanto dìghaí
assasámìti pajánáti …..  passambhayaí káyasaòkháraí passasis-
sámìti sikkhati], the four absorptions [cattári jhánáni] arise in
the respiration sign [assásapassásanimitte uppajjanti].

In  the  respiration  sign  =  In  the  reflex  image  [paþibhága
nimitta].

19 In  the  explanation  of  the  contemplation  on  breathing,  the
passage beginning with “When breathing in long,  how does he
understand, `I breathe in long’” and ending with the words “non-
quaking of the body”, consists of extracts from pages 272-277 of
the Visuddhi Magga, Part 1.  P.T.S. Edition.
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Having emerged from the absorption, he lays hold of ei-
ther the respiration body or the factors of absorption.

There the meditating worker in respiration [assásapassása
kammika]  examines  the  body  (rúpa)  thinking  thus:   Sup-
ported  by  what  is  respiration?   Supported  by  the  basis
[vatthunissita].   The basis  is  the  coarse  body [karajja  káya].
The coarse body is composed of the Four Great Primaries
and the corporeality derived from these [cattári mahábhútáni
upádarúpañca].

The worker in respiration examines the respiration while devot-
ing himself  to the development of insight through the means of
corporeality.

The basis, namely, the coarse body, is where the mind and men-
tal characteristics occur.

Thereupon,  he,  the  worker  in  respiration,  cognizes  the
mind (náma)  in the pentad of mental  concomitants  begin-
ning with sense-impression.

The  first  beginning  with sense-impression  are sense-impres-
sion,  feeling, perception,  volition,  and consciousness.   They are
taken here as representative of mind.

The  worker  in  respiration  examines  the  mind  and  the
body, sees the Dependent Origination of ignorance and so
forth, and concluding that this mind and this body are bare
conditions, and things  produced from conditions, and that
besides these there is neither a living being nor a person, be-
comes to that extent a person who transcends doubt.

Besides these phenomena there is neither a living being
nor a person refers to vision that is purified [añño satto vá pug-
galo natthìti visuddhidiþþhi].

Mind-and-body is  a bare impersonal process.  It is  not unre-
lated to a cause and also not related to a discordant cause (which is
fictive) like god, but is connected with (the really perceivable fact
of) a cause like ignorance [tayidaí dhammámattaí na ahetukaí
nápi  issariyádi  visamahetukam  atha  kho  avijjádìhi  eva  sa-
hetukaí].

A person who has transcended doubt  regarding the past,
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the future and the present (of his own existence and so forth, as
for  instance  taught  in  the  Sabbásava  Sutta  of  the  Majjhima
Nikáya).

And the yogi who has transcended doubt while cultivat-
ing  insight,  applies  the  three  characteristics  of  imperma-
nence, suffering, and soullessness, to the mind and body to-
gether  with  the  conditions  and  gradually  reaches  ara-
hantship  [sappaccaya  náma  rúpe  tilakkhaóaí  áropetvá  vipas-
sanaí vaóóhento anukkamena arahattaí pápuóáti].

Applies the three characteristics in order to grasp the quali-
ties of the aggregates according to the method taught in the Anatta
Lakkhaóa  Sutta  of  the  Saíyutta  Nikáya  beginning  with  the
words:  “Whatsoever form.”

The worker in absorption, namely, he who contemplates
upon the factors of absorption, also thinks thus:  Supported
by what are these factors of absorption?  By the basis.  The
basis is the coarse body.  The factors of absorption are here
representative of  the  mind.   The coarse  body is  the  body.
Having determined thus, he, searching for the reason of the
mind and the body, seeks it in Conditions’ Mode beginning
with ignorance, concludes that this mind and the body com-
prise just conditions and things produced by conditions and
that besides these there is neither a living being nor a per-
son,  and becomes to that extent a person who transcends
doubt.

And the yogi who transcends doubt thus, while cultivat-
ing  insight,  applies  the  three  characteristics  of  imperma-
nence, suffering and soullessness, to the mind and the body
together with conditions and gradually reaches arahantship.

Iti ajjhattaí vá káye káyánupassì viharati = “Thus he
lives contemplating the body in the body internally.”  This
bhikkhu dwells in contemplation of the body in his own res-
piration body.

By way of the practice of quietude [samatha bhávaná] however
there is no arising of the sign of full absorption [appaná nimittup-
patti] in another’s respiration-body.

Bahiddhá vá káye káyánupassì viharati = “Or he lives
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contemplating  the  body  in  the  body  externally.”   Or  this
bhikkhu dwells in contemplation of the body in another’s
respiration-body.

Or ….. in another’s respiration-body.  This portion deals
with reflection for the growth of insight and has no reference to the
growth of full absorption of quietude…..

Ajjhatta-bahiddhá vá káye káyanupassì viharati =  “Or
he lives contemplating the body in the body internally and
externally.”  At one time in his own and at another in an-
other’s  respiration-body, he dwells in contemplation of the
body.  By this there is reference to the time when the yogi’s
mind moves repeatedly back and forth (internally and exter-
nally by way of object) without laying aside the familiar sub-
ject  of  meditation  [kálena  attano  kálena  parassa  assás-
apassásakáye  etenassa  paguóakammaþþhánaí  aþþhapetvá  apará-
paraí sañcaraóa kálo kathito].

Without leaving aside at intervals, nor from time to time nor
occasionally [aòtarantará na þhapetvá].

The  time  when  the  mind  moves  repeatedly  back  and
forth.  Or the time when the meditation proceeds incessantly, in
the internal and external phenomena [ajjhatta-bahidhá dhammesu
pi nirantaraí vá bhávanáya pavattana kálo].

Both cannot occur at once [eka kále pana idaí ubbayaí na
labbhati].

This pair of things stated in combination as internal and exter-
nal cannot be found in the form of an object at one time, simulta-
neously.  It is not possible to objectify (these two) together is the
meaning  [ajjhattaí  bahiddháti  ca  vuttaí  idaí  dhammád-
vayaghaþitaí ekasmií kále, ekato árammaóabhávena na labbhati.
Ekajjhaí álambituí na sakkáti attho].

Samudaya-dhammánupassì  vá  káyasamií  viharati =
“He  lives  contemplating  origination-things  in  the  body.”
Just  as  the  air  moves  back  and  forth  depending  on  the
smith’s bellows’ skin, the bellows’ spout, and appropriate ef-
fort, so, depending on the coarse body, nasal aperture, and
the mind of the bhikkhu,  the respiration-body moves back
and forth.  The things beginning with the (coarse) body are
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origination  (káyádayo dhammá samudayo].   The person  who
sees thus, is he who lives contemplating origination-things
in the body.

Vayadhammánupassì  vá  káyasmií  viharati =  “Or  he
lives  contemplating  dissolution-things  in  the  body.”   In
whatever way, the air does not  proceed when the bellows’
skin is taken off, the bellows’ spout is broken, and the appro-
priate exertion is absent,  even in that same way, when the
body  breaks  up, the  nasal  aperture  is  destroyed,  and  the
mind has ceased to function, the respiration-body does not
go  on.   Thus  through  the  ending  of  the  coarse  body, the
nasal aperture and the mind there comes to be the ending of
the  respirations  [káyádi-nirodhá  assásapassása-nirodho].   The
person who sees in this way, is he who lives contemplating
dissolution-things in the body.

Samudaya-vaya-dhammánupassì  vá  káyasmií viharati
=  “Or  he  lives  contemplating  origination-and-dissolution-
things in the body.”  He lives contemplating origination at
one time and dissolution at another [kálena samudayaí kálena
vayaí anupassanto].

Origination [samudaya] is that from which suffering arises.

Contemplating origination-things.  Possessing the charac-
ter  of  contemplation  connected  with  the  coarse  body, the  nasal
aperture  and  the  mind,  the  cause  of  the  respirations  [assás-
apassásánaí uppatti hetu karaja káyádi tassa anupassanasìlo].

As  the  contemplation  on  origination-and-dissolution-things,
too, is split up as regards the scope of the object, it is not possible
to objectify both origination and dissolution at the same time.

Atthi káyoti vá panassa sati paccupaþþhitá hoti = “Or, in-
deed, his mindfulness is established, with the thought: `The
body  exists.’”   Mindfulness  is  established  for  the  yogi
through careful scrutiny.  He thinks:  There is the body, but
there is no being, no person, no woman, no man, no soul,
nothing pertaining to a soul, no “I”, nothing that is mine, no
one, and nothing belonging to anyone [káyoti ca attlii, na satto,
na puggalo, na itthì, na puriso, na attá, na attaniyaí nahaí, na
mama, na koci, na kassacìti evaí assa sati paccupaþþhitá hoti].
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Yávadeva  = “To the extent necessary.”   It  denotes  pur-
pose.

This is said:  The mindfulness established is not for an-
other purpose.  What is the purpose for which it is estab-
lished?

Náóamattáya paþissatimattáya = “For just knowledge and
remembrance.”   That  is  just  for  the  sake  of  a  wider  and
wider, or further and further measure of knowledge and of
mindfulness  [aparáparaí  uttaruttari  ñáóapamáóattháya  ceva
satipamáóatthá-yaca].   For the increase  of mindfulness  and
clear comprehension is the meaning.

For the purpose of reaching the knowledge of body-contempla-
tion  to  the  highest  extent  [káyánupassaná  ñáóaí  paraí
pamáóaí pápanattháya] is the meaning of:  To the extent neces-
sary for just knowledge [yávadeva ñáóamattáya]. 

Anissito ca viharati = “And he lives independent.”  He
lives emancipated from dependence on craving and wrong
views.

With these words is stated the direct opposition of this medita-
tion to the laying hold on craving and wrong views.

Na ca kiñci loke upádiyati = “And clings to naught in
the world.”  In regard to no visible shape  ….. or conscious-
ness, does he think:  this is my soul;  or this belongs to my
soul.

Evampi = “Thus also.”

With  this  expression  (“Thus  also”)  the  Blessed  One
wound up the instruction on the section on breathing.

In this section on breathing,  the mindfulness which ex-
amines the respirations is the Truth of Suffering.  The pre-
craving which brings about that mindfulness is the Truth of
Origination.  The non-occurrence of both is the Truth of Ces-
sation.   The Real Path which understands suffering,  aban-
dons origination, and takes cessation as object, is the Truth
of the Way.  Thus having endeavoured by way of the Four
Truths, a person arrives at peace.  This is the portal to eman-
cipation of the bhikkhu devoted to meditation on breathing.
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THE SECTION ON THE MODES 
OF DEPORTMENT

The Buddha, after dealing in the aforesaid manner with
body-contemplation in the form of respiration-meditation, in
detail,  said:   “And further,”  in  order to  deal  exhaustively
with body-contemplation, here, according to the meditation
on the modes of deportment [iriyápatha].

Gacchanto vá gacchámìti pajánáti = “When he is going
(a bhikkhu) understands:  `I am going.’”  In this matter of
going, readily do dogs, jackals and the like, know when they
move on that they are moving.  But this instruction on the
modes  of  deportment  was  not  given  concerning  similar
awareness, because awareness of that sort belonging to ani-
mals  does  not  shed the  belief in  a living being,  does  not
knock out the percept of a soul, and neither becomes a sub-
ject of meditation nor the development of the Arousing of
Mindfulness.

Going.  The term is applicable both to the awareness of the fact
of  moving  on and to the  knowledge of  the  (true)  characteristic
qualities  of moving on.   The terms  sitting, standing and lying
down, too, are applicable in the general sense of awareness and in
the particular sense of knowledge of the (true) characteristic quali-
ties.  Here (in this discourse) the particular and not the general
sense of awareness is to be taken.

From the sort  of  mere awareness  denoted by reference to ca-
nines and the like, proceeds the idea of a soul, the perverted per-
ception,  with the belief  that there is  a doer  and an experiencer.
One who does not uproot or remove that wrong perception owing
to non-opposition to that perception and to absence of contempla-
tive practice  cannot be called one who develops  anything like a
subject of meditation.

But the knowledge of this meditator sheds the belief in a
living being, knocks out the idea of a soul, and is both a sub-
ject of meditation and the development of the Arousing of
Mindfulness.

Indeed, who goes, whose going is it, on what account is
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this going?  These words refer to the knowledge of the (act
of)  going  (the  mode  of  deportment)  of  the  meditating
bhikkhu.

In the elucidation of these questions the following is said:
Who goes?  No living being or person whatsoever.  Whose
going is it?  Not the going of any living being or person.  On
account of what does the going take place?  On account of
the diffusion of the process of oscillation born of mental ac-
tivity.  Because of that this yogi knows thus:  If there arises
the thought, “I shall go,” that thought produces the process
of oscillation;  the process of oscillation produces expression
(the bodily movement which indicates going and so forth).
The moving on of the whole body through the diffusion of
the process of oscillation is called going.   The same is the
method of exposition as regards the other postures:  stand-
ing and so forth.  There, too, the yogi knows thus:  If there
arises  the  thought,  “I  shall  stand,”  that thought  produces
the  process  of  oscillation.   The  process  of  oscillation  pro-
duces bodily expression.  The raising upright of the whole
body from below owing to the diffusion of the process of os-
cillation  is  called standing.   If  there  arises  the  thought  “I
shall sit,” that thought produces the process of oscillation.
The process of oscillation produces bodily expression.  The
bending of the lower part of the body and the raising up-
right of the upper part of the body owing to the diffusion of
the process of oscillation is called sitting.  If there arises the
thought,  “I  shall  lie  down,”  that  thought  produces  the
process of oscillation.   The process  of oscillation produces
bodily expression.  The straightening or the spreading of the
whole body horizontally or across, owing to the diffusion of
the process of oscillation, is called lying down.

There,  who goes?  is  a  doer-question  of  the  action of  going,
without first separating efficient cause and action (tattha ko gac-
chatìti sádhanaí kriyañca avinibbhutaí katvá gamana kriyá kattu
pucchá].  That is for indicating just the bare phenomenon of go-
ing,  through  the  condition  of  denying  the-doer-state-endowed-
with-a-soul  [sá  kattubháva  visiþþha  atta  paþikkhepattá  dhammá
mattasseva gaíana dassanato].  (Or in other words the question
“Who goes?” anticipates a negative answer, for according to the
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Abhidhamma there is no doer or goer but just a process dependent
on conditions.  There is merely a going.  No one goes.)

With the words, whose going is it?, the commentator says the
same thing in another way after separating efficient cause and ac-
tion  for  making  clear  the  absence  of  a  doer-connection  [kassa
gamananti  tamevatthaí  pariyáyantarena  vadati  sádhanaí
kriyañca akattu sambandhi bháva vibhávanato].

On what account is it?  This is a question for the real reason
of the action of going from which the idea of a goer is  rejected.
[kií káranáti pana paþikkhitta kattukáya gamana kriyáya aviparìta
káraóa pucchá].

Going is here shown to be one of the particular modes of bare
phenomenal  movement  due  to  appropriate  cause-and-condition,
without attributing it to a fallacious reason such as the one formu-
lated thus:  The soul comes into contact with the mind, the mind
with the sense-organs and the sense-organs with the object (thus
there is perception).  [idañhi gamanaí náma attá manasá saíyuj-
jati  mano  indriyehi  indriyáni  atthehìti  evamádi  micchá  káraóa
vinimutta anurúpa paccaya hetuko dhammánaí pavatti ákára vis-
eso20].

No living being or person, because of the proving of the go-
ing of only a bare phenomenon and because of the absence of any-
one besides that phenomenon.  Now to show proof of the going of a
bare phenomenon the words beginning with  on account of the
diffusion of the process of oscillation born of mental activ-
ity were  spoken  by  the  commentator  [dhammámattasseva
gamanasiddhito  tabbinimuttasa ca  kassaci  abhávato idáni  dham-
mámattasseva gamana siddhií dassetuí citta kriyá váyo dhátu
vipphárenáti ádi vuttaí].

There mental activity and the diffusion and agitation in the
process  of oscillation which is  mental activity = diffusion of the
process of mental activity [tattha citta kriyá ca vippháro vipphan-

20 Nyáyácárya S. Abhayasinha says that this passage is a statement
of the Naiyáyika theory of perception and that it is mentioned in
the  Siddhánta  Candrodaya  of  Sri  Krsóa  Dhúrjati  Diksita,  a
commentary  of  Tarkasaògraha,  thus:  Átmá  manasá  saíyujjate
mana indriyenendriya-marathena tatah pratyaksaí.
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danañcáti citta kriyá váyo dhátu vippháro].  The commentator, by
mentioning mental activity, eschews the diffusion of the process of
oscillation connected with inanimate things, and by the mention
of the diffusion of the process  of oscillation eschews the class  of
mental  activity  producing  volitional  verbal-expression.   By  the
terms mental activity and the process of oscillation, the commen-
tator  makes  clear  bodily  expression  [tena  ettha  ca  citta  kriyág-
gaháóena anindriyabaddha váyodhátu vippháraí nivatteti: váyod-
hátu vippháraggaháóena cetaná vacìviññatti bhedaí citta kriyaí
nivatteti.  Ubhayena pana káya viññattií vibháveti].

Produces  the  process  of  oscillation.   Brings  about  the
group of materiality with the quality of oscillation in excess.

This group of materiality is that of the pure octad consisting of
the Four Great Primaries [mahábhúta] symbolized by earth, water,
fire and air, and the four derived from these:  colour, smell,  taste
and nutritive essence  [paþhavì ápo tejo váyo vaóóa gandha rasa
ojá].

Excess is to be taken here by way of capability (adequacy or
competency) and not by way of measure (size or amount).

The process of oscillation produces expression.  This was
said concerning the process of oscillation arisen from the thought
of going.  This process is a condition to the supporting with en-
ergy, the bearing up, and the movement of the conascent body of
materiality.

Expression is that change which takes place together with the
intention.

Oscillation is mentioned by way of a predominant condition
[adhika bháva] and not by way of production through oscillation
alone.  Otherwise the state of derived materiality pertaining to ex-
pression would not be a fact [aññathá viññattiyá upádáya rúpa
bhávo durúpapádo siyá].

He who knows (that by the diffusion of this process of os-
cillation born of mental activity take place going, standing,
sitting and lying down) pursues the line of thinking (called
investigation)  in  the  following  manner:   “A  living  being
goes,”  “A living being stands,”  (according to the false belief
of those unacquainted with the reality of the matter or ac-
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cording to conventional speech), but there is no living being
going  or  standing.   This  talk  of  a  living  being  going  or
standing is similar to speech in the following way:  “A cart
goes.”  “A cart stands.”  In fact there is no going cart and no
standing  cart.   When  with  bulls  (tied  to  a  cart)  a  skilled
driver is driving, one conventionally speaking says: “A cart
goes” or “A cart stands.”  In the sense of a thing not able to
go of itself, the body is like the cart.  Mind-born oscillation
are like the bulls.  Mind is like the driver.  When the thought,
“I go,” or the thought “I stand,” arises, the process of oscilla-
tion producing expression comes to existence.  By the diffu-
sion of the process of oscillation born of mental activity, go-
ing and the other modes of deportment take place, and then
there are these forms of conventional speech:  “A living be-
ing  goes,”   “A  living  being  stands,”   “I  go,”   “I  stand.”
Therefore the commentator said:

Just as a ship goes on by winds impelled,
Just as a shaft goes by the bowstring’s force,
So goes this body in its forward course
Full driven by the vibrant thrust of air.
As to the puppet’s back the dodge-thread’s tied
So to the body-doll the mind is joined
And pulled by that the body moves, stands, sits.
Where is the living being that can stand,
Or walk, by force of its own inner strength,
Without conditions that give it support?

Accordingly this  yogi,  who considers  by way of causes
and conditions, the states  of going,  standing and so forth,
knows well that he is going, when he is in the state of going,
that he is standing when he stands, that he is sitting when
he sits, and that he is lying down when he lies down, as it is
told  in  the  passage  in  the  discourse  beginning  with  the
words:  “When he is going, a bhikkhu understands:  `I am
going.’”

Yathá yathá vá panassa káyo paóihito hoti  tathá tathá
naí pajánáti = “Or just as his body is disposed so he un-
derstands it.”

Iti  ajjhattaí vá =  “Thus  internally.”   In  this  way  the
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bhikkhu lives contemplating the body in the body, examin-
ing his own four modes of deportment.

Bahiddhá vá = “Or externally.”  Or examining the four
modes of deportment of another.

Ajjhatta-bahiddhá  vá =  “Or  internally  and externally.”
Or examining at one time  his  own four modes  of deport-
ment and at another time another’s four modes of deport-
ment, he lives.

Samudaya-dhammánupassì =  “Contemplating  origina-
tion-things.”   Also  dissolution-things  are  included  here.
Origination and dissolution should be dwelt upon by way of
the fivefold method beginning with the words:  “He, think-
ing `the origination of materiality comes to be through the
origination of ignorance,’ in the sense of the origin of condi-
tions, sees the arising of the aggregate of materiality.”

In the same way he sees the arising of the aggregate of materi-
ality through the origination of craving, karma and food, in the
sense of the origin of conditions, and also while seeing the sign of
birth [nibbatti lakkhaóa passanto pi].  He sees the passing away of
the  aggregate  while  thinking  that the  dissolution  of  materiality
comes to be through the dissolution of ignorance, in the sense of
the dissolution of conditions, and through the dissolution of crav-
ing, karma and food, in the same way, and while seeing the sign of
vicissitude [viparióámalakkhaóa].

For the arising of the materiality-aggregate ignorance, craving,
karma and food are the principal reasons.  But these are not all.
As it is said that one sees the arising of the materiality-aggregate
when beholding also the rebirth-sign or the bare origination state
called the integration-succession [upacaya santati] of the various
material  forms  [rúpa]  becoming manifest  in  the  conscious  flux
[saviññánaka santána], owing to ignorance, craving, karma, and
nutriment,  and  from  consciousness  [citta]  and  the  process  of
caloricity [utu], the knowledge of arising is fivefold.

Similarly the knowledge of passing away or ceasing is fivefold.
The sign of vicissitude or change is the bare state of dissolution
[bhaòga sabhává] called impermanency [aniccatá].

Atthi káyoti vá panassa, sati paccupaþþhitá hoti = “Or, in-
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deed, his mindfulness is established with the thought: `The
body exists’.”   The exposition of this  is  to be done in the
manner already stated in the preceding section.

Here, the mindfulness which examines the four modes of
deportment  is  the  Truth  of  Suffering.   The  pre-craving
which brings about that mindfulness is the Truth of Origina-
tion.  The non-occurrence of either is the Truth of Cessation.
The Real Path which understands suffering, abandons origi-
nation, and takes cessation as object, is the Truth of the Way.

The yogi having endeavoured thus  by way of the Four
Truths, arrives at peace.

This is the portal to emancipation up to arahantship of
the bhikkhu occupied with the four modes of deportment.
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THE SECTION ON THE FOUR KINDS OF
CLEAR COMPREHENSION

1. Clear comprehension in going forwards
and backwards

After explaining body-contemplation in the form of the
meditation  on  the  four  modes  of  deportment,  the  Master
said,  “And further,” to explain body-contemplation by way
of the four kinds of clear comprehension [catu sampajañña].

On  who  is  clearly  comprehending  [sampajáno]  is  one  who
knows according to every way, intensively, or (item by item) in a
detailed way [samantato pakárehi pakaþþhaí vá savisesaí jánáti].
Clear comprehension [sampajaññaí] is the state of that one.  It is
likewise  the  knowledge of  that one  [tassa  bhávo  sampajaññaí.
Tathá pavatta ñáóaí].

Abhikkante  paþikkante =  “In  going  forwards  (and)  in
going backwards.”  Here, the meaning is as follows:—  Go-
ing  forwards  is  called  going.   Going  backwards  is  called
turning  back.   Both  these  are  to  be found in  all  the  four
modes of deportment.

Going, here, is going after turning back (returning) and going
after not turning back (going straight).  Turning back is the bare
fact of turning back.  This dyad is only mutually supported action
[gamanañcettha nivattetvá anivattevá ca gamanaí.  Nivattanaí
pana  nivatti  mattameva.   Aññamaññamupádána  kriyá  mattañ-
cetaí dvatayaí].

First, in going, carrying the body to a position in front —
bringing the body along — is called going forwards.  Turning
back — returning thence — is called turning back.

And in standing, one just standing and bending the body
to a position in front does what is called going forwards, and
one bending away behind —  drawing back — does what is
called going  backwards.   In  sitting  down,  one sitting  and
moving on — creeping on, sliding on — to front portion com-
prising the frame and so forth of the seat, i.e. chair, stool or simi-
lar  thing,  does  going  forwards;   and one moving  away —
sliding back — to the parts comprising the frame and so forth
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at the back of the chair or stool does what is called turning
back.  In lying down too the explanation is to be done ac-
cording to the method stated above. 

Sampajánakárì = “Practising clear comprehension.”  Do-
ing without fail all actions with clear comprehension [sam-
pajaññena sabba kicca kárì].  Or the doing of only clear com-
prehension [sampajaññasseva vá kárì].

Clear  comprehension  [sampajánanaí] =   comprehending
clearly [sampajánam].  Both words mean the same thing;  their
difference is only one of affix.  Doing without fail all actions
with clear comprehension is the character of doing what ought
to be done by oneself, with clear comprehension [attaná kattabba
kiccassa karaóa sìla].  The doing of only clear comprehension
is the character of practising clear comprehension [sampajánassa
karaóa sìla].

For the yogi practises  only clear comprehension and is
nowhere bereft of clear comprehension,  in going forwards
and going backwards.

There are these four kinds of comprehension: clear com-
prehension  of  purpose  [sátthaka  sampajañña],  of  suitability
[sappáya  sampajañña],  of  resort  [gocara sampajañña],  and  of
non-delusion [asammoha sampajañña].

The discerning of things rightly, entirely and equally is clear
comprehension.  Nothing else.  This way of explanation is differ-
ent from the commentary’s.  As it provides non-delusion in going
forwards and backwards, the action of clear comprehension is prac-
tice of clear comprehension.  Who has that practice of clear com-
prehension is (one) practising clear comprehension.

What takes place together with the aim called growth according
to the Dhamma is purpose.  The clear comprehension of purpose
in going forwards and backwards is  clear comprehension of pur-
pose.  The clear comprehension of what is suitable, fit, to oneself is
clear comprehension of suitability.  The clear comprehension of the
(mental) resort which is called the subject of meditation that is un-
relinquished, in going backwards and forwards on the alms resort
and elsewhere, is the clear comprehension of resort.  Clear compre-
hension of  non-delusion is  non-delusion that is  clearly compre-
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hending and is called non-stupefaction.

Among  these  four  kinds  of  clear  comprehension,  the
clear comprehension of purpose is the comprehension of (a
worthy)  purpose after considering what is worthy and not
worthy, with the thought, “Is there any use to one by this go-
ing or is there not?”  One does this not having gone imme-
diately, just by the influence of the thought, at the very mo-
ment the thought of going forwards is born.

In  this  context,  purpose  is  growth  according  to  the
Dhamma, by way of visiting a relic shrine, Tree of Enlight-
enment  (Bodhi  Tree),  the  Saògha,  the  elders, and a  place
where the dead are cast (a cemetery) for seeing the unlovely
(a corpse, a skeleton and the like).

By visiting a relic shrine, a Bodhi Tree, or the Saògha, for
producing spiritual interest, and by meditating on the wan-
ing of that interest one could reach arahantship; by visiting
elders  and  by getting  established  in  their  instruction  one
could reach arahantship; and by visiting a place where the
dead are cast, by seeing a corpse there and by producing the
first absorption (paþhamajjhána] in that unlovely object,  one
could reach arahantship.  So the visiting of these is purpose-
ful.

Arahantship.  This is mentioned by way of the highest kind of
exposition.   Since  the generating of quietude and insight  too is
growth according to the Dhamma for a bhikkhu.

Some  [keci]  however say:   Increase  by way of  material
gain, too, is (a worthy) purpose, since material gain is help-
ful for the holy life.

Some = Dwellers at the Abhayagiri Vihára at Anurádhapura.

Material gain = Material requisites like robes.

Clear comprehension of suitability is the comprehension
of the suitable after considering what is suitable and not.

For instance, the visiting of a relic shrine could be quite
(worthily) purposeful.  But when a great offering is made to
a relic shrine, a multitude of people in a ten or twelve yojana
area gather, and men and women according to their position
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go about adorned like painted figures.  And if in that crowd
greed could arise for the bhikkhu in an attractive object, re-
sentment in a non-attractive one, and delusion through prej-
udice;  if he could commit the offence of sexual intercourse;
or if harm  could come to the holy life of purity;   then,  a
place like that relic shrine would not be suitable.  When there
could be no such harm it would be suitable.

Prejudice [asamapekkhana] is the name given to the grasping
of an object without wise  reflection by way of worldly ignorant
complacency [gehasita aññáóupekkhá vasena arammaóassa ayon-
iso gahanaí].

Commit the offence of sexual intercourse by way of bodily
contact with a woman.

Harm come to the life through trampling down by an ele-
phant and so forth.

(Harm come to) purity through seeing those of the opposite
sex and so forth.

The visiting of the Saògha is a purpose of worth.   Still
when there is all-night preaching in a big pandal in the in-
ner  village  and  there  are  crowds  and  one  could  possibly
come to hurt and harm in the way mentioned earlier, that
place of preaching is not suitable to go to.  When there is no
hurt or harm possible one may go there as it would then be
suitable.  In visiting elders who are surrounded by a large
following suitability and non-suitability should also be de-
termined in the way stated above.

To visit a place where the dead are cast for beholding a
corpse is fit, and to explain the meaning of this the following
story has been told:

It is said that a young bhikkhu went with a novice to get
wood for tooth-cleaners.  The novice getting out of the road
proceeded in front to a place in search of wood and saw a
corpse.  Meditating on it he produced the first absorption,
and making the factors of the absorption a basis for develop-
ing insight realized the first three fruitions of arahantship,
while examining the conformations [saòkháre sammasanto],
and stood having laid hold of the subject of meditation for
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realizing the path of full arahantship.

The young bhikkhu not seeing the novice called out to
him.  The novice thought thus:  From the day I took up the
homeless life I have endeavoured to let me never be called
twice by a bhikkhu, so, I will produce the further distinction
(of full arahantship) another day, and replied to the bhikkhu
with the words:  “What’s the matter, reverend sir?”  “Come,”
said the bhikkhu and the novice returned.  The novice told
the bhikkhu as follows:  “Go first by this way: then stand
facing north, at the place I stood, for a while and look.”  The
young  bhikkhu  followed  the  novice’s  instruction  and  at-
tained just the distinction reached by the novice.  Thus the
same corpse became profitable to two people.  For the male
the  female  corpse  is  not  suitable, and vice versa.   Only a
corpse of one’s own sex is suitable.  Comprehension of what
is suitable in this way is called the clear comprehension of
suitability.

Further, the going on the alms round of that one who has
thus  comprehended  purpose  and  suitability  after  leaving
and taking up just that resort — among the thirty-eight sub-
jects of meditation — called the subject of meditation after
his own heart is clear comprehension of resort.

Subject of meditation [kammaþþhána] refers to the object of
concentration by way of locality of occurrence of the contemplative
action that is being stated.

Resort [gocara].  Literally, pasturing ground.  This word is
applied to the wandering for alms of a bhikkhu and to the subject
of meditation in the sense of the locus [sphere, range or scope) of
contemplative action.

For making manifest this clear comprehension of resort
the following set of four should be understood:  In the Dis-
pensation of the Buddha a certain bhikkhu on the journey
out for alms takes along with him in the mind the subject of
meditation, but on the journey back from the work of alms-
gathering he does not bring it along with him,  having be-
come unmindful of it.  Another does not take it along with
him on the outward journey, but returns from the alms-tour
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with the subject of meditation in his mind.  Still another nei-
ther takes it along with him on the outward journey nor re-
turns with it on the journey home.  And, lastly, there is the
fourth kind of bhikkhu who both takes the subject of medi-
tation  along  with  him  on  the  journey  out  for  alms  and
brings it back with him on the journey home.

Among these four kinds, there is a certain bhikkhu who
lives thus:—  By day he cleanses his mind of things that be-
cloud — the hindrances [nìvaraóa] — through meditation on
the ambulatory   and in the sitting posture.  By night, like-
wise, on the ambulatory and in the sitting posture, through
meditation,  in  the  first  watch,  and  in  the  last  watch,  he
cleanses his mind of things that becloud, after sleeping in
the middle watch.

Quite early in the day having done the duties connected
with the terraces of the relic-shrine and the Bhodhi-tree —
sweeping and so forth — he sprinkles the Bodhi-tree with
water, places water for drinking and washing and attends to
the Khandhaka duties beginning with the duties connected
with  the  teacher  and  the  preceptor.   Thereafter,  having
looked to the needs of his body — that is, after bestowing that
attention on the body which consists  of washing the face and so
forth —  he enters his dwelling and practises the subject of
meditation  begun  that  day  [tadahe  múla  bhútaí  kammaþþhá-
naí], at several sittings [dve tayo pallaòke usumaí gáhápento =
during two or three sittings while the body happens to be
put into a state of warming up].  There two or three sittings
= two or three sitting turns [dve tayo nisajjaváre].  Warming up
is said concerning the matter of causing warmth to be taken up
twice or thrice [dve tìóì uóhápanáni sandháya vuttaí].  The word
sitting [pallaòka] means sitting by way of the thigh-bound or
locked  posture  [úrubaddha  ásana].   It  is  the  posture  called  the
lion-pose [sìhásana] and the firm pose [thirásana].  It is the sit-
ting down of one with the left foot crossed on to the right thigh
and the  right  foot on to the  left  thigh,  by way of  interlocking,
through the bending of the thighs

(One sits in meditation not for a long time at a stretch.
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There are short intervals of relaxation through brief changes
of posture when the body gets  warm or uncomfortable in
the cross-legged sitting pose.)

When it  is  time  to wander  for alms, he  having got  up
from  the  sitting  meditation-pose,  and  takes  his  bowl  and
robe with just the thought of meditation uppermost in mind
[kammaþþhána sìseneva] leaves his dwelling, attending only to
the thought of meditation [kammaþþhánaí manasikarontova].

With just the thought of meditation uppermost in mind
= Just with the subject of meditation in the forefront of the mind
[kammaþþhána mukheneva], keeping to the thought of meditation
[kammaþþhánaí avijahanto].

If, when going to his alms collecting place, the bhikkhu’s
thought  of  meditation  is  contemplation  on  the  Buddha’s
qualities [buddhánussati kammaþþhánaí], he, on arriving at the
relic-shrine, enters the shrine’s precincts, without having put
aside his thought of meditation on the Buddha.  But should
his thought of meditation be something other than the Bud-
dha-subject, he having stood at the foot of the stairway lead-
ing to the shrine-terrace, put by his thought of meditation as
if it were goods hand-carried, and acquired the joy begotten
of the Buddha-subject of meditation, goes up the stairway.

If the relic-shrine is a big one, it should be worshipped at
four places, when the bhikkhu has gone round it three times
to the right.

If  it  is  a  small  shrine, it  should  be worshipped by the
meditator in eight places when he has gone round it three
times to the right just as in the case of the big shrine.

By a bhikkhu who, having worshipped a relic-shrine, has
reached a Bodhi-tree shrine even the Bodhi-tree should be
worshipped.  And he should worship the Bodhi-tree show-
ing meek demeanour as though he were in the very pres-
ence of the Buddha, the Bhagavá.

In  this  way, that monk,  having  worshipped relic-shrine
and Boddhi-tree shrine, goes to the place where he had put
by his first subject of meditation, namely, to the bottom of
the stairway.  There, having taken up the subject of medita-
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tion he had put by earlier, and robed himself (with the upper
robe and the shoulder cloak held together and worn as one,
that is, with the upper robe falling within the shoulder-cloak
at all edges), near the village with the thought of meditation
uppermost in mind, he enters the village for alms.

There, people, after seeing the bhikkhu, say:  “Our vener-
able one has come,” and having gone forward to meet the
bhikkhu,  taken his bowl, conducted him to the sitting-hall
(hall where meals are served to the bhikkhus in a village) or
to a house and made him take a seat,  offer gruel to him.
Thereafter,  they  wash  and  anoint  his  feet,  and  till  rice  is
ready sit in front of him and ask him questions or become
desirous  of listening  to a talk  on the Dhamma  from him.
Even if the people do not ask him to speak to them on the
Dhamma, the commentators say that a talk on the Dhamma
should be given to the people in order to help them.  The
bhikkhus should expound the Dhamma for the purpose of as-
sisting the folk with the grace of the Dhamma, thinking, “If I do
not expound the Dhamma to them, who will?”

There is no Dhamma-talk separate from the thought of
meditation.  This  is  said to strengthen the dictum of the com-
mentators mentioned above.

Therefore, after expounding the Dhamma even with the
thought of meditation uppermost in mind,  after partaking
of the food, with just the thought of meditation uppermost
in mind he leaves the village followed by the people who in
spite  of  his  requesting  them  to  stop  accompanying  him.
There, after turning back those who followed him, he takes
the road to his dwelling-place.

After expounding the Dhamma even with the thought of
meditation  uppermost  in  mind =  After  expounding  the
Dhamma just in accordance with the character of the thought of
meditation that is being attended to by oneself, by way of sticking
to that thought.  The method of exegesis is the same in regard to
the next expression concerning food.  After giving thanks.  Here
too the  governing  expression  is:   Even  with  the  thought  of
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meditation uppermost in mind.  There, just at the place of de-
parture from the village.  The point at which the bhikkhu actually
gets out of the village.

Then, novices and young bhikkhus who had taken their
meal outside the village, having left the village earlier than
this bhikkhu see this bhikkhu coming.  And they, after going
forward to meet him, take his bowl and robe.

It is said that bhikkhus of old did this duty without look-
ing at the face of the returning bhikkhu and thinking: (this
is) our preceptor (or) our teacher.  In ancient times, they did
this duty according to the arriving-limit (the arriving divi-
sion, section, or company).  As the elder bhikkhu came the
younger ones performed this duty not looking to see who
the elder was.

Those  novices  and  young  bhikkhus  question  the  elder
thus: “Reverend Sir, who are these people to you?  Are they
relatives on the maternal side?  Are they relatives on the pa-
ternal  side?”  —  “Having  seen  what,  do  you  query?”  —
“Their affection and respect for you.” — “Friends, what even
parents find it hard to do these people do for us.  Our very
robes and bowls are just due to them.  Owing to these peo-
ple we know no fear on occasions of fear and know no lack
of food on occasions of famine.  There are no people so help-
ful to us as these folk.” Speaking well of these people, thus,
he goes.  This bhikkhu is spoken of as a person who carries
forth (takes along with him) the subject of meditation when
he leaves his dwelling but does not return with the thought
of meditation.

If to a bhikkhu who performs the duties detailed above,
betimes, (there arises an intense feeling of discomfort owing
to hunger) if his kamma-produced caloricity becomes very
strong (pajjalati, lit, flames up and lays hold of the derived,
assimilated  material  of  the  body  owing  to  the  absence  of
undigested food in the stomach,  if sweat exudes  from his
body  and if  he  is  unable  to  concentrate  on  his  subject  of
meditation, he takes his bowl and the robe quite early in the
morning, worships the relic shrine speedily, and enters the
village  to get  gruel  just  when the village  herds  go out  of
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their pens for pasturing.  After he gets the gruel he goes to
sitting-hall and drinks it.

Then, with the swallowing of just two or three mouthfuls,
the kamma-produced caloricity letting go the material of the
body i.e.  the inner  lining of the stomach [udara paþalaí]  lays
hold of the property of the food taken in.

And that bhikkhu, having got to the assuagement of the
distress of the caloric process like a man bathed with a hun-
dred pots of cool water, having partaken of the (rest of the)
gruel  with the thought  of meditation uppermost  in mind,
washed bowl and mouth, attended to the subject of medita-
tion till the later forenoon meal, wandered for alms in the re-
maining places —  in the places  where he got no gruel and so
where he could still go for alms — and taken the meal with just
the thought of meditation uppermost in mind, returns, hav-
ing taken up just that subject of meditation which is thence
forward present in his mind.  This person is called the one
who does  not carry forth but returns  with the  thought  of
meditation.

Kamma-produced caloricity [kammajja tejo] is an expres-
sion referring to the function of that part of the alimentary tract
where the bile helps digestion and from which vital heat spreads —
the grahaóì  according to Ayurveda.  It is stated that the commen-
tator  said  kamma-produced  caloricity concerning  “the
seizure,” the name of the alimentary function explained above [ga-
haóií sandháyáha].

Becomes very strong means: generates a condition of heat.

Subject of meditation does not get on to the road of con-
templative thought owing to the disappearance of concentration
of the wearied body through hunger-fatigue.

When in the stomach, indeed, property like cooked rice (called
the underived, the unassimilated or that which is not due to pre-
clinging) is absent; kamma-produced caloricity gets hold of the in-
ner lining of the stomach.  That causes the utterance of words like
the following:  “I am hungry; give me food.”

When food is taken, kamma-produced caloricity having let go
the  inner  lining  of  the  stomach,  gets  hold of  the  food-property.
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Then the living being becomes calm.  Therefore in the commen-
taries  kamma-produced  caloricity  is  spoken  of  as  (a  malignant
spirit,  a devourer of the living, frequenting pools, fording-places
and the like and known by the shadow it casts  on the water) a
shadow-demon.

And bhikkhus,  like this  one, who, after  drinking  gruel
and  exerting  themselves  in  the  development  of  insight,
reached the state of Arahantship in the Buddha’s Dispensa-
tion are past all numbering (so many have they been).  In
the Island of the Lion Race, alone [sìhala dìpe yeva], there is
not a seat of sitting-hall in the various villages which is not a
place where a bhikkhu, having sat and drunk gruel, attained
Arahantship (tesu tesu gámesu ásanasáláya na taí ásanaí atthi
yattha yáguí pivitvá arahattaí patta bhikkhu natthi].

“And bhikkhus, like this one,” and so forth.  With these words
the commentator points out the state of benefit of the bhikkhu at-
tending to the thoughts of meditation, even, in the way aforesaid.

But a bhikkhu who is a loose liver [pamáda vihárì, lit. liver
in negligence, carelessness  or indolence],  who is  a  slacker
[nikkhitta dhuro, lit. One who has thrown away the yoke — or
the burden of right  exertion — and so is  an irresponsible
person],  having  broken all  observances  [sabba vattáni  bhin-
ditvá]  whilst  living  spiritually  frozen  through  the  fivefold
bondage of mind [pañca vidha ceto vinibanóha baddha citto vi-
haranto], having entered the village for alms without having
even shown a sign of the fact that there is a thing called a
subject of meditation (of contemplation), and having walked
about and eaten his meal in unbefitting company, comes out
of the village an empty fellow.  This bhikkhu is called a per-
son who neither carries forth nor returns with the thought of
meditation.

Who is spoken of with the words “This one carries forth
and carries back” must be known just through the means of
the observance of carrying forth and carrying back (the sub-
ject of meditation from the beginning to the end of the jour-
ney to and from the village).

Just  through  the  means  of  the  observance  of  carrying
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forth and carrying back means:  By way of whatsoever going for
and returning from alms-gathering only with the thought of medi-
tation.

Men of good family, desirous of self-improvement, having
become homeless ones in the Dispensation of the Buddha,
when living in a group of ten,  twenty, fifty or a hundred
make a covenant of observance, with these words:  “Friends,
you renounced not because you were troubled by creditors,
not because of fear of punishment from the king,  and not
because of difficulties  of subsistence  produced by famine
and the like, but because you were desirous of release here.
Therefore, you should restrain the  defilement  that is  born
when going (forwards or backwards) just in the process of
going; you should restrain the defilement that is born when
standing just in the process of standing; you should restrain
the defilement that is born when sitting just in the process of
sitting; and you should restrain the defilement that is born
when lying down just in the process of lying down.

When after the making of such a covenant of observance
they go on to a village for alms, if there are stones, by the
road,  at  distances  of  half-an-usabha,  one  usabha  and  one
gavuta,  these bhikkhus proceed attending to the subject of
meditation with awareness of those stones.  If in the course
of going (for alms)  a defilement of the mind arises in one,
just in the course of going one restrains or suppresses it.  If
one fails to do so one stops.  Then he who comes behind one
stops too.  And one thinks:  “This bhikkhu here knows the
unclean thought that has arisen in you; unbecoming is that
to you.”  Thus having reproved oneself and developed pene-
trative insight,  one steps into the Plane of the Noble Ones
(i.e. arahantship;  so  ayaí bhikkhu  tuyhaí uppanna  vitakkaí
jánáti  ananucchavikaí  te  etanti  paþiccodetvá  vipas sanaí
vaóóhetvá tattheva ariyabhúmií okkamati).

If one is not able to do that, one sits down and he who
comes  behind  sits  down  too,  it  is  said:  that  just  is  the
method.  Should one be not able to enter into the Plane of
the Noble Ones, then,  one having stopped the defilement,
goes, attending to only the subject of meditation.  One does
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not raise the foot with mind bereft of the subject of medita-
tion  but  should  one  do so, one, having  turned,  gets  back
again even to the earlier step.

Desirous  of  self-improvement  (attá  kámáti)  —  (Those
bhikkhus) wishing for personal good and well-being (attano hita
sukhamicchantá) — those wishing for (delighting in, intent on)
the Dhamma is the true meaning [dhammácchandavantoti attho]
— by reason of the fact that the Dhamma is truly good and well-
being  [dhammo hi  hitaí sukhañca tannimittakaí].   Or to the
wise the Dhamma is the self owing to the absence of difference (of
the  Dhamma) from the  self,  and (because  the  Dhamma is  con-
tained  in  the  self)  owing  to the  (Dhamma’s)  state of  being  in-
cluded in the living being [atha vá viññáóaí attato nibbisesattá
attabháva  pariyápannattá  ca  dhammo  attá  náma].   They  (the
bhikkhus who have genuinely renounced, in the Dispensation of
the Buddha) desire, wish for, that (taí kámenti icchanti].21

Newly (or recently) — at the time this sub-commentary was
written — however the reading: desirous of attainment, by way of
(moral)  good,  is  seen  (adhuná  pana  attha  kámáti  hitavácakena
attha saddena pañho dissati].  The true meaning of that is: (those)
wishing for good that is  connected with the Dhamma or (those)
wishing for the Dhamma that is good [dhammá saññuttaí hitam-
icchantá hita bhútaí vá dhammámicchantáti]. 

Unbecoming is that means:  unbecoming is another’s know-
ing of one’s own defilement [parassa jánanaí].

This also should be understood as included even by another’s
knowing:  He (the monk who is trying to overcome the adventi-
tious defilement) makes systematic attention strong on account of
(his awareness  of) the hungry condition of those coming behind
(pacchato ágacchantánaí chinna  bhatta bháva bhayenápi  yoniso
manasikáraí paribrúhetìti  idampi  parassa  jánaneneva  saògahi-
tanti daþþhabbaí].

Even to the earlier step  means:   just  to the first  footprint

21 In the highest sense, a living being is a process of consciousness,
and consciousness in the highest form is that of the Arahant, which is
not  different  from  the Dhammá and within  that consciousness  the
Dhammá is included.
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made with mind separate from the thought of meditation [purima
páde yeváti paþhamaí kammaþþhána vippayutta cittena uddharita
páda valañje yeva].

Like the elder Mahá Phussa, the verandah-dweller.  With
the stories beginning, here, the commentator lays low the misgiv-
ing about this observance, for instance, expressed thus:  Just im-
possible is that what is pointed out was, indeed, in this way, prac-
tised before [aþþháne yevetaí kathitaí khváyaí evaí paþipaóóa
pubboti ásaòkaí nivatteti].

It is said that this elder dwelt for nineteen years fulfilling
the  observance  of  “carrying  forth  and  carrying  back.”
Ploughmen,  sowers,  threshers  of  grain  and  other  people
having seen the elder go in this manner, said:  “This elder
goes having halted again and again.  Why does he do so?
Has  he  got  confused  about  the  way or  has  he  forgotten
something?”

The  elder  by just  doing  the  recluse’s  duty, with  mind
yoked to the thought of meditation, without giving heed to
the talk of the people, attained Arahantship within twenty
years.

On the very day be became an Arahant, a deva who was
living at the end of the elder’s walking path, stood emitting
a radiance that came from the fingers of the deva.  The Four
Regents of the Earth, Sakka the deva-king and Brahmá Sa-
hampati  came  to  serve the  elder.  Mahá  Tissa  the  forest-
dweller, also an elder, saw that radiance and inquired of the
arahant  the  next  day:   “Last  night,  there  was  a  radiance
about your reverence; what was that?”

Diverting the talk, the arahant said:  “Radiance is that of
light, of gem and the like.”  But on being pressed repeatedly
with the  words:   “You are concealing,”  he  acknowledged,
saying, “Yes” and informed Tissa of his attainment.

Like the elder Mahá Nága of the Black Creeper Pavilion.
He, it is said, when fulfilling the observance of carrying forth
and back the subject of meditation, resolved upon keeping
to only the postures of standing and of walking for seven
years, with the thought:   “I will honour the Blessed One’s
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great struggle.”  And after fulfilling for sixteen years again
the observance of carrying forth and carrying back the sub-
ject of meditation, he attained Arahantship.

This is said of him:  He (when going out for alms to the
village) raises his foot only with mind yoked to the subject of
meditation.  If he raises with mind not yoked thus, he turns
back again.  After standing at such a distance from the vil-
lage as would raise (in the mind of one looking from the vil-
lage) the doubt:  “Is it indeed a cow or a recluse?” and rob-
ing himself, he fills his mouth with a draught of water from
the water-carrier slung over the shoulder and hanging under
the  armpit,  having  washed the  bowl with water  from the
same source.  For what reason does he fill his mouth so?  He
does it thinking:  “Let there be no distraction of the mind
even by the uttering of the words:  `May you live long!’  to
people coming to worship me or give me alms.”  But when
he is asked the question,  “Reverend Sir, which stage of the
half-month  is  today?” concerning the date, or when he  is
questioned about  the number of monks, he answers, after
swallowing the water.  If there is no questioning about the
day and so forth, he having spat out the water, at the village
gate, at the time of leaving, goes.

Like the fifty bhikkhus who entered upon  the rainy sea-
son  residence, at  the  Monastery  of  the  Galamba  Landing
Place.

On  the  full-moon  day of  July  (ásá¿ha),  they  made  this
covenant of observance: — “Without attaining Arahantship
we shall not converse with one another.”

These bhikkhus used to enter the village for alms filling
the mouth with a draught of water, and when questioned
about the date and so forth they acted just according to the
method mentioned above.

In that village  people, having  seen the spots  on which
mouthfuls of water had been spurted forth by the returning
bhikkhus, said:  “Today one came; today, two,”  And those
people  thought:  “What  indeed  is  the  reason  that  these
bhikkhus neither talk with us nor with each other?  If they
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do not speak with each other, surely, they are persons who
have  had  a  dispute  amongst  themselves,”  and  saying:
“Come, we must make them forgive one another,” went — in
a body — to the monastery.  There, they saw that no two
bhikkhus were in the same place.  Then a wise man in that
crowd said:  “Good people, a place which quarrelsome folk
occupy is not like this.  The relic-shrine and the Bodhi-shrine
terraces are well swept.  The brooms are well arranged.  And
water  for  drinking  and  water  for  washing  are  well  set.”
Then those people just  turned back.   And the bhikkhu of
that monastery  attained Arahantship  within three  months
and performed a Pure Paváraóá ceremony.

Diverting the talk = Turning away the talk because of unos-
tentatiousness  due  to  Realization  [adhigamappichiccha-táya].
Keeping to only the postures of standing and walking:  This
is said by way of the postures proper to be resolved upon for ad-
herence.  One restricts oneself  to these postures not however by
way of refusing to practice the proper-to-be-practised and neces-
sary posture of sitting at meal-time and on such other occasions;
for, by the word, only, it should be understood that one tops the re-
maining forms of sitting, namely, every sitting-posture not abso-
lutely necessary of practice, and the posture of lying down.

I will honour the Blessed One’s great struggle.  According
to my strength, I will do worship to the six-year asceticism of ex-
treme torture undertaken by the World’s Redeemer for our sakes,
since even the honouring of the Master, through conduct,  is  the
more praiseworthy kind of worship.  Not so praiseworthy is  the
worship (of him) with material things.

Pure paváraóá.   The Paváraóá through the state of destruc-
tion  of  the  outflowings — Arahantship  [khìóásava  bhávena
paváraóaí].

Thus  like  the  elder  Mahá  Nága  dweller  in  the  Black
Creeper Pavilion and like the bhikkhus who went into rainy
season at the Galamba Ford Monastery, the bhikkhu (who
does the observance of carrying forth and carrying back the
subject of meditation) raises his foot only with mind yoked
to the  thought  of meditation.   Having reached the  neigh-
bourhood of the village, filled the mouth with a draught of
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water, and looked at the streets, he enters the street where
there  are  no quarrelsome  drunkards, gamesters  and such
folk or where there are no restive elephants, horses and the
like.

There, wandering for alms, he does not go speedily like
one in a great hurry since there is no ascetic practice of beg-
ging food, speedily.  He goes, rather, having become motion-
less, like a water cart on uneven ground.  Entering into each
house in order, spending such time as is suitable for con-
cluding whether there is or not the tendency to offer alms
(on the  part  of  the  occupants  of  each house),  he  receives
alms, and comes to the inner village, outer village or even to
the monastery.  There he seats himself in a place pleasant
and  good  (proper),  attends  to  the  thought  of  meditation
with the setting up of the perception of loathsomeness  in
food, and reflects by way of the similes of axle-greasing, ap-
plying ointment to ulcer and feeding on own child’s flesh,
and eats the food fully followed with awareness of the eight
attributes, (and) not for sport, intoxication, adornment or the
filling up of those places of his body that have a deficiency
of flesh.

And he, having eaten, washes.  Then he rests for a while
the body that is tired with the business of eating.  He attends
to just the thought of meditation, in the time after eating as
in the time before eating, and in the last watch of the night
as in the first watch.

This  person is  called one who carries  forth and carries
back the subject of meditation.

The person who fulfils this observance of one who carries
forth  and  carries  back,  called  the  carrying  forth  (of  the
thought  of  meditation)  when  going  out  for alms  and  the
bringing back (of the thought of meditation) when returning
from the alms-round, reaches Arahantship even in the pe-
riod of youth (i.e. early age or the first stage of life), if he is
possessed of the sufficing condition, the wherewithal to ac-
complish the destruction of ignorance and its defilements.
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If  he  fails  to  reach  Arahantship, in  early  age,  then  he
reaches it in middle age;  if he fails in middle age, then at the
time of death;  if he fails at the time of death, then, after be-
coming a deva;  if he fails as a deva, then, at a time when no
Buddha has appeared on earth, he is born as a man and re-
alizes the truth as a Buddha who is not able to communicate
the truth to others;  and if he fails to realize the truth in that
way, then,  immediately  on  meeting  a  Fully  Enlightened
Buddha he becomes a person who intuits quickly like the el-
der Báhiya Dárucìriya,  or a greatly wise one like the elder
Sáriputta, or one of great psychic power like the elder Mo-
gallána the Great, or an exponent of ascetic practice like the
elder Kassapa the Great,  or one endowed with clairvoyant
power like the elder Anuruddha, or an expert in discipline
like the elder Upáli or an expounder of the Dhamma like the
elder Puóóa Mantáóiputta, or a forest dweller like the elder
Revata,  or one of great learning like the elder Ánanda,  or
one desirous of training like the elder Ráhula, the Buddha’s
son.

Amongst  these  four  that  form  the  set,  he  who  carries
forth and carries back the subject of meditation reaches the
crest of the clear comprehension of resort.

Further, non-confusion in going forwards and so forth is
the clear comprehension of non-delusion.   That should be
understood in the following way:—  In this Dispensation, a
monk,  without confusing himself, like a blinded worldling
who, while going forwards or backwards, becomes muddle-
headed, and believes thus:  “The soul (or self) goes forward”
or “The act of going forwards is produced by the soul,” or “I
go forwards” or “The act of going forwards is produced by
me,” and the like, thinks: “When there is the arising in one
of the thought `I am going forwards,’ just with that thought,
appears  the  process  of  oscillation  originating  from  mind
which  brings  to  birth  bodily  expression  (or  intimation).
Thus by the way of the diffusion of the process of oscillation
due to mental activity, this skeleton called the body goes for-
ward.”

In  raising  up  the  foot  A  [páduddharaóe]  two processes
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[dhátuyo]:  extension  [paþhavì]  and  cohesion  [ápo],  are  low,
weak  [omattá  honti  dubbalá],  and  the  other  two processes:
caloricity [tejo] and oscillation [váyo] are high, powerful [ad-
himattá honti balavatiyo]; so, too, in stretching out the foot  B
[atiharaóe] and in shifting away the foot C [vìtiharaóe].  But
in dropping down the raised foot D [vossajjane], and likewise
in keeping the foot on the ground  E [sannikkhepane] and in
pressing the foot against the ground  F [sannirumbhane] the
first two processes are high and powerful and the second,
low and weak.  There, the material and mental phenomena
in A do not occur in B;  those in B do not occur in C; those
in C do not occur in D;  those in D do not occur in E;  those
in E do not occur in F.  These phenomena after coming into
existence  in  the  form of  several  sections,  links,  and  parts,
break quickly just  in those places, crackling like sesamum
seeds thrown into a heated pan.  In this matter, who is the
one that goes forward, or whose going forward is there?  In
the highest sense (paramatthato) what takes place is the go-
ing, the standing,  the sitting down and the lying down of
the processes.  With material form in the several divisions
(groups or parts),

One conscious state arises
And quite another ceases,
In sequence, like a river’s flow,
These states (of mind and matter) go.
(aññaí uppajjate cittaí aññaí cittaí nirujjhati
avìcimanusambandho nadì soto va vattati].

Low [omattá] = Negligible [avamattá], poor in regard to stan-
dard [lámakappamáóá].

Since the process of caloricity with (its cognate process) oscil-
lation coming (as a servant or follower) behind it [váyo dhátuyá
anugatá tejo dhátu] is the condition for upraising [uddharaóassa
paccayo], caloricity and oscillation are in preponderance, by reason
of capability, in the action of  upraising.  Caloricity is  specially
conducive to the action of upraising and so in upraising oscilla-
tion is subordinate to caloricity.  The processes  of extension and
cohesion are low in the action of upraising owing to their incapac-
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ity to raise up.

Since  the  process  of  oscillation  with  (its  cognate  process)
caloricity coming (as a servant or follower) behind it [tejo dhátuyá
anugatá váyo dhátu] is the condition for stretching out and shift-
ing  away  [atiharaóa  vìtiharaóánaí  paccayo],  oscillation  and
caloricity are in preponderance by reason of capability, in stretch-
ing out and shifting away.  Oscillation is naturally active and be-
cause in the actions of stretching out and shifting away its move-
ment is excessive, caloricity is subordinate to oscillation in these
actions.  The other two processes  are low in stretching out and
shifting  away  because  of  the  incapacity  of  these  processes  to
stretch out and to shift away.

Raising up is the lifting of a foot from a place already stepped
on to.

Stretching out is the carrying of a foot to the front from the
place on which one is standing.

Shifting away is the carrying of a foot sidewards (by moving
it laterally) for the purpose  of avoiding stake and the like or for
avoiding contact with the other foot already set on the ground.

Or stretching out is the carrying of a foot (near) to the place
where the other foot is set and shifting away is the carrying of a
foot further to a point beyond the place on which the other foot is.

Since the process of cohesion with (its cognate process) exten-
sion coming (as a servant or follower) behind it [paþhavì dhátuyá
anugatá ápodhátu] is the condition for dropping down [vossajjane
paccayo], cohesion and extension are in preponderance by reason
of capability in the action of dropping down.  The nature of cohe-
sion is most gravid and so in the laying down of an upraised foot
extension is subordinate to cohesion.  Because of their incapacity
to drop down what is upraised the processes of caloricity and oscil-
lation are called low in this connection.

Since the process of extension with (its cognate process) cohe-
sion coming (as a servant or follower) behind it [ápodhátuyá anu-
gatá paþhavìdhátu] is the condition for the keeping (of a foot) on
the ground, extension and cohesion are in preponderance by rea-
son of capability, in the keeping (of a foot) on the ground. In keep-
ing the foot on the ground too, as in the state of something fixed,
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cohesion is subordinate to extension owing to the excessive func-
tioning of the latter process.

Cohesion is subordinate to extension also by way of the contac-
tual action of the process of extension in pressing the foot against
the ground.

And here  dropping down is lowering by way of relinguish-
ment or laying down.  The setting down, thence, of the foot on the
ground and so forth is  keeping the foot on the ground.  After
keeping the foot on the ground, the coming to a complete stand-
still of the action of going, by way of contacting is  pressing the
foot against the ground.

There = In this going forward or among the six aforesaid divi-
sions known as raising up, stretching out, shifting away, dropping
down, keeping down, and pressing against.

In raising up = In the moment of upraising.  Material and
mental phenomena = The material phenomena proceeding in the
form of  upraising  (or through the  mode of  upraising),  and the
mental phenomena originating that materiality  do not occur in
stretching out  by reason of  their  existing  only for a moment.
Throughout, this is the method of exegesis in this passage.

Just in these places  = Wherever, in the divisions beginning
with upraising, phenomena come to be, just in those very places,
they perish.  To be sure, owing to swift change there is no going
over of phenomena to another place.

Sections   = Division.   Links  = Joints.  Parts   = Portions.
And all here is stated concerning the abovementioned divisions of
the action of going which take place in the form of a differentiated
serial process.

More fleet than the group of devas running before the Sun’s
chariot — the group of devas in the shape of horses  with keen-
edged razors  attached  to their  heads  and hoofs, engaged in  and
taken to going, plunging forwards, some above and some below,
but  never  knocking against  each other, though moving close  to-
gether — is the moment of existence of material phenomena.

As the break-up of sesamum seeds that are roasted takes place
almost at once with the sound of crackling, the destruction of con-
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ditioned phenomena takes place almost at once with phenomena’s
arising.  For, similar to the crackling sound, the sign of the break-
ing up of the sesamum seeds, is  arising the sign (indicatory) of
the (eventual) breaking up of conditioned phenomena,  owing to
the destruction (inevitably and) assuredly of phenomena that have
arisen.

Who is the one that goes forward?  Just no one.  [ko eko ab-
hikkamati nábhikkamati yeva].

Could it be said:  Whose going forward is there?  No.  Why?
In the highest sense, what takes place is the going, the standing,
the sitting down, and the lying down of the processes.

The passage just mentioned is for dispelling the false idea of a
self that goes forward which a confused blinded worldling is apt to
possess or the passage is stated by way of objection and refutation.

With material form in the several divisions  [tasmií tas-
mií koþþháse rúpena saddhií] means:  with material form in the
aforesaid sixfold division.

The conscious state of the thought-unit that comes into exis-
tence when any material form comes into existence, runs a course
of its own and does not get into close contact with the material
form in question, nor does it get into repeated contact or relation
with that material form.  Therefore it is said:  one conscious state
arises with material form and quite another ceases when that ma-
terial form ceases.  By reason of the absence of close or repeated
contact [apaccámaþþhattá] of mind with matter this happens.  Ten-
sion, oscillation or vibration of mind is quicker than that of matter,
seventeen times.

The words:  with material form in relation to the first sen-
tence of the stanza mean:  with whatsoever material form arising
simultaneously  with  a  conscious  state  [yena  kenaci  sahuppaj-
janakena rúpena].  And the same words in relation to the second
sentence of the stanza refer to the material form already arisen and
existing at the starting point of the seventeenth thought-unit that
occurs after the ceasing-phase of the thought-unit with which the
aforesaid material form arose and which material form arisen al-
ready has a total duration from its arising to ceasing of seventeen
consecutive thought-units and is possessed of the nature of ceas-
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ing  together  with the cessation of  the  seventeenth  thought-unit
mentioned above, namely, of the seventeenth thought-unit in its
phase  of  dissolution  or  ceasing  [dutiya  pada  sambandhe  pana
rúpenáti  idaí yaí tato nirujjhamána cittato upari  sattarasama
cittassa uppádakkhaóe uppannaí tadeva tassa nirujjhamána cit-
tassa  niroddhena  saddhií  nirujjhanakaí  sattarasa  cit-
takkhaóáyukam rúpaí sandháya vuttaí].

Material  and mental  phenomena would  perhaps  be  taken as
things of equal duration, if the matter were put in a different way
to this.  Should these two kinds of phenomena be wrongly consid-
ered as things of equal duration then there would be contradiction
with  such  commentarial  sayings  as:   “Material  form  is  slow-
changing, is tardy as regards ceasing,” and with such textual say-
ings  as:   “I  do  not  see  a  single  thing  so  swiftly  changing,  o
bhikkhus, as this mind” [aññathá rúpárúpadhammá samánáyuká
siyuí yadi ca siyuí atha rúpaí garu parióámaí dandha nirod-
hanti ádi atthakathá vacanehi  náhaí bhikkhave eka dhammámpi
samanupassámi  evaí lahu parivattaí yatháyidaí bhikkave  cit-
tanti evamádi pá¿i vacanehi ca virodho siya].

Since  the  nature  of  mind  and  mental  characteristics  [citta
cetasiká] is to cognize or to have objects, mind and mental charac-
teristics arise cognizing [vibháventá] according to their strength
[yathá balaí] the thing become a condition to mind and mental
characteristics, in the form of an object or the thing become an ob-
ject-condition to mind and mental  characteristics  [attano áram-
maóa paccayabhútamattaí].   And immediately after the accom-
plishment or the effectuating of that which comprises the nature or
quality of mind and mental characteristics, and that quality is just
the process  of  cognizing,  there occurs  the ceasing  of  mind and
mental  characteristics  [tesaí  sabháva  nipphatti  anantaraí
nirodho].

Material phenomena, however, do not take objects, have no ob-
jects [anárammaóá];  they do no cognizing.  Material phenomena
have  to  be  cognized  [pakásetabbá].   Cognizibility’s  fulfillment
[pakásetabba bháva nipphatti] occurs  with sixteen thought-units
[so¿asehi cittehi hoti].  Hence the reduction of material phenomena
to seventeen thought-units, together with the one thought-unit of
the past,  is  acknowledged, by the commentator, it is  said [tasmá
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eka cittakkhaóatìtena saha sattarasa cittakkhaóáyukatá rúpadham-
mánaí icchitáti].

The swift changeability of mind or consciousness [viññáóassa
lahuparivattitá] takes place through the mere combination of the
other  three  mental  aggregates  with variform consciousness  [the
protean mind] and through the mere combination of objects with
the same consciousness that is replete with variegation [lahupari-
vattana  viññáóa  visesassa  sangati  matta  paccayatáya  tióóaí
khandhánaí visaya sangatimattatáya ca].

The state of slow change of material form [rúpassa garu pari-
vattitá] occurs owing to the condition of sluggishness  of the pri-
maries, namely, of the processes of extension, cohesion, caloricity
and oscillation symbolized by earth, water, fire and air, respectively
[dandha mahá bhúta paccayatáya].

Only the Tathágata, he who has arrived at the Truth by travers-
ing the Ancient Road of the Buddhas, has knowledge of the differ-
ent  processes  according  to  reality  [yathá  bhútaí  náná  dhátu
ñáóaí kho pana tathágatasseva].  And by means of that knowl-
edge of the Tathágata, the condition of pre-nascence as just a mate-
rial  phenomenon  is  stated.   Likewise, by that knowledge of  the
Tathágata, the condition of post-nascence, too, is stated.  Because of
the statement of the pre-nascent and post-nascent conditions (the
idea of) the identity of moment of occurrence of mental and mate-
rial phenomena is just not fit.  Therefore it was said by the com-
mentator, the  elder  Ánanda  thus:  Just  according  to the  method
stated should the meaning be understood here [tena ca pure játa
paccayo rúpa  dhammova vutto pacchá játa paccaya ca  tatheváti
rúpárúpa dhammánaí samánakkhaóatá na yujjateva tasmá vut-
tanayenevettha attho veditabboti ácariyena vuttaí].

This matter was stated in this way because it is easy to under-
stand the simultaneity of cessation of mind and bodily or vocal ex-
pression [tadetaí cittánuparivattiyá viññattiyá eka nirodha bhá-
vassa suviññeyyattá evaí vuttaí].22

22 Material phenomena of bodily or social expression which arise and
cease together with the thought that motivates expression are ignored
as too plain to be misunderstood.  Only other phenomena of matter
not connected with vocal or bodily expression are mentioned.
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The meaning should be understood thus:  Quite another con-
scious state (i.e. thought-units) ceases with the ceasing of the ma-
terial form arisen at the starting point of the seventeenth thought-
unit which is earlier to the material form together with expression
that is physical, in short, seventeen thought-units arise and pass
away during the life-time of all  material form except those con-
nected  with  expression  [tato  sáviññattikena  puretaraí  sat-
tarasama  cittassa  uppádakkhaóe  uppannena  rúpena  saddhií
aññaí cittaí nirujjhatìti attho veditabbo].

The passage should be constructed thus:  One conscious state
ceases and quite another arises i.e. the conscious states at the aris-
ing and the ceasing of material phenomena are different [aññaí
cittaí nirujjhati  aññaí uppajjate  cittanti  yojetabbaí].   Indeed
one  is  the  word explanation;  another  is  the  explanation  of  the
sense  [añño  hi  saddakkamo  añño  atthakkamo].  While  the  con-
scious state arisen earlier, in ceasing, it ceases in just the form of
proximity-condition and so forth, to another conscious state aris-
ing  after  it  [yaí hi  purimuppannaí  cittaí taí nirujjhantaí
aññassa  pacchá  uppajjamánassa  anantarádi  paccaya  bháveneva
nirujjhati].  Then another conscious state which has just obtained
a condition, arises [yatháladdha paccayameva aññampi uppajjate
cittaí].  And here (mind is) in a different state by reason of the
difference of occasion [avatthá visesato cettha aññathá].

2. Clear comprehension in looking straight on and
in looking away from the front

Álokite =  “In looking straight on.”  Vilokite = “In look-
ing away from the front.”  Here, looking straight on [áloki-
taí] =  seeing  in  the  direction  in  front  of  oneself  [purato
pekkhanaí].  Looking away from the front [vilokitaí] = Look-
ing out in all other directions [anudisá pekkhanaí].

And other kinds of seeing, by way of turning the eye in
the direction above, in the direction beneath and in the direc-
tion behind are called looking upwards, looking downwards
and looking backwards.  Here those are not taken.  But just
these two — looking straight on and looking away from the
front — are taken, by way of what is befitting.  Or, by this
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method, it is said, all those are also taken.

By way of what is fitting = In the form of that which is suit-
able to a recluse.

Since  looking  downwards  could  happen  in  such  actions  as
sweeping and plastering the floor with clay and cow-dung, look-
ing upwards in removing cob-webs and other similar actions, and
looking backwards in such actions as the avoiding of danger com-
ing from behind, it is said, that the commentator uttered the pas-
sage beginning with the words: Or, by this method.  By that the
commentator points out that the statement is also one of the kind
that implies what is not expressed — an elliptical statement.

Here, the comprehending of purpose (in looking straight
on), without having just looked by the force of the thought,
when the thought “I shall look straight on” arises, is clear
comprehension of purpose.  That should be understood by
making the venerable elder Nanda the example of a person
who  perceives  through  experience  by  the  body  [káya
sakkhi].23  The  following  is  stated  in  this  connection:
“Should looking straight on in the eastern direction become
a thing that must be done, by Nanda, he looks straight on in
the  eastern  direction,  having  reflected  with  all  his  mind
thus:   `May no covetous, grief-producing,  mean,  unskillful
mental  phenomena  flow upon (overcome)  me  while  I  am
looking in the eastern direction.’  There, he becomes mind-
ful, thus.”  Further, purposefulness and suitability, here, too,
should be understood just according to the manner in which
they are explained in connection with the worshipping of a
relic shrine and so forth.

When the venerable elder Nanda was working for insight he
slid into an unfavourable state of mind beginning with boredom in
23 One who  realizes  that which  one experiences.   The  person who
experiences absorption first, realizes Nibbána afterward.  That person
should be understood as of sixfold character counting from the state
of  the  fruition  of  stream-winning  to  the  state  of  the  path  of
arahantship.  Therefore the commentator said:  Here a certain person,
having experienced by the body the eight emancipations, lives; in that
person the cankers become destroyed owing to his  having  seen the
emancipations with wisdom.  Dãgha Aþþhakathá, Part III, pages 889-
890.  See P.T.S. Edition.
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regard to the holy life and on becoming aware of that state of mind
of his, he stirred himself, saying, “I shall  restrain myself  well.”
Then having become energetic and very conscientious regarding
guardedness  at the doors of the controlling faculties of sense, he
reached  the  state  of  one  of  great  perfection  in  self-restraint,
through the fulfillment of all duties.  By reason of that perfection
the Master placed him in the position of pre-eminence in regard to
the controlling faculty of restraint,  with the words:   “This  one,
namely, Nanda, O bhikkhus, is the chief among my disciples en-
dowed with the controlling faculty of restraint.”

Because clear comprehension of resort is just the keeping
to the course of meditation,  looking straight on and  look-
ing away from the front should be done just according to
each person’s meditation (on the aggregates, processes and
bases or on a contemplation-device and so forth) with the
thought of meditation uppermost in mind.

Within, it is said, there certainly is no self or soul which
looks straight on or looks away from the front.  Still, at the
arising of the thought “I shall look straight on,” and with
that thought the process of oscillation (váyo dhátu) originat-
ing from mind, [citta samuþþhána] bringing into being bod-
ily expression [viññatti] arises.  Thus owing to the diffusion
of  the  process  of  oscillation  born  of  mental  activity  [cit-
takiriyaváyodhátu vipphára], the lower eyelid goes down and
the upper eyelid goes up.  Surely there is no one who opens
with a contrivance.

Thereupon,  eye-consciousness  arises  fulfilling  the  func-
tion of sight [tato cakkhu viññáóaí dassana kiccaí sádhentaí
uppajjati], it is said.  Clear comprehension of this kind here
is  indeed called the  clear  comprehension  of  non-delusion
[evaí sampajánanaí panettha asammoha sampajaññaí náma].
Further,  clear  comprehension  of  non-delusion  should  be
also understood,  here, through  accurate  knowledge  of  the
root (múla pariññá), through the casual state (ágantuka bháva)
and through the temporary state [távákálika bháva].  First (is
the consideration) by way of the accurate knowledge of the
root:—

There is (first) the mental state of the life-continuum,
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And (then) there are adverting, seeing, receiving,
Considering, determining, and impulsion
Which is seventh (in cognition’s course).

[bhavaògávajjanañceva dassanaí sampaþicchanaí
santìraóaí votthapanaí javanaí bhavati sattamaí].

There, in the course of cognition, the life-continuum goes
on fulfilling the function of a (main)  factor of the rebirth-
process  [tattha bhavaògaí upapatti  bhavassa  aòga kiccaí sád-
hayamánaí pavattati]; after the turning round of the life-con-
tinuum, a barely active mind process, fulfilling the function
of adverting or attending to an object at the sense-door of
the eye, goes on [taí ávaþþetvá kiriya mano dhátu ávajjana kic-
caí sádhayamáná];  from the  cessation  of  that,  fulfilling the
function  of  seeing,  eye-consciousness  goes  on  [tannirodhá
cakkhu viññáóaí dassana kiccam sádhayamáná]; from the cessa-
tion of that, a resultant mind process, fulfilling the function
of receiving, goes on [tannirodhá vipáka mano dhátu sampaþic-
channa kiccaí sádhayamáná];  from the cessation of that, a re-
sultant mind consciousness process, fulfilling the function of
considering, goes on [tannirodhá vipáka mano viññáóa dhátu
santìraóa  kiccaí  sádhyamáná];  from the  cessation  of  that,  a
barely active mind consciousness process, fulfilling the func-
tion of determining, goes on [tannirodhá kiriya mano viññáóa
dhátu votthapana kiccaí sádhayamáná]; from the cessation of
that, an impulsion impels seven times [tannirodhá sattakkhat-
tuí javanaí javati].

Now, among the mental states of the life-continuum and
so forth or even in the mental state of the first impulsion,
there is no  looking straight on or  looking away from the
front,  by way of lust, hatred or ignorance by him who sees
in any direction.  Also there is no such stained vision by him
in the mental state of the second impulsion, the third, the
fourth, the fifth, sixth or even in the seventh impulsion.  But
when,  like soldiers  in a battlefield,  the mental  states, after
breaking-up gradually are fallen, one atop of another, there
takes place  looking straight on or  looking away from the
front,  by way of lust,  hate and ignorance, accompanied by
the discriminatory thought:  “This is a woman,” or “This is a
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man,” much in the same way as the fallen are distinguished
after a battle;  for in the frenzy of fighting there is no room
for recognition of the individuals engaged in the fray.24

Thus  here  in the  first  instance, clear  comprehension  of
non-delusion should be understood, by way of the accurate
knowledge of the root.

The passage beginning with the words:   Within, it is said,
there certainly is no self or soul is stated to explain that look-

24 Here, it is necessary to explain further how a course of cognition
with  moral  consequences  takes  place.   Awareness  or  lack  of  it  in
regard to, for instance, the true nature of a visible object is not due to
the sensory qualities of the eye.  Nevertheless when a visible object
becomes clear after existing for the space of a thought-unit in regard
to consciousness of the life-continuum without however causing any
ruffle  in  the  placid  flow of  the  continuum,  there  arises  once  and
ceases  consciousness  as  life-continuum  movement  of  one  thought-
unit’s duration and once, too, arises and ceases consciousness as life-
continuum  stoppage  of  one  thought-unit’s  duration.   Then
completing the function of adverting or turning to the visible object,
consciousness as a barely active mind-process arises once and ceases.
After that in regular order arise and cease one thought-unit of eye-
consciousness  completing  the  function  of  seeing  the  object,  one
thought-unit of consciousness of a resultant mind-process completing
the function of receiving the object, one thought-unit of resultant non-
causal  process  of  mind-consciousness  completing  the  function  of
considering  the  object  and  one  thought-unit  of  barely  active non-
causal  mind-consciousness  completing  the  function  of  determining
the object.  Immediately after that, conscious impulsion impels seven
times, that is during the space of seven thought-units.  There, from the
state  of  the  life-continuum  to  that  of  determining  no  moral
consequences  take place.   And no  very strong  moral  consequences
take place even in the first seven impulsion that follow determining.
At the close of those seven impulsions consciousness slides into the
life-continuum  or  in  other  words  consciousness  becomes  the  life-
continuum taking  up as object  the karma, the karmical  sign or the
destiny-sign which brought about the relinking mind of the present
existence.  This activity of the life-continuum is repeated very many
times  and  then  consciousness  regrasps  the  visible  object  that  was
comprehended earlier in the course of sense-door cognition and exists
for the space of one thought-unit by way of life-continuum movement
and  for  the  space  of  one  thought  unit,  by way  of  life-continuum
stoppage, at the mind-door.  After that consciousness arises once and
ceases by way of adverting  to the mind-door and arises and ceases
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ing straight on or looking away from the front is, to be sure,
just  a  variety  of  occurrence  of  even  bare  phenomena  and  that
therefore clear comprehension of non-delusion is  the knowing of
that fact as it really is [yasmá pana álokitádi náma dhammá mat-
tasseva pavatti viseso tasmá tassa yathávato jánanaí asammoha
sampajaññanti dassetuí abhantareti ádi vuttaí].

Accurate knowledge of the root [múla pariññá] = comprehen-
sion  of  the  fundamental  reason  of  impulsion  at the  mind-door
[mano dvárika javanassa múla káraóa parijánanaí].

Through the casual state [ágantuka bháva]:  through the state
of one coming as a stranger [abbhágata bháva].  Through the tem-
porary state  [távakálika bháva]:  through the  state  of  proceeding
only at a certain moment (tam khaóa matta pavattakassa bháva].

Fulfilling the function of a (main) factor of the rebirth-
process means:  accomplishing the principal work of a link; what
is stated by that is this: having become substance.  The life-contin-
uum is, indeed,  the principal  factor and the principal  basis  be-
cause of similarity to the relinking mind.  Therefore, it is called the
principal factor and basis or it is called so owing to its fulfilling of
the function of a ground or reason by way of the causal condition
of unbroken procedure [paþþhána bhútam aòga kiccaí nippháden-
taí  asarìraí  hutváti  vuttaí  hoti,  bhavaògaí  hi  paþisandhi
sadisattá  paþþhánaí  aògaí  paþþhánañca  sarìranti  vuccati,
avicchedappavatti hetu bhávena vá káraóa kiccaí sádhayamánanti

seven times by way of impulsion of mind-door cognition.  It is even in
the fourth impulsion-set beginning  with sense-door  cognition or in
the impulsion-set of the third of the courses of mind-door cognition
that very strong moral consequences take place.   Cf. Majjhima Nikáya
Aþþhakathá  pp.  75-76  P.T.S.  Ed.  And  the  Visuddhi  Márga  by
Buddhaghosa Thera with commentary of Kalikála Sáhityas Sarvagjña
Pandita  Parákrama Báhu and new explanation by M.  Dharmaratne,
1890,  Colombo,  Part  I  p.91.   The  extract  given  below is  from  the
Paramattha Mañjúsá  Tiká Part  I p. 43  edited by M.  Dhammánanda
Thera,  1928,  Colombo:  ettha  ca  cakkhu  dváre  rúpárammaóe
ápáthagate  niyamitádi  vasena  kusalákusale  javane  sattakkhattuí
uppajjitvá bhavaògam otióóe tadanu rúpameva mano dvárika javane
tasmií  yevárammaóe  sattakkhattuí  yeva  uppajjitvá  bhavaògaí
otióóe  puna  tasmií  yeva  dváre  tadevárammaóaí  nissáya  itthi
purisoti ádiná vavatthapentaí pasáda rajjanádi vasena sattakkhattuí
javanaí javati.
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attho].

The expression:  After the turning round of that has been
stated by way of general reference to the life-continuum, threefold
as  regards  procedure:  past  thought-unit  of  the  life-continuum,
movement of the life-continuum and stoppage of the life-contin-
uum.  At this place turning round refers just to the stoppage of
the  life-continuum  [taí  ávaþþetváti  bhavaòga  sámañña  vasena
vuttaí pavattákára visesa vasena pana atìtádiná tibbidhaí tattha
ca bhavaògupacchedasseva ávaþþanaí].

From the cessation of that (tannirodhá) = Owing to the dis-
solution of that [tassa nirujjhanato] — expressions  of reason by
way  of  proximity-condition  [anantara paccaya  vasena  hetu  va-
canaí].

Even in the first impulsion and so  forth ending with  the
seventh impulsion.  This passage has been stated concerning the
absence  (in a definite way) of lust,  hate and ignorance with the
thought:  This is a woman or  This is a man, in the course of
cognition at the five doors of sense.  In this matter, indeed, owing
to the existence of mental states, by way of adverting and the rest
up  to determining,  without  radical  reflection,  on account  of  re-
flecting unwisely prior to adverting-determining, impulsion that
is with a bare semblance of greed arises in regard to a liked object
such  as  a female form,  and impulsion  that is  with a bare sem-
blance of hate arises in regard to an object not liked.  There is how-
ever no occurrence of lust, hate and ignorance in an extreme way,
with strong moral consequences in the course of sense-door cogni-
tion.  Only in the course of mind-door cognition lust, hate and ig-
norance occur absolutely, that is, with strong moral consequences.
But impulsion of the course of sense-door cognition is the root of
lust,  hate and ignorance of mind-door course  of cognition.   Or
even all beginning with the mental state of the life-continuum can
be  taken  as  the  root  of  mind-door  impulsion.   Thus  accurate
knowledge of the root has been stated by way of the root-reason of
mind-door impulsion.   The casual state and the temporary state
(are) indeed (stated) on account of the newness of just impulsion
of the course of cognition at the five doors of sense and on account
of the brevity of  the same impulsion  [paþhama javanepi  …..  pe
…… sattama javanepìti idaí pañca dvárika vìthiyaí ayaí itthì
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ayaí purisoti  rajjana dussana muyhanánaí abhávaí sandháyá
vuttaí tattha hi ávajjana vatthabbanánaí puretaraí pavattá yon-
iso manasikára vasena ayoniso ávajjana votthabbanákárena pavat-
tanto iþþhe itthì rúpádimhi lobha sahagata mattaí javanaí uppa-
jati aniþþhe ca dosa sahagata mattaí na pana ekanta rajjana dus-
sanádi  hoti  tassa  pana  mano  dvárikassa  rajjana  dussanádino
pañca  dvárika  javanaí  múlaí  yathá  vuttaí  vá  sabbampi
bhavaògádi evaí mano dvárikassa javanassa múla káraóa vasena
múlapariñña vuttá. Ágantuka távakálikatá pana pañca dvárika ja-
vanasseva apubba bháva vasena ittaratá vasena ca].

After breaking up gradually are fallen,  one atop of an-
other, on account of the turning round — changing, moving —
early and later or before and after or below and above, in the form
of the arising of the mental state of the life-continuum [heþþhá ca
upari  ca  parivattamána  vasena  aparáparaí  bhavaòguppatti
vasena].

Likewise indeed (is indicated) the falling after breaking down of
the (other) mental states on account of the arising of the mental
state of the life-continuum (tathá bhavaòguppáda vasena hi tesaí
bhijjitvá patanaí].

By this indeed the commentator shows, by way of the gradual
arising of the earlier and the later mental state of the life-contin-
uum, the arising of the impulsion of the mind-door course of cog-
nition which is different to the impulsion of the course of cogni-
tion at the five doors of sense [iminá pana heþþhimassa uparimassa
ca  bhavaògassa  aparáparuppatti  vasena  pañca  dvárika  javanato
visadisassa mano dvárika javanassa uppádaí dasseti].

Because of the proceeding of lust and the like by just the way of
mind-door  impulsion,  the  commentator said  even  thus:   There
takes place looking straight on or looking away from the
front, by way of lust, hatred and ignorance.

On an object falling within reach of consciousness at the
eye-door, impulsion arises right at the very end when from
the movement of the life-continuum onwards, the states of
adverting,  seeing,  receiving,  considering  and determining,
having arisen, have ceased.

That impulsion is like a visitor, at the eyedoor which is
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comparable to a house belonging to the states of adverting
and the rest mentioned above born there before the arising
of impulsion.

As it is not fit for a visitor who has arrived at a strange
house for the purpose of getting some assistance from the
owners of the house to do any kind of ordering when the
owners themselves are silent, so it is unfit for impulsion to
be involved in lust, hate and ignorance, at the eyedoor house
of adverting and the other states of mind, when those states
of mind are themselves not lusting, hating or bound up with
ignorance.   Clear  comprehension  of  non-delusion  should
thus be known by way of the casual state.

At the eye-door, the mental states that close with the state
of determining arise and break up together with associated
phenomena, at just those places on which they arise.  They
do not see each other.  Therefore the mental states that close
with determining are brief and temporary.  There, as  in a
house of the dead, where here is one more to die just at that
very instant, it is not proper for that one who is to die to be
given to delight in dancing and singing and the like, even so,
at a sense-door, when the states  of adverting and the rest
with associated phenomena have died just where they arose,
it is not fit for the remaining impulsion that is to die shortly
to take delight in anything by way of lust and the like.  Clear
comprehension of non-delusion should be understood thus
by way of the temporary state.

Like  a  visitor =  Like  someone  come  specially,  a  stranger
[ágantuka puriso viya].

Visitors are of two kinds, by way of a guest, that is, a person
who comes and goes, a person who does not stay permanently in a
place, and by way of someone who comes specially to a place, a
stranger.  In this connection, one who is an acquaintance, or one
who is known, is a guest.  One who is not an acquaintance and is
unknown, is a stranger.  According to the context here a stranger
is meant.

Since to these mental states there is just that duration limited
to the process of rise-and-fall of mental phenomena, these states of
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mind are called temporary.

And  further  this  clear  comprehension  of  non-delusion
should be understood, by way of the reflection on the aggre-
gates, bases, processes and conditions.

To be sure, here, eye and visible object are materiality-ag-
gregate; seeing is consciousness-aggregate; feeling that is as-
sociated with seeing is feeling-aggregate; perceiving is per-
ception-aggregate, and those beginning with sense-impres-
sion are formation-aggregate.  Thus looking-straight-on-and-
looking-away-from-the-front  is  seen  in  the  combination  of
these five aggregates.  There, who, singly, looks straight on?
Who looks away from the front?

Seeing = Eye-consciousness [cakkhuviññáóaí].  By reason of
knowing the acts of looking straight on and of looking away from
the front in that way only as “eye-consciousness”, adverting and
the rest are left out, as bare seeing only is in “eye-consciousness”
[tassa  vaseneva  álokana  vilokana  paññáyananto  ávajjanádìnam
agahaóaí].

Separate from that fivefold aggregate, who, singly, looks straight
on?  Who, singly, looks away from the front?  None, singly, only
by oneself indeed, looks straight on, and none, singly, only by one-
self, looks away from the front — this reply is intended to be given
to the questions.

In the same way, eye is eye-base; visible object is material-
ity-base; seeing is mind-base; feeling and so forth, the asso-
ciated things, are thing-base.  Thus looking-straight-on-and-
looking-away-from-the-front  is  seen  in  the  combination  of
these four bases.  There, who, singly, looks straight on?  Who
looks away from the front?  Likewise, eye is eye-process; visi-
ble object is materiality-process; seeing is eye-consciousness-
process;  and  the  things  beginning  with  feeling  associated
with  eye-consciousness  are  mind-process.   Thus,  looking-
straight-on-and-looking-away-from-the-front  is  seen  in  the
combination  of  these  four processes.   There,  who, singly,
looks straight on?  Who looks away from the front?  Exactly,
in the manner already stated, eye is support-condition; visi-
ble object is object-condition; adverting is condition of prox-
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imity, contiguity, decisive-support,  absence  and  disappear-
ance; light is condition of decisive-support and those begin-
ning with feeling are conascence-condition.   Thus  looking
straight-on-and-looking-away-from-the-front  is  seen  in  the
combination of these conditions.  There, who, singly, looks
straight on?  Who looks away from the front?

With the words:  light is the condition of decisive-support
the conditionality of seeing is stated through the Suttanta method,
through the way of illustrated discourse, discursively, indirectly.

Conascence-condition  too  belongs  to  just  seeing.   This  is
(given as) only an example owing to the obtaining also of condi-
tions of mutuality, association,  presence, non-disappearance  and
so forth.

Here, in this way, by reflection on the aggregates, bases,
processes, and conditions, too, clear comprehension of non-
delusion should be understood.

3.  Clear comprehension in the bending and the
stretching of limbs.

Sammiñjite pasárite = “in bending and in stretching.”  In
the bending and the stretching of the joints.

The consideration of purpose and lack of purpose in re-
gard to any contemplated act of bending or stretching, and
the taking up of that which is purposeful, after not bending
and stretching according to merely the mind’s inclination, is
clear comprehension of purpose.

In this matter, a person who experiences pain every mo-
ment due to standing long with bent or stretched hands or
feet does not get concentration of mind (mental one-point-
edness), his subject of meditation entirely falls away, and he
does not obtain distinction (absorption and so forth).  But he
who bends or stretches  his  hands and feet  for the proper
length of time does not experience pain, gets concentration
of mind, develops his subject of meditation and attains dis-
tinction.  Thus the comprehension of purpose and non-pur-
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pose should be known.

Clear comprehension of suitability is the comprehension
of the suitable after considering the  suitable and the  non-
suitable even in a matter that is purposeful.  In this connec-
tion, the following is the method of explanation:  It is said
that on the terrace of the  Great Relic Shrine, while  young
bhikkhus  were rehearsing  the  doctrine, young  bhikkhunis
standing at the back of the bhikkhus were listening to the re-
hearsal.   Then a young bhikkhu came into bodily contact
with a bhikkhuni while stretching out his hand, and, by just
that fact, became a layman.  Another bhikkhu in stretching
his foot stretched it into fire and his foot got burnt to the
bone.  Another stretched his foot on an ant-hill and was bit-
ten  in  the  foot  by a  poisonous  snake.   Another  bhikkhu
stretched out his hand till it rested on the pole of a robe-tent,
a ribbon-snake on the pole bit the hand of that bhikkhu.

Therefore the stretching of one’s limbs should be done in
a suitable and not an unsuitable place.  This should be un-
derstood here as clear comprehension of suitability.

Just by the showing of the tribulation of non-comprehension of
that, the felicity of comprehension is made clear; thus here, the il-
lustration of these should be understood.

In the terrace of the Great Relic Shrine = In the terrace of
the great relic shrine known by the name of Hemamálì, at Anurád-
hapura, in Laòká, built by the king Duþþhagámióì.

By just that fact, became a layman = By reason of coming
into  bodily  contact  with  a  female, that bhikkhu  having  become
filled with longing for sense-delights turned to the lower life of the
world.

On the pole of a robe-tent = On a pole fixed to the roof of a
tent covered with robes.

It is  said  by the  commentator that bhikkhus  having  made a
robe-tent were in that tent rehearsing the doctrine even on the ter-
race of the Great Relic Shrine.

It is said by the commentators, the elders Ánanda and Dham-
mápála, that the ribbon-snake is a snake-species found in Lion Is-
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land.

Clear  comprehension  of  resort  should  indeed be  illus-
trated by the story of the senior bhikkhu called Great Elder.

It is said that Great Elder seated in his day-quarters bent
his  arm  quickly  whilst  talking  to  his  resident  pupils  and
then after putting back his arm to the position in which it
first  was, bent it  again  slowly.  The resident  pupils  ques-
tioned him thus:  “Reverend Sir, why, after bending the arm
quickly, did you, having placed it in the position in which it
first  was, bend it  slowly?”   “Friends, until  now I  did not
bend this arm with a mind separate from the subject of med-
itation ever since I began to attend to the subject of medita-
tion.  Therefore, having put back the arm in the place it was
first in, I bent.”  “Good!  Reverend Sir.  A bhikkhu should be
one who acts thus.”  Here, too, it should be understood that
the  non-abandoning  of  the  subject  of  meditation  is  clear
comprehension of resort.

Subject of meditation — The subject of meditation of the ele-
ments (modes or processes) that is according to the method about
to be stated with the words “Within there is no soul” and so forth.

Within there is no soul that bends or stretches.  By the
diffusion of the process of oscillation born of mental activity,
bending and stretching occur.  Indeed, here, it should be un-
derstood that the knowing in this way is clear comprehen-
sion of non-delusion.

4.  Clear comprehension in wearing
Shoulder-cloak and so forth

Saògháþi patta cìvara dháraóe = “In wearing the shoul-
der-cloak, the other (two) robes and the bowl.”

In this connection, purpose is what accrues materially to
one, on the almsround,  and what is  stated by the Blessed
One according to the method beginning with the words, “for
keeping out cold, for keeping out heat.”

Suitable  to  one  who  is  naturally  warm-bodied  is  fine
clothing, and that is suitable to one who is weak, too.  To the
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susceptible  to  cold is  suitable thick  clothing  made  of  two
pieces of cloth laid one over the other and stitched together
(called also a double cloth), Non-suitable to these is clothing
contrary to the kind mentioned above.

A worn-out robe is indeed not suitable as that robe will
even be hindrance-causing when one patches and sews or
darns it.

Likewise, hindrance-causing are robes of silk, fine hemp
and similar material that stimulate cupidity.  For, to the lone-
dweller  in  the  forest  such  robes  are  productive of  loss  of
clothing and of life.

With the words, to the lone-dweller in the forest such robes
are productive of loss of clothing, the commentator mentioned
in part what constitutes the loss of (or destruction of) the life of
purity and it is stated so because clothing is properly free to be
taken or used by or accessible to thieves and the like.

The robe acquired by wrong means of livelihood and the
robe which decreases the good and increases the bad in the
one who wears it, are irreversibly not suitable.

Just  by  that  statement  (or  irreversibility)  the  commentator
shows that the non-suitable mentioned earlier is not non-suitable
absolutely because of the possibility of the non-suitable mentioned
earlier becoming suitable to someone, at some time, owing to this
or that reason.  This pair (of robes mentioned) here is however ab-
solutely non-suitable, on account of the absence of suitability to
anyone at any time

Here,  from  the  foregoing,  clear  comprehension  of  the
suitable and the non-suitable should be understood;  as the
holding fast to the line of meditative thought,  by way of the
non-abandoning of the line of contemplation which the commenta-
tor  is  going  to  state  [vakkhamána  kammaþþhánassa  avijahana
vasena],  clear  comprehension  of  resort  should  be  under-
stood.

Within there is nothing called a soul that robes itself.  Ac-
cording to the method of exposition adopted already, only
by the diffusion of the process of oscillation born of mental
activity does the act of robing take place.  The robe has no
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power to think and the body too has not that power.  The
robe is not aware of the fact that it is draping the body, and
the body too of itself does not think:  “I am being draped
round with the robe.,”  Mere processes clothe a process-heap,
in the same way that a modelled figure is covered with a
piece of cloth.  Therefore, there is neither room for elation on
getting a fine robe nor for depression on getting one that is
not fine.

Within.   In one’s  own mental flux [abbhantareti attano san-
táne].

Body  too.   Body  too  is  only  an  ego-concept  [káyapìti  atta
paññatti matto kìyopi].

I = Karma produced body [ahanti kamma bhúto káyo].

Processes = External processes  called robes [cìvara saòkhátá
báhirá dhátuyo].

Process-heap =  The  internal  process-collection  called  the
body  [dhátu  samúhanti  káya  saòkhátaí  ajjhattikaí  dhátu
samúhaí].

Some honour an ant-hill where a cobra de capello lives, a
tree-shrine, and so forth,  with garlands, perfumes, incense,
cloth,  and  similar  things.   Others  maltreat  these  objects.
Ant-hill, tree-shrine and the like are, however, neither elated
by the good nor depressed by the bad treatment.  Just in the
same way there should be no elation on receiving a good
robe or depression on getting a bad one.  Clear comprehen-
sion of non-delusion should be understood, in this connec-
tion, as the proceeding of reflective thought, in this way.

And in using the bowl, clear comprehension of purpose
should  be  understood,  by  way  of  the  benefit  obtainable
through the action of one who takes the bowl unhurriedly
and thinks:  “Going out to beg with this I shall get alms.”

With the seeing of the purpose, the obtaining of food, should
the bowl be taken by one.  In this way indeed does clear compre-
hension of purpose arise.

To one with a lean body which is weak a heavy bowl is
not suitable.  And not suitable is a damaged bowl that is tied
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with thread and stopped in four or five places and hard to
wash properly.  A bowl that is hard to wash well, certainly, is
not  fit.   There  will  be  inconvenience  caused  to  him  who
washes that kind of bowl.

A bowl that is hard to wash well:  This was said concern-
ing a bowl difficult to wash properly, naturally, though it may be
without mends.

A bright bowl which shines like a gem and therefore is
capable of stimulating the cupidity of others is not suitable
for the same reasons given in regard to robes of silk,  fine
hemp and so forth.

Just  irreversibly  unsuitable  are  the  bowl  acquired  by
wrong means of livelihood and the bowl by which good de-
creases and evils increase.  Through this explanation, clear
comprehension  of  suitability  in  this  connection  should be
understood.

And by the fact even of the holding fast to the subject of
meditation should clear comprehension of resort be under-
stood.

Within  there  is  nothing  called a  self  that  is  taking  the
bowl.  As stated already, by the diffusion of the process of
oscillation born of mental activity, there is the taking of the
bowl.   In  this  matter  of taking  the bowl,  the bowl cannot
think.  Hands too cannot think.  The bowl does not cognize
that it is taken by the hands.  Hands do not cognize that the
bowl is taken by them.  Just processes take a process-heap.  It
is comparable to the taking of a red-hot vessel with a pair of
tongs.  By way of the proceeding of reflective thought in this
way, clear comprehension of non-delusion should be under-
stood in bowl-taking.

And further, it is like this:  When kindly people see, in a
refuge for the helpless, unfortunate persons, with hands and
feet cut off, and with blood, pus, and many maggots in the
open wounds, and give to the unfortunate persons bandages
and medicine in containers, some of the miserable sufferers
in  the  refuge  may get  thick  bandages  and containers  not
shapely; others may get thin bandages and shapely contain-
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ers.  None of the sufferers will feel elated or depressed about
the kind of bandages and containers they receive.  That is be-
cause they merely want cloth to cover their wounds and con-
tainers  for keeping  medicine.   Now, the  bhikkhu  who  re-
gards  the robe as  a bandage, the bowl as  a medicine-con-
tainer, and alms-food as medicine in the bowl, through clear
comprehension of non-delusion should be taken as a person
endowed with the highest clear comprehension.

A person endowed with the highest clear comprehension
should  be  known by way of  the discernment  of  fineness  of  the
characteristic activity of one possessed of the highest clear compre-
hension and by way of the highest state of the previous practisers
of clear comprehension.

5.  Clear comprehension in the partaking
of food and drink

As to purpose, there is the eightfold purpose referred to
with the words, “Not for sport” and so forth in the formula
of reflection on the four requisites of a bhikkhu.   As such
should clear comprehension of purpose be known.

Non-suitable to one is the food by which to that one there
is discomfort, whatever the food may be in quality or taste:
coarse or fine or bitter or sweet or anything else.  Suitable is
food that does not cause discomfort.

Just irreversibly non-suitable are these:  the food acquired
by wrong means of livelihood and the food by which good
decreases and evils increase in one who partakes of it.  Food
which is got by right means and food which does not cause
decrease of good and increase of evil in the one taking it are
suitable.

In this matter of the partaking of food, clear comprehen-
sion of suitability should be understood according to the ex-
planation given above, and the clear comprehension of resort
should be understood by way of the non-abandoning of the
subject of meditation.

Within there is no eater called a self.  As stated already, by
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the diffusion of the process of oscillation born of mental ac-
tivity, only, there is the receiving of food in the bowl; by the
diffusion of the process of oscillation born of mental activity,
only, there is the descent of the hand into the bowl; and by
the diffusion of the process of oscillation born of mental ac-
tivity, only, the making of the food into suitable lumps, the
raising of the lumps from the bowl, and the opening of the
mouth take place.  No one opens the jaws with a key.  No
one opens the jaws with a contrivance.  Just by the diffusion
of  the  process  of  oscillation  born  of  mental  activity,  take
place the putting of a lump of food in the mouth, the pestle-
action  of  the  upper  row of  teeth,  the  mortar-work of  the
lower row of teeth, and the tongue’s activity comparable to
that of  the  hand collecting  together  material  that is  being
crushed.  Thus that lump of food in the mouth is mixed to-
gether with the thin saliva at the end of the tongue and the
thick saliva at the root of the tongue.  That food in the mortar
of the lower teeth, turned by the tongue, moistened by the
saliva, and ground fine by the pestle of the upper teeth is
not put into the stomach by anyone with a ladle or a spoon.
Just by the process of oscillation it goes on.  There is no one
within who having made a straw mat is bearing each lump
that goes in.  Each lump stands by reason of the process of
oscillation.  There is no one who having put up an oven and
lit a fire is cooking each lump standing there.  By only the
process of caloricity the lump of food matures.  There is no
one who expels  each digested lump  with a  stick or  pole.
Just the process of oscillation expels the digested food.

It  is oscillation [váyodhátu] that does the taking onward,
the moving away from side to side; and it is oscillation that
bears, turns round, pulverizes, causes the removal of liquid-
ity, and expels.

Extension  [paþhavìdhátu]  also  does  bearing  up,  turning
round, pulverizing and the removal of liquidity.

Cohesion (ápodhátu] moistens and preserves wetness.

Caloricity [tejodhátu] ripens or digests the food that goes
in.
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Space [ákásadhátu]  becomes  the  way for the entering of
the food.

Consciousness  [viññáóadhátu] as a consequence of right
kind of action knows in any particular situation.

According to reflection of this sort, should the clear com-
prehension of non-delusion be understood here.

Taking onward: moving on up to the mouth.

Moving away from side to side:  taking forwards from there
to the belly.

Again,  taking onward = carrying beyond the mouth-aper-
ture.

Moving  away  from  side  to  side =  taking  what is  going
belly-wards, side-wise.

Bears = causes to stand in the stomach.

Turns round = causes to turn back and forth.

Pulverizes = causes the complete powdering as if by a pestle.

Expels = causes the depositing outside the belly.

In regard to the functions of the process of extension, too, the
explanation is similar to that which has been already stated.

Indeed, these — bearing, turning, pulverizing, drying — the
process of oscillation is able to do, only, together with the process of
extension.  Not singly by itself.  Therefore, these — bearing, turn-
ing,  pulverizing,  the  removal  of  liquidity  or  drying — too, are
stated by way of the function of the process of extension.

Moistens = makes humid.

Preserves wetness:  Just as there is no very great drying by
the process of oscillation and so forth, so the process of cohesion
preserves wetness by not wetting quite.

The way = the way for entering, turning round, expelling (ac-
tually the openings or vacuities which provide the range for such
functions).

Process of consciousness = mind-consciousness process, the
knowledge in regard to seeking food, swallowing and the like.
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In any particular situation = in any function of  seeking,
swallowing or other similar act.

Right kind of action.  The act which even completes a func-
tion and becomes a condition for any particular kind of knowledge.
That act causes fulfillment of even the knowledge of the scope of
that function, by reason of that knowledge not arising without the
act.

Knows.  Perceives, understands, by way of seeking, by way of
full  experience  of swallowing, by way of the digested,  the undi-
gested and so forth.

It should be understood that as knowledge is always preceded
by the adverting or the turning of the mind to a thing, knowledge
too is included here.

Further, the clear comprehension of non-delusion should
be  understood  through  reflection  on  the  unpleasantness
connected with food, in the following ten ways:  By way of
the need to go to get it (1), to seek it (2), the process of eating
it (3),  by way of the receptacle (in the form of secretion of
bile, and so forth) (4), by way of the belly (5), by way of food
that is undigested (6), by way of food that is digested (7), by
way of the consequences of eating (8), by way of the trickling
or oozing of food from the body’s openings in the form of
excretions (9), and by way of the pollution due to food (10).

The detailed exposition of the contemplation on the un-
pleasantness connected with food is given in the Path of Pu-
rity (and its commentary, The Casket of the Highest  Thing,
Paramattha Mañjúsá).

By way of the need to go for it (food):  By way of going to-
wards the alms-village in the sense of wandering for alms.  The re-
turn journey is also included.

By way of the need to seek it:   By way of wandering for
alms in the alms-village.  Entry into a retiring hall and the like be-
come included in this, naturally.

By way of the process of eating it:  By way of taking in the
contemptible  food  comparable  to  dog’s  vomit  in  a  dog’s  food
trough, rid of colour and odour just when the tongue turns the
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food which has been reduced to pulp by the pestles of the teeth.

By way of the receptacle (in the form of excretion of bile,
phlegm, pus and blood):  Through the food thus taken in becom-
ing the condition for prime contemptibility, by way of the fourfold
receptacle placed on the top of the stomach.

What stands, exists, there, in the upper part of the stomach is
the staying place, the receptacle.

By way of the food that is undigested:   By way of non-
preparation of the food in the stomach and the intestines  for ab-
sorption  by  the  body,  through  the  process  of  karma-produced
caloricity called “the seizer”, a supposed organ of the body which
functions in digestion, according to Ayurvedic teaching of ancient
India.

By way of the food that is digested:  Digested through just
the karma-produced process of caloricity abovementioned.

By way of the consequences of eating:   By way of effect.
By way of the business called the bringing about of carcass-prod-
ucts  like  hair, and diseases,  like  skin  eruptions  through the  di-
gested and undigested food.  This is stated by the commentator as
the fruit of food. 

By way of the trickling or oozing of food from the body’s
openings in the form of excretions:  By way of the flowing out
from eye, ear and several other openings, here and there.  For it is
said by the Ancients:

Hard eats, soft eats, food and drink superfine,
Get in at one door and get out by nine.

By way of the pollution due to food:  By way of the smear-
ing throughout, when eating, of the hands, lips, and other mem-
bers of that kind, and, after eating, of the nine openings or doors of
the body.

6.  Clear comprehension of cleansing the body

Uccára passávakamme =  In defecating and in urinating”
means:  When the time is come, when the time is proper, if one
does  not  defecate  or  urinate,  then,  one’s  body  perspires,
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one’s eyes reel, one’s mind is not collected, and illness in the
form of sharp pain,  fistula, and so forth  arise for one.  But to
one who defecates and urinates at the proper time none of
these  discomforts,  disadvantages,  troubles  and  illnesses
arise.  This is the sense in which this matter should be un-
derstood, and in this sense should clear comprehension of
purpose in defecation and urination be taken.

By defecating or urinating in an improper place, one com-
mits disciplinary offences, one goes on getting a bad name,
and one endangers one’s life.  Fields occupied or frequented by
humans  and places  occupied  or frequented by devas, and deva-
sanctuaries,  are improper.  Angry  men  and  spirits  cause  even
death to those who defecate or urinate in such places.  By using
such  places  for  cleansing  the  waste  of  the  body  bhikkhus  and
bhikkunis  become  guilty  of  the  disciplinary  offences  of  minor
wrong-doing (dukkaþá) or of acts expiable by confession (pácittiyá)
according to the circumstances.

But to one evacuating the bowels or the bladder in a place
suitable for such evacuation those offences or troubles just
mentioned above have no reference.  And by way of that fit-
ness of place, clear comprehension of suitability should be
understood.

By the non-abandoning of the subject of meditation, clear
comprehension of resort should be understood.

Within there is no doer of the act of defecation or urina-
tion.  Only by the diffusion of the process of oscillation born
of mental activity defecation and urination occur, just as in a
matured  boil,  by the  bursting  of  the  boil,  pus  and  blood
come out without any kind of wishing to come out and just
as from an overfull water-pot water comes out without any
desire for coming out, so too, the faeces and urine accumu-
lated in the abdomen and the bladder are pressed out by the
force of the process of oscillation.  Certainly this faeces-and-
urine coming out thus is neither that bhikkhu’s own nor an-
other’s.  It is just bodily excretion.  When from a water-vessel
or  calabash  a  person  throws out  the  old water, the  water
thrown out is neither his nor other’s.  It simply forms parts
of a process of cleansing.  In the form of reflection proceed-
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ing in this way clear comprehension of non-delusion should
be understood.

7.  Clear comprehension of walking and so forth

Now we come to the explanation of the instruction deal-
ing with clear comprehension “in walking, in standing in a
place, in sitting in some position, in sleeping, in walking, in
speaking and in keeping silence” = Gate þhite nisinne sutte
jágarite bhásite tuóhìbháve.

By the words:  “When he is going a bhikkhu understands
`I am going,’” and so froth, postures of long duration are in-
dicated.  And by the words, “in going forwards and back-
wards  ………. in  bending  and  in  stretching,”  postures  of
middling duration;  and by the words, “in walking, in stand-
ing ………. In sleeping,”  postures  of short,  brief duration.
Therefore in these three parts of the instruction the practis-
ing of clear comprehension should be known even by the
triple method stated here.

Postures of  long  duration  [addhána iriyápathá]:  postures
kept up long or postures existing in a process of going for or of
one wayfaring long.

Postures of middling duration  [majjhimá]:   postures pro-
ceeding neither too long in time nor involving too long wayfaring,
namely, those connected with wandering for alms and so forth.

Postures of short duration  [cuóóiká iriyápathá]:  postures
become diminutive, by reason of brief duration and proceeding by
way of going about and so forth in the monastery or elsewhere.

The Elder Tipiþaka Maha Sìva indeed said:   Who, after
walking or exercising long in the ambulatory, stands and re-
flects:  “The bodily and mental things which existed during
the time of exercises on the ambulatory ended just there on
the ambulatory”, is called a doer of clear comprehension in
walking.

When, after standing for a long time in study or answer-
ing a question or minding a subject of meditation, sits and
reflects:  “The bodily and mental things which existed dur-
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ing the time of standing ended just at the time of standing,”
is called a doer of clear comprehension in standing.

Who, after sitting for a long time in study or other similar
work, lies down and reflects:  “The bodily and mental things
which existed when sitting ended just at the time of sitting,”
is called a doer of clear comprehension in sitting.

Who, after lying down falls asleep, and, then, after getting
up from his sleep, reflects:  “The bodily and mental things
which existed during the time of sleep ended just  during
sleep,” is called a doer of clear comprehension in sleeping
and waking.

By reason of proximity of the word “waking”, here the action of
lying down is only sleep in the sense of the descent of the mind
into the state of the life-continuum.  It is not merely the stretching
out of the back.

The non-occurrence of processes  which make action or
are made of action is sleep;  the occurrence, waking.

Action is doing, function of body and so forth (i.e. bodily ex-
pression or verbal expression, káyaviññatti vá vaciviññatti).  The
processes  which make action produce  the  function of  bodily ex-
pression or the function of verbal expression.   Or action is  the
double  function of  adverting.  The things  made of  or  produced
from that action or double function are processes made of action.
For by way of adverting, when there is the stoppage of the life-con-
tinuum, courses of cognition arise [karaóaí kriyá káyádikiccaí.
Taí  nibbattentìti  kriyámayáni.   Athavá  ávajjanadvayakiccaí
kriyá;  táya pakatáni,  nibbattáni  vá kriyámayáni.   Ávajjanavase-
nahi bhavaògupaccede sati vìthicittáni uppajjanti].

Processes  are things which go on, move changing, by arising
gradually in different ways.  Somewhere there is  the reading “of
mental states”, “of action-making mental states, kriyámaya cittá-
naí.”  It should be understood that this is not a reading of the
Ancients as it is against the commentary and explanation to the
Abhidhamma and other books [aparáparuppattiyá nánappakárato
vattanti parivattantìti pavattáni.  Katthaci pana cittánanti pañho.
So Abhidhammaþþhakathádìhi tañþìkáhi ca viruddhattá na Paráóa
páthoti veditabbo].
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Impulsion of either course of cognition (mind-door or five-door
course of cognition) is a process  made of action.  Therefore it is
said in the explanation to the Abhiddhammá, “On account of the
condition of processes making action of body and so forth and by
reason of the condition of originating action of adverting, impul-
sion of either course of cognition, or lust of every process of the
six doors gets known as a process which makes or is made of ac-
tion.”  [javanaí sabbaípi vá chaddvárika vìthi cittaí kriyámaya
pavattáni.  Tenáha Abhidhammaþìkáyaí káyádi kriyámayattá ávaj-
jamakriyá samuþþhitattá ca javanaí sabbampi vá chaddvárapavat-
taí kriyámayapavattaí námáti].25

Non-occurrence:   Non-arising (of the processes  which make
action or are made of action) at the time of falling asleep is called
sleep.  Thus  the  thing should  be  understood.   Otherwise  sleep
could be called the proceeding of even all states of door-free con-
sciousness (namely, every instance of the supervention of the life-
continuum), before and after the six-door states of consciousness;
so, it should be understood that the supervention of the life-contin-
uum at a time other than that of falling asleep is included in wak-
ing  [appavattanti  niddokkamana  kále  anuppajjanaí  suttaí
námáti  attho  gahetabbo.   Itarathá  chaddvárika  cittánaí  pure
caránucaravasena uppajjantánaí sabbesampi dváravimutta cittá-
naí  pavattaí  suttaí  nama  siyá,  evañca  katvá  niddokkamana
kálato  aññasmií  kále  uppajjantánaí dváravimutta  cittánampi
pavattaí jágarito saògayhatìti veditabbaí].

He who whilst speaking thinks:  “This sound arises de-
pendent on the lips, teeth, tongue, palate, and the act of the
mind  that  accords  to  that  sound,”  speaks,  mindful  and
clearly comprehending.

25 “Waking — the state of being awake;  there, when there is non-
occurrence of the process which makes or is made of action, what
is called waking does not exist;  the bhikkhu laying hold (of the
matter), thinking, `waking comes to be when a trace of the process
which makes or is made of action occurs’ is called a doer of clear
comprehension [jágarite ti jágaraóe.  Tattha kriyámayapavattassa
appavattiyá sati jágaritaí náma na hoti.  Kriyámayapavattavalañje
pavattante jágaritaí náma hotiti parigganhanto bhikkhu jágarite
sampajánakári náma hoti].  Sammoha Vinodani, Jhána Vibhaòga,
p. 364 P.T.S. Ed.
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He who for a long time has studied or expounded the
Teaching or recited the words of the subject of meditation,
or cleared a question, and later, on becoming silent, thinks:
“The bodily and mental things which arose during the time
of speaking ended just then,” is called a doer of clear com-
prehension in speaking.

He  who,  after  remaining  silent  long  considering  the
Teaching or his subject of meditation, thinks that the bodily
and mental things that existed in the time of silence ended
just then, that the occurrence of derived material qualities is
speech,  and that the  non-occurrence  of  these  is  silence, is
called a doer of clear comprehension in keeping silence.

This  dominance  of  non-delusion  stated  by  the  Elder
Mahá Siva is intended here in this Discourse on the Arous-
ing of Mindfulness.  But in the Discourse on the Fruit of the
Homeless Life (Sámañña phala Sutta) even the entire fourfold
clear comprehension is found.  Therefore in a special way,
here, only by way of clear comprehension of non-delusion
should be understood the state of doing clear comprehen-
sion.

The occurrence of the sound-base is speech;  its non-occurrence
is  silence  [saddáyatanassa  pavattanaí bhásanaí  appavattanaí
tuóhì].

Since, indeed,  in  the  exposition of  the  Elder  Mahá Siva the
state of clear comprehension is considered by way of the vision of
the ending then and there of material and mental qualities occur-
ring in posture after posture, without a break, the state of clear
comprehension should be known by way of the insight portion of
the clear comprehension of non-delusion come down in the Dis-
course on the Arousing of Mindfulness;  not by way of the detail-
ing of the fourfold clear comprehension.   Therefore, only, in the
Discourse  on  the  Fruit  of  the  Homeless  Life  (Sámaññaphala
Sutta) is that fourfold clear comprehension intended.

The  dominance  of  non-delusion  refers  to  the  statement  to
which  non-delusion  is  the  dominant  or  principal  thing.   This
statement  of  the  Elder  Mahá  Siva  contains  the  reason  that is
found only in the Satipaþþhána Sutta in this connection, namely,
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clear comprehension of non-delusion,  by way of the insight por-
tion or turn; and not the detailing of fourfold clear comprehension
as given in the Sámaññaphala Sutta.

In all statements the meaning of the term “clear compre-
hension” should be understood by way of only clear com-
prehension  that is  endowed with mindfulness.   Indeed in
the Book of Classifications (Vibhaògappakaraóa) these are put
just  in this  way:  “One goes  forward,  mindful  and clearly
comprehending;  one  goes  backwards, mindful  and clearly
comprehending.”26

By the words  only clear comprehension that is endowed
with mindfulness,  both the importance of clear comprehension
by way of function and that of mindfulness are taken.  Indeed it is
not the pointing out of merely the condition of mindfulness with
clear comprehension for it is said, “nowhere does knowledge exist
without mindfulness.”

Now  in  order  to  reinforce  that  thing  by  the  Classificatory
Method  too  [vibhaòga  nayenápi  tadatthaí  samatthetuí],  the
words “Indeed, in the Book of Classifications” and so forth were
spoken by the commentator.

By this indeed, one makes clear the importance even of mind-
fulness here as of clear comprehension [iminá pi hi sampajaññassa
viya satiyá pettha paþþhánaí (padhánaí) yeva vibháveti].

There,  “these” refers  to  the  synoptical  statement  beginning
with “In going forwards and in going backwards, he is a doer of
clear  comprehension.”   [tattha  etáni  padánìti  abhikkante
patikkante sampajána kári hoti ádìni uddesa padáni].

The reciters of the Middle Collection [Majjhimabhánaká] how-
ever  and the  scholars  of  the  Abhidhamma [Abhidhammiká] say
thus:   “A certain bhikkhu goes thinking the while of something
else, considering something else (that is, not thinking of or consid-
ering his action of going, or his subject of meditation.)

Another goes without causing the abandoning of the subject of
meditation.  In the same manner, a certain bhikkhu thinking the
while of something else, considering something else, is standing,

26 Vibhaòga, page 250, P.T.S. Edition
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sitting, or sleeping (lying down); another sleeps (lies down) with-
out causing the abandoning of the subject of meditation.”  [eko
bhikkhu  gacchanto  aññaí  cintento  aññaí  vitakkento  gacchati.
Eko kammaþþhánaí avissajjetvá va gacchati.  Tathá eko tiþþhanto
nisìdanto sayanto aññaí cintento aññnaí vitakkento sayati.  Eko
kammaþþhánaí avissajjetvá va sayati].

Indeed the earnest  bhikkhu comprehends  thus:   The material
and mental qualities which existed at the east end of the ambula-
tory passed away just there without reaching the west end of the
ambulatory.  The material and mental qualities which existed at
the west end of the ambulatory, too, passed away just there with-
out reaching the east  end of  the ambulatory.  The material  and
mental qualities which existed at the very centre of the ambulatory
passed away just there without reaching either end of the ambula-
tory.  The material and mental qualities which existed in walking,
passed away without reaching the position of standing.  The mate-
rial and mental qualities which existed in the position of standing
passed away just there without reaching the position of sitting;  of
sitting, without reaching the position of sleeping.  Comprehending
in this way again and again, the mind enters the life-continuum,
the unconscious.  When arising, he at once takes up the subject of
meditation.   This  bhikkhu  is  a  doer  of  clear  comprehension  in
walking (going about) and so forth.  In this way, however, the sub-
ject becomes unclear in sleep;  the subject of meditation should not
be made unclear.  Therefore the bhikkhu, having exercised to the
full  extent of  his  ability on the ambulatory, stood,  and sat,  lies
down comprehending thus:  “The body is unconscious;  the bed is
unconscious.  The body does not know, `I am lying down on the
bed.’   The  bed  also  does  not  know, `On  me  the  body is  lying
down.’   He, whilst  just  comprehending  again  and  again  thus,
“The unconscious body is lying down on the unconscious bed,”
the mind enters the life-continuum, the unconscious.  On awak-
ening, he at once takes up the subject of meditation.  This bhikkhu
is called a doer of clear comprehension in sleeping.27

Iti ajjhattaí =  “Thus internally.”  Thus the bhikkhu lives
contemplating  the body in the body by way of the laying
hold of the fourfold comprehension either in his own body

27 Cf. Jhána Vibhaòga, Sammoha Vinodani, pp. 363-4 P.T.S. Ed.
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or in another’s body, or at one time in his own body, and in
another’s at another time.  And, here too, “in contemplating
origination” and so forth, the origin and the dissolution of
only the materiality aggregate should, in the exposition, be
taken out.   The remainder is to be understood just by the
method already stated by the commentator.  Here, the Truth
of Suffering is the mindfulness which lays hold of the four-
fold clear  comprehension;  the  Truth  of  Origination  is  the
pre-craving which originates that mindfulness;  the non-oc-
currence of either is the Truth of Cessation;  the Real Path al-
ready stated is  the  Way-truth.   Thus, the  bhikkhu  having
striven by way of the Four Noble Truths reaches peace.  This
is indeed the means of deliverance up to arahantship of one
who lays hold of the fourfold clear comprehension. 

THE SECTION OF REFLECTION
ON REPULSIVENESS

After explaining body-contemplation by way of the four-
fold clear comprehension, to explain it by way of the reflec-
tion of repulsiveness, the Master said:  “And further,” and so
forth.

Everything  that  should  be  said  in  connection  with  the
passage beginning with “On just this body” and so forth, is
stated in detail, taking into consideration all aspects of the
matter, in the Path of Purity, the Visuddhi Magga,  and its
commentary, The Casket of the Highest Thing,  Paramattha
Mañjúsá;  a summary of that account is given here.

This  reflection  by  way  of  mindfulness  directed  body-
wards, called the reflection of repulsiveness is unknown to
non-Buddhists in the form of subject of meditation develop-
ment (kammaþþhána bhávaná vasena).   Hence it is a thing
which comes into being when a Buddha arises;  not at other
times.   This  mindfulness  directed bodywards  leads  to the
following:

Great moral-emotional upsurge (mahá saívega).

The great tranquility or security based on effort (mahá yo-
gakkhema)
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Great  mindfulness  and  clear  comprehension  (mahá sati
sampajañña)

Attainment of insight-knowledge (ñáóadassanapaþilábha)

Happy living here and now (diþþhadhammasukhavihára)

Realization of the fruition of wisdom and freedom28 (vi-
jjávi-muttiphalasacchikiriya).

This  mindfulness  has  been  explained  in  the  following
sections:   Breathing-in-and-out;  four kinds of deportment;
the fourfold clear comprehension;  the reflection on repul-
siveness;  the reflection on the elements or modes of exis-
tence;  and the nine cemetery contemplation.

There  are  these  seven kinds  of  skill  in study  to  be ac-
quired in regard to this subject of meditation, by:

Repetition  of  the  thirty-two parts  of  the  body  verbally
(vacasá).

Repetition of the parts only mentally (manasá).

Determining of the hair of the head and so forth accord-
ing to colour (vaóóato).

Determining of the parts according to shape (saóþhánato).

Determination of situation of the parts as above or below
the navel, on the upper or lower side of the body, direction-
ally (disato).  

Determination  of  the  place  in  the  body  acquired  by a
part, that is, determination spatially (okásato).

Determination of one part by the position of another to it
and  by way of  dissimilarity  of  one  part  to  another  (par-
icchedato).

There are these ten kinds of skill in reflecting on this sub-
ject of meditation:

Doing the meditation gradually as one climbing a stair-

28 The three kinds of wisdom:  inclination of mind, Nibbána, the
four  fruits  of  the  homeless  life  (tisso  vijjá:  cittassa  adhimutti
nibbánaí cattári sámaññaphaláni] Paramattha Mañjúsá Tiká.
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way one step after another in due order taking one part after
another serially (anupubbato).

Doing it not too quickly (nátisìghato).

Doing it not too slowly (nátisaóikato).

Doing  it  by  warding  off  mental  rambling  (vikkhepa-
paþibáhanato).

Practice by way of going beyond the concept of hair and
so  forth  to  the  idea  of  repulsiveness  (paóóattisamatikka-
manato).

Practice  by  gradual  elimination  of  the  less  clear  parts
(anupubbamuñcanato).

Practice by way of the part which is the source of ecstasy
(appanáto).

Practice  by  way  of  the  Three  Discourses:   Adhicitta29,
Sìtibháva30, and Bojjhaògakosalla31.

The following is the application of the simile:   Like the
bag with the two openings is the body made up of the four
great  primaries,  earth,  water, fire  and air.  The  thirty-two
parts  beginning  with hair-of-the-head are  like the  various
grains thrown into that bag after mixing them.  Like a man
with seeing eyes is the yogi.  Comparable to the time when
after loosening the bag the various grains become clear to
one reflecting, is the time when the thirty-two parts become
clear to the yogi.

Iti ajjhattaí = “Thus internally.”  The bhikkhu lives con-
templating the body in his body or in another’s.  Sometimes
he contemplates the body in his own body, at other times in

29 Aòguttara  i,  256:   the  ideas  of  concentration,  energy  and
equanimity should be applied to the mind, according as they are
needed, to check idleness, agitation and non-concentration.
30 Aòguttara iii,  435:  the bhikkhu should have these six states to
reach peace: restraint, energy, interest,  equanimity, leaning to the
good, love of Nibbána.
31 Saíyutta v, 112:  The bhikkhu should know that when the mind
is indolent it is not the time to cultivate the enlightenment-limb of
calm.
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another’s, by way of laying hold on things beginning with
the hair of the head.

From here the meaning should be known just in the way
already stated by the commentator.  Here the mindfulness
which lays hold of the thirty-two parts, is the Truth of Suf-
fering.  Having interpreted, thus, the portal to emancipation
should be understood.

THE SECTION OF REFLECTION ON THE
MODES OF MATERIALITY

The Master having explained body-contemplation in the
form  of  reflection  on  the  repulsiveness  of  the  thirty-two
parts  of  the  body, said:   “And further”,  now, to  set  forth
body-contemplation by way of reflection on the modes (or
elements) of materiality.

The elaboration of the meaning together with the applica-
tion of the simile, in this connection, is as follows:

Just as if some cow-butcher or a cow-butcher’s apprentice,
a  man  who  works  for  his  keep, having  killed  a  cow and
made it into parts, were sitting at a four-cross-road, just so, a
bhikkhu reflects, by way of the modes, on the body, in any
one of the four postures thus:  “There are in this body the
modes of extension, cohesion, caloricity, and oscillation.”

The  cow-butcher  does  not  get  rid  of  the  cow-percept
while feeding the cow, driving it to the place of slaughter, ty-
ing it and putting it up there, killing it, and even when see-
ing the dead carcass of the cow; not until he cuts it up and
divides it into parts does the perception of a cow disappear.
To that butcher sitting (with the meat before him) after cut-
ting up the cow, however, the perception of a cow disappears,
and the perception of flesh comes into being.  To him, there
is not this thought:  “I am selling the cow;  these people are
taking away the cow.”  But to him, indeed, there occurs this
thought:  “I am selling flesh; these people indeed, are taking
away flesh.” …….
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To the bhikkhu, similarly, the perception of a being or the
perception  of  a  person  does  not  disappear  as  long  as  he
does not reflect, by way of the modes of materiality, in this
body as it is placed or disposed in whatsoever position, after
sifting thoroughly the apparently compact aggregation.  To
him who reflects by way of the modes of materiality, how-
ever, the perception of a being disappears;  the mind gets es-
tablished by way of the modes of materiality.  Therefore, the
Blessed One declared:  “A bhikkhu reflects on just this body
according as it is placed or disposed, by way of the mode of
materiality, thinking thus:  `There are, in this body, the mode
of solidity, the mode of cohesion, the mode of caloricity, and
the mode of oscillation.’  O bhikkhus, in whatever manner, a
clever  cow-butcher  or  a  cow-butcher’s  apprentice  having
slaughtered a cow and divided it by way of portions should
be sitting at the junction of a cross-road, in the same manner,
a bhikkhu reflects …. thinking thus:  `There are, in this body,
the mode of solidity …. And the mode of oscillation.’    =
Imameva  káyaí  yathá  þhitaí  yathá  paóihitaí  dhátuso
paccavekkhati:  atthi imasmií káye paþhavìdhátu ápodhátu
tejodhátu  váyodhátúti.   Seyyathápi  bhikkhave  dakkho
goghátako  vá  goghátakantevasì  vá  gávií  vadhitvá  cá-
tummahápathe bilaso paþivibhajitvá nissinno assa evameva
kho bhikkhave bhikkhu imameva káyaí …. paccavekkhati
atthi imasmií káye paþhavìdhátu …. váyodhátúti.

The yogi is comparable to the cow-butcher;  the percep-
tion of a being is comparable to the perception of a cow; the
fourfold posture is comparable to the cross-road; and the re-
flection by way of the modes of materiality is comparable to
the state of sitting with the cow’s flesh in front after dividing
the cow into parts. Here, this is the textual explanation.  De-
tails of the reflection on the modes of materiality as a subject
of meditation, however, are given in the Path of Purity.

Iti  ajjhattaí =  “Thus  internally”.   One dwells  contem-
plating the body in the body thus by way of the laying hold
of the four modes of materiality, in one’s own or in another’s
body or at one time in one’s own body and at another time
in another’s body.  From here on the exposition should be
known just by the method already mentioned.  The mind-
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fulness which lays hold of the four modes of materiality is
the  Truth  of  Suffering.   Thus  the  portal  to  deliverance
should be known.

By the word placed there is the elucidation of occasion by way
of own (or particular) function of material things known as the
body in various moments [káya sankhátaí rúpadhammánaí tas-
mií tasmií khaóe sakicca vasena avatthána paridìpanaí].

By the word  disposed here the following meaning should be
known:  By way of condition, the putting down or settling owing
to the arrangement of several conditions [paccaya vasena tehi tehi
paccayehi pakárato nihitaí].

Reflects (paccavekkhati) = Considers again and again, sees an-
alytically, part by part, separately after sifting thoroughly with the
eye of wisdom [paþi paþi avekkhati ñáóacakkhuná vinibhujjitvá vi-
suí visuí passati].

THE SECTION ON THE
NINE CEMETERY CONTEMPLATIONS

After explaining body-contemplation in the form of the
modes of materiality, the Master said, “And further,” in or-
der to explain body-contemplation through the nine ceme-
tery contemplations.

Uddhumátaí =  “Swollen”.   By  reason  of  the  swelled
state of the corpse comparable to a pair of wind-filled bel-
lows  owing  to  the  gradually  uprising  bloattedness  after
death.

Vinìlakaí = “Blue” is stated to be the colour of fully dif-
fering  shades  [viparibhinnavaóóaí].   Blue  is  that  corpse
which  is  reddish  in  the  protuberantly  fleshy  parts,  and
whitish in the purulent parts, while, in those parts which are
predominantly blue it seems to be as though covered with a
blue mantle.  This is the descriptive statement of the “blue”
corpse.

Vipubbakajátaí = “Festering” is the corpse that is full of
pus flowing from the broken parts or from the nine open-
ings of the body.
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So  imameva  káyaí  upasaíharati  ayampi  kho  káyo
evaí dhammo evaí bhávì evaí anatìtoti = “He thinks of
his own body thus:  `This body of mine, too, is of the same
nature as that (dead) body, is going to be like that body, and
has not got past the condition of becoming like that body.’’

This has been stated:  By the existence of these three: life
[áyu],  warmth [usmá],  consciousness  [viññáóaí],  this  body
can endure to stand, to walk, and do other things;  by the
separation of these three however this body is indeed a thing
like that corpse, is possessed of the nature of corruption, is
going to become like that, will become swollen, blue and fes-
tering and cannot escape the state of being like that, cannot
transcend the condition of swelling up, become blue and fes-
tering.

Iti ajjhattaí = “Thus internally.”  Thus by laying hold of
the state  of swelling and so forth,  in regard to one’s  own
body or another’s, or at one time in regard to one’s own and
at another in regard to another’s, one dwells contemplating
the body in the body.

Khajjamánaí = “Whilst it is being eaten”:  When crows
and other creatures after sitting on the belly or another part
of the corpse are eating the carcass by picking the flesh of
the belly, of the lips, the corners of the eye and so forth.

Samaísalohitaí =  “Together  with  (some)  flesh  and
blood”:  With the flesh and blood still remaining.

Nimmaísalohitaí = “Blood-besmeared (skeleton) with-
out flesh”:  When, though rid of flesh, the blood is still not
dry.

Aññena = “In a different place”:  In a different direction.

Hatthaþþhikaí =  “Bone  of  the  hand”:   the  sixty-four
kinds of bones of the hand; when these are lying in different
places separate from one another.  In the explanation of the
bone of the foot and so forth, the method is the same as this.

Terovassikáni = “More than a year old”:  beyond a year
in a state of exposure.

Pútìni = “Rotten”:  just those in the open become rotten
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by being  exposed  to  wind,  sun  and  rain  for  over  a  year.
Bones buried in the earth last longer.

Cuóóakajátáni = “Become dust”:  scattered in the form
of powder.

Everywhere, according to the method already stated be-
ginning:   “He thinks of his own body thus:  `This body of
mine too is of the same nature as that (dead) body, is going
to be like that body, and has not got past the condition of be-
coming like that body.”

Iti ajjhattaí = “Thus internally”:  Thus through the lay-
ing hold of the corpse  from the state  in which it  is  being
eaten by crows and other creatures to the state  when it is
dust, one dwells contemplating the body in one’s own body,
or in another’s or at one time in one’s own body and at an-
other time in another’s body.

Further having stopped here one should put together the
nine cemetery contemplations thus:

Ekáhamataí  vá  dvìhamataí  vá  tìhamataí  vá  =  “A
body dead one, two or three day.”  This is the first contem-
plation.

Kákehi  vá  khajjamánaí = “Whilst it is being eaten by
crows.”  This portion of the Discourse where the devouring
of the body of various kinds of animals is stated refers to the
second contemplation.

Aþþhikasaíkhalikaí  samaísalohitaí  nahárusamban-
dhaí =  “A skeleton together with (some) flesh and blood
held in by the tendons.”  This is the third contemplation.

Nimmaísalohitamakkhitaí nahárusambandhaí  = “A
blood-smeared skeleton without flesh but held in by the ten-
dons.”  This is the fourth.

Apagatamaísalohitaí nahárusambandhaí = “A skele-
ton held in by the tendons  but without  flesh and not be-
smeared with blood.”  This is the fifth.

Aþþhikáni  apagatasambandháni =  “Bones  gone  loose,
scattered in all directions.’  This is the sixth.
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Aþþhikáni setáni sankhavaóóúpanibháni = “Bones white
in colour like a conch.”  This is the seventh.

Atthikáni puñjakitáni terovassikáni = “Bones more than
a year old heaped together.”  This is the eighth.

Aþþhikáni  pútinì  cuóóakajátáni =  “Bones  gone  rotten
and become dust.”  This is the ninth.

Evaí kho bhikkhave = “Thus, indeed, o bhikkhus.”  He
said this bringing to an end body-contemplation after point-
ing out the nine cemetery contemplations.  The mindfulness
which lays hold of the nine cemetery contemplations is the
Truth of Suffering;  the previous  craving which originates
that mindfulness is the Truth of Origin;  the non-occurrence
of both that mindfulness and the craving is the Truth of Ces-
sation.  The Real Path that understands suffering, casts out
the origin, and has cessation for its object is the Truth of the
Way.  Endeavouring in this way by means of the Four Truths
one arrives at peace.  This is for the bhikkhu who lays hold
of the nine cemetery contemplations  the portal  of deliver-
ance up to arahantship.

Now, these  are  the  fourteen  portions  which  comprise
body-contemplation:   The  section  on  breathing  in  and
breathing  out,  on the  postures, on the  four kinds  of  clear
comprehension, of reflection on repulsiveness, on the modes
of  materiality, and  on  the  nine  cemetery  contemplations.
There, only the sections on breathing in and breathing out
and of the reflection on repulsiveness can become medita-
tion-subjects of full absorption.  As the cemetery contempla-
tions  are stated by way of consideration of disadvantages,
dangers or evils, all the remaining twelve are only medita-
tion-subjects of partial absorption.

THE CONTEMPLATION OF FEELING

The Blessed One having in this way set forth the Arous-
ing  of  Mindfulness  through  the  fourteenfold  method  of
body-contemplation, now said, `And now, o bhikkhus,’ in or-
der  to  expound  the  ninefold method  of  contemplation  of
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feeling.

There,  the  meaning  of  `pleasant  feeling’  =  sukhaí
vedanaí,  is as follows:  The bhikkhu when experiencing a
bodily  or  mental  pleasant  feeling  knows,  `I  experience  a
pleasant feeling.’

Certainly, while  they  experience  a  pleasant  feeling,  in
sucking the breast and on similar occasions, even infants ly-
ing on their backs know that they experience pleasure.  But
this meditator’s knowledge is different.  Knowledge of plea-
sure  possessed  by infants  lying  on  their  backs  and  other
similar kinds of knowledge of pleasure do not cast out the
belief in a being, do not root out the perception of a being,
do not become a subject of meditation and do not become
the  cultivation  of  the  Arousing  of  Mindfulness.   But  the
knowledge of this bhikkhu casts out the belief in a being,
uproots the perception of a being, is a subject of meditation
and is the cultivation of the Arousing of Mindfulness.  In-
deed, the knowledge meant here is concerned with experi-
ence that is wisely understood through inquiry.

Who feels?  No being or person.  Whose is the feeling?
Not of a being or person.  Owing to what is there the feel-
ing?  Feeling can arise with (certain) things — forms, sounds,
smells and so forth — as objects.  That bhikkhu knows, there-
fore, that there is a mere experiencing of feeling after the ob-
jectifying of a particular pleasurable or painful physical ba-
sis or of one of indifference.  (There is no ego that experi-
ences)  because  there is  no doer  or  agent [kattu] besides  a bare
process  [dhammá].  The word `bare’ indicates that the process  is
impersonal.  The  words  of  the  Discourse, `I  experience  (or
feel)’,  form  a  conventional  expression,  indeed,  for  that
process of impersonal feeling.  It should be understood that
the bhikkhu knows that with the objectification of a property
or basis he experiences a feeling.

It  is  said that an Elder of Cittala Hill was sick,  turning
over from side to side, again and again, and groaning with
great pain.   To him a young bhikkhu said:  `Venerable Sir,
which part  of your body is painful?’   `A specially painful
place,  indeed,  there  is  not;   as  a  result  of  taking  certain
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things (such as forms, sounds etc.) for object there is the ex-
periencing of painful feeling,’ replied the Elder.  `Venerable
Sir, from the time one knows that,  is not bearing up befit-
ting?’  said the young bhikkhu.   `I  am bearing up, friend,’
said the Elder.  `Bearing up is excellent, Venerable Sir,’ said
the  young  bhikkhu.   The  Elder  bore  up.  Thereafter,  the
aerial humour caused injury right up to the heart.  His in-
testines protruded out and lay in a heap on the bed.  The El-
der  pointed  that  out  to  the  young  bhikkhu  and  said:
`Friend, is bearing up so far befitting?’  The young bhikkhu
remained  silent.   The  Elder,  having  applied  concentration
with  energy, attained  arahantship  with  Analytical  Knowl-
edge and passed away into the final peace of Nibbána, in the
state of consciousness immediately after the course of reflection on
the fruit of arahantship, thus realizing the highest and passing
away nearly at the same time.

Just as when experiencing a pleasant feeling, so too when
experiencing  a  painful  feeling  …..  a  neither-pleasant-nor-
painful spiritual feeling he understands, `I experience a nei-
ther-pleasant-nor-painful spiritual feeling.’

Thus the Blessed One when expounding the non-corpo-
real subject of meditation after the corporeal subject of medi-
tation, expounds it by way of feeling.  For twofold is the sub-
ject of meditation:  the subject of meditation of corporeality
or materiality and the subject of meditation which is non-
corporeal or non-material.   This twofold subject of medita-
tion is also spoken of as the laying hold of the mental and
the laying hold of the material.

While the Blessed One is expounding the material subject
of meditation by way of  brief  or  lengthy  reflection he  ex-
pounds the discernment of the four modes (or elements) of
materiality  [dhátu].   Both  those  ways  of  reflection  are
pointed out fully, in the Path of Purity.

While expounding, however, the mental subject of medi-
tation generally the Master expounds it by way of the con-
templation on feeling.

Threefold, indeed, is the establishing in the mental sub-
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ject of meditation:  by way of sense-impression, feeling and
mind.  How?  To some meditator, indeed, when the material
subject of meditation is laid hold of, when there is the first
impact of mind-with-mental-characteristics on the object (or
the first Apprehension of that object), the sense-impression
that arises with the contacting of that object becomes clear.
To another the feeling that arises with the experiencing of
that object becomes clear.  To yet another the consciousness
that arises with the knowing of that object becomes clear.

When  sense-impression  becomes  clear,  not  only  does
sense-impression  arise;   together  with  that  sense-impres-
sion, arise feeling, perception, volition and consciousness.

When feeling becomes clear the other four too arise.

Also  when consciousness  becomes  clear  the  other  four
arise.

The bhikkhu, on reflecting thus:  `Dependent on what is
this group of five things?’ knows as follows:  `Dependent on
the (coarse) corporeal base (vatthu).’

That  coarse  body  [karaja  káya]  about  which  it  is  said:
`And indeed this consciousness of mine is depending on, is
bound up with this body,’ that, in its actual nature consists
of the four great physical things, the four great primaries,
and the physical qualities sourcing from the four great pri-
maries.  These physical qualities are called derived material-
ity.  Here, the bhikkhu sees mind and body, thinking, `The
(coarse) corporeal base aforesaid is body; the five beginning
with sense-impression are mind.’

In this connection there are the five aggregates  because
the body is the aggregate of materiality, and the mind, the
four aggregates  of non-material things.  There is neither a
fivefold aggregation separate from the mind and body nor a
mind and body separate from the fivefold aggregation.  The
bhikkhu who tries to find out what the cause of these five
aggregates  is  sees  that  these  are  due  to  ignorance,  etc.
Henceforth  the  bhikkhu  lives  with  thorough  knowledge
thinking  that  this  thing,  the  fivefold  aggregation,  is  only
something conditioned and includes what is produced from
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conditioning.  It is a congeries of bare formations, indeed, of
bare processes.  He applies to it,  by way of the mind and
body that exist  together  with conditions, according  to the
gradual  succession  of  insight-producing  knowledge,  the
words:  `impermanent,’, `subject-to-suffering,’ and `soulless’.

After getting suitable weather conditions, a person of ad-
vantage to him spiritually, food that agrees with him, or fit-
ting doctrinal instructions, the bhikkhu desirous of realiza-
tion says,  `Today, today,’ fixed in one posture, reaches the
acme of insight and stands fast in the fruit of arahantship.
For the three kinds of persons aforesaid the subject of medi-
tation up to arahantship is expounded, in this way.

Here, however, the Blessed One speaking of the non-ma-
terial or mental subject of meditation speaks by way of feel-
ing.  While expounding by way of sense-impression or con-
sciousness the subject of meditation does not become clear.
It seems dark.  But by way of feeling it becomes clear.  Why?
Because of the clearness of the arising of feeling.  Indeed the
arising of pleasant or painful feeling is clear.  When pleasant
feeling arises spreading through and flowing over the whole
body, making one to utter the words:  `Ah `tis joy,’ it is like
causing one to eat fresh clarified butter cooled in very cold
water a hundred times after being melted again and again,
also a hundred times;  it is like causing one to be massaged
with an emollient oil worth a hundred pieces;  and it is like
causing one to be cooled of a burning fever with a thousand
pots of cold water.

When painful feeling arises spreading through and flow-
ing  over  the  whole  body  making  one  to  bewail  with  the
words, `Alas, what woe,’ it is like the applying on one of a
heated ploughshare;   it  is  like the sprinkling upon one of
molten  copper;   and  it  is  comparable  to  the  hurling  into
dried grass and trees, in the forest, of bundles of wood fire-
brands.

Thus the arising of pleasant or painful feeling becomes
clear, but the arising of the neither-pleasant-nor-painful feel-
ing is dark, and unclear.
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The neither-pleasant-nor-painful feeling becomes clear to
one who grasps it methodically, thinking:  `At the disappear-
ance of pleasure and pain, the neutral neither-pleasant-nor-
painful feeling occurs, which is contrary to the pleasant and
the unpleasant.’ To what is it comparable?  To a deer hunter
following the hoof marks  of a deer which midway having
gone up a flat rock is fleeing.  The hunter after seeing the
hoof marks on the hither and thither side of the rock, with-
out  seeing  any  trace  in  the  middle,  knows  by  inference:
`Here the animal went up, and here, it went down;  in the
middle, on the flat rock, possibly it went through this part.’ 

Like the hoofmark at the place of going up the arising of
pleasurable feeling becomes clear.  Like the hoofmark at the
place of descent the arising of painful feeling becomes clear.
Like the  grasping  through  inference  of  the  part  traversed
over the rock by the deer is the laying hold of the neither-
pleasant-nor-painful feeling methodically with the thought:
`At the disappearance of pleasure and pain, the neutral nei-
ther-pleasant-nor-painful feeling occurs, which is  contrary
to the pleasant and the unpleasant.’

In  this  manner,  the  Blessed  One  having  expounded  at
first  the  form subject  of meditation,  later, pointed out  the
formless  subject  of  meditation,  by way of  feeling,  having
taken it out from the fivefold aggregation distinguishingly.

Not  only  here  did  he  point  it  out  thus.   In  the  Cúla
Taóhásaòkkhaya,  the  Cú¿a  Vedalla,  the  Mahá Vedalla,  the
Raþþhapála,  Mágandiya,  Dhátuvibhaòga,  and  Áneñjasap-
páya of the Majjhima Nikáya;  in the Mahá Nidána, Sakka-
pañha, and Mahá Satipaþþhána of the Dìgha Nikáya; in the
Cú¿a Nidána,  Rukkhúpama,  and Parivìmaísana  Suttas  of
the Saíyutta Nikáya; in the whole of the Vedaná Saíyutta
of the same Nikáya; and in many other discourses did the
Master point out the formless subject of meditation, by way
of feeling, having taken out feeling from the fivefold aggre-
gation, after first expounding the form subject of meditation.

This is another method of understanding:   (He) under-
stands, `I experience a pleasant feeling’ = Sukhaí vedanaí
vediyámìti pajánáti.  By the absence of painful feeling at the
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moment of pleasant feeling, he knows, while experiencing a
pleasant feeling:  “I am experiencing a pleasant feeling.’  By
reason  of  that  knowledge  of  the  experiencing  of  pleasant
feeling,  owing  to  the  absence  now of  whatsoever  painful
feeling that existed before and owing to the absence of this
pleasant feeling, before the present time, feeling is called an
impermanent,  a not lasting, and a changeful thing.  When
he knows the pleasant feeling, in the pleasant feeling, thus,
there is clear comprehension.  For it is said, in the 78 th Sutta
of the Majjhima Nikáya, by the Blessed One:  `When one ex-
periences a pleasant feeling, Aggivessana, then one does not
experience  a  painful  feeling  or  a  neither-pleasant-nor-
painful feeling.  Only the pleasant feeling does one then ex-
perience.  When one experiences a painful feeling, Aggives-
sana, then one does not experience a pleasant or a neither-
pleasant-nor-painful  feeling.   Only  a  painful  feeling  does
one then experience.  When one experiences a neither-pleas-
ant-nor-painful  feeling,  then,  one  does  not  experience  a
pleasant or a painful feeling.  Only a neither-pleasant-nor-
painful feeling does one then experience.  Pleasant feeling,
indeed, Aggivessana, is a thing that is impermanent, put-to-
gether,  dependently  originating,  decaying,  passing  away,
fading and ceasing.  So is painful feeling, and the neither-
pleasant-nor-painful feeling.  The learned, real disciple, Ag-
givessana, seeing thus, turns away from the pleasant feeling
even as he does from the painful, and the neither-pleasant-
nor-painful feelings.  Turning away, he detaches himself;  by
absence of attachment,  he frees  himself;   freed,  he knows
thus:   `I  am freed of craving.  Destroyed by me is rebirth;
lived by me is the Highest Life of the Real Way;  done by me
is the work of developing the Real Way that must be devel-
oped;  and (concerning the sixteen-fold work of the develop-
ment of the Royal Way) there is no more work to be done by
me.’

Pleasant  worldly feeling refers  to the six joyful feelings
connected with the six sense-doors, and dependent on that
which is tainted by defilements.

Pleasant spiritual feeling refers to the six joyful feelings
connected with the six sense-doors, and not dependent on
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sense-desire.

Painful worldly feeling refers to the six feelings of grief
connected with the six sense-doors, and dependent on that
which is tainted by defilements.

Painful spiritual feeling refers to the six feelings of grief
connected with the six sense-doors, and not dependent on
sense-desire.

Worldly neither-pleasant-nor-painful feeling refers to the
six  feelings  of  indifference  connected  with  the  six  sense-
doors,  and  dependent  on  that  which  is  tainted  by defile-
ments.

Spiritual neither-pleasant-nor-painful feeling refers to the
six  feelings  of  indifference  connected  with  the  six  sense-
doors, and not dependent on sense-desire.

The division into pleasant worldly feeling and so forth is
in the 137th Sutta of the Majjhima Nikáya.

Ajjhattaí =  `Internally’:   The  bhikkhu  dwells  contem-
plating  feelings  in the feelings  that are his  own by laying
hold of the pleasant, painful or neither-pleasant-nor-painful
feeling.  Or he dwells contemplating feelings in the feelings
of others by laying hold of the pleasant, painful or neither-
pleasant-nor-painful feelings, in the way told above.  Or at
one time he contemplates his own feelings and at another
time, another’s.

Samudayadhammánupassì =  `Contemplating  origina-
tion-things.’   In this contemplation of feeling, the bhikkhu
dwells seeing the origination and the dissolution of the ag-
gregate of feeling or seeing the origination of feeling at one
time and the dissolution of feeling at another time, by way of
ignorance, craving and so forth, in the five ways mentioned
in the Section on the Modes of Deportment.32

From here on it should be understood that the exposition

32 He, thinking: `the origination of feeling comes to be through the
origination of ignorance,’ in the sense of the origin of conditions
sees  the  arising  of  the  aggregate  of  feeling  …..  (Patisambhidá
Magga P.T.S. Edition Page 55).
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is just according to the method followed in the explanation
of body-contemplation.

Indeed, the mindfulness that lays hold of feeling is the
Truth of Suffering.   Thus the portal  of deliverance for the
bhikkhu who lays hold of feeling should be understood.

THE CONTEMPLATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS

After explaining the ninefold Arousing of Mindfulness in
regard to feeling,  the Master began the explanation of the
contemplation of consciousness in the sixteenfold way with
the words, `And, how, o bhikkhus.’

In  this  section  there  is  no  reference  to  supramundane
truth because in the sifting of things thoroughly to see their
transient, pain-laden and soulless nature only the mundane
things are handled, and so there is in this matter of penetra-
tive knowledge of things no bringing together of mundane
and supramundane things.

Here follows the elucidation of terms mentioned in this
section:

Sarágaí cittaí = `The consciousness with lust.’  Karmi-
cally unwholesome eight conscious states of the plane of ex-
istence of sense-experience.  These are together with greed
in the sense of springing from it.

Vìtarágaí  cittaí =  `The  consciousness  without  lust.’
Karmically  wholesome  and  karmically  neutral  mundane
states of consciousness.

The  two spontaneous  and  non-spontaneous  conscious
states  karmically  unwholesome,  accompanied  by  grief,
linked to  resentment,  and  springing  from hate;   the  con-
scious state karmically unwholesome, accompanied by nei-
ther pain nor pleasure, linked to doubt and springing from
ignorance; and the conscious state karmically unwholesome,
accompanied by neither pain nor pleasure, linked to agita-
tion, springing from ignorance — these four do not associate
with the consciousness-with-lust-division or the conscious-
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ness-without-lust division.

Sodosaí cittaí =  `The  consciousness  with hate.’   The
two conscious  states,  karmically  unwholesome,  accompa-
nied, by grief (mentioned above).

Vìtadosaí  cittaí =  `The  consciousness  without  hate.’
Karmically  wholesome  and  karmically  neutral  mundane
states of consciousness.

The other ten karmically unwholesome conscious states
of the plane of existence of sense-experience do not associate
with either the consciousness-with-hate division or the con-
sciousness-without-hate division.

Samohaí cittaí = `The consciousness  with ignorance.’
The  conscious  state,  karmically  unwholesome,  linked  to
doubt  (mentioned  above),  and  the  conscious  state, karmi-
cally unwholesome, linked to agitation (mentioned above).

Because, indeed,  ignorance  arises  in  all  karmically  bad
states, the other karmically bad states  too should be men-
tioned, here.  In just this division all the twelve karmically
bad,  unwholesome  or  unskillful  conscious  states  are  in-
cluded.

Vìtamohaí cittaí =  `The  consciousness  without  igno-
rance.’  Karmically wholesome and karmically neutral mun-
dane states of consciousness.

Sankhittaí cittaí =  `The shrunken state  of  conscious-
ness.’  The conscious state fallen into sloth and torpor.  That
is called the shrivelled or contracted state of mind.

Vikkhittaí cittaí = `The distracted state  of conscious-
ness.’  The conscious state accompanied by agitation.  That is
called the dissipated mind.

Mahaggataí cittaí   =  `The  state  of  consciousness  be-
come great.’   The conscious state  of the sensuous-ethereal
[rúpávacara]  plane  of  existence  and  of  the  purely  ethereal
[arúpávacara] plane of existence.

Amahaggataí cittaí = `The state  of consciousness  not
become great.’  The conscious state of the plane of existence
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of sense-experience.

Sauttaraí  cittaí =  `The  state  of  consciousness  with
some other mental state superior to it.’  That refers to any
conscious state belonging to the plane of sense-experience.

Anuttaraí cittaí = `The state of consciousness with no
other mental  state  superior to it.’   That refers  to any con-
scious state belonging to the sensuous-ethereal [rúpávacara]
or the purely ethereal [arúpávacara] plane.

Samáhitaí cittaí = `The quieted state of consciousness.’
It refers to the conscious state of him who has full or partial
absorption.

Asamáhitaí cittaí = `The state of consciousness not qui-
eted.’  It refers to the conscious state without either absorp-
tion.

Vimuttaí  cittaí =  `the  freed  state  of  consciousness.’
That refers to the conscious state, emancipated partially from
defilements  through  systematic  or  radical  reflection,  or  to
the conscious state, emancipated through the suppression of
the defilements in absorption.  Both these kinds of emanci-
pation are temporary.

Avimuttaí cittaí = `The unfreed state of consciousness.’
That  refers  to  any  conscious  state  without  either  kind  of
temporary emancipation.

In  the  mundane  path  [lokiya  magga]  of  the  beginner
there is no place for the supramundane kinds of emancipa-
tion through extirpation [samuccheda], stilling [paþipassaddha]
and final release [nissaraóa].

Iti ajjhattaí = `Thus internally.’  The bhikkhu lives con-
templating  consciousness  in  consciousness  by laying  hold
on  the  consciousness  with  lust  and  so  forth  when  these
states  of  consciousness  proceed in his  own flux or  in an-
other’s flux or by laying hold of these conscious states at one
time as they proceed in his own flux and at another time as
they proceed in another’s flux.

Samudayavayadhammánupassì  = `Contemplating  origi-
nation-and-dissolution-things.’   Here, the arising of the ag-
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gregate  of  consciousness  should  be  explained  with  the
pointing  out  of  the  origination  of  consciousness  from the
origination of ignorance and so forth,  in the five ways, ac-
cording to the method shown in the Section on the Modes of
Deportment.   And  the  passing  away  of  consciousness
should also be explained in the same way as it is shown in
the Section on the Modes of Deportment.

From here on there is nothing new in the method of ex-
planation.  The mindfulness which lays hold of conscious-
ness is the Truth of Suffering.  Thus, the portal of deliver-
ance up to Arahantship of  the  bhikkhu who lays hold of
consciousness as a subject of meditation ought to be under-
stood.

In the consciousness with lust, lust occurs as a mental con-
comitant arising and passing away along with a conscious state
and sharing with that conscious state the object and basis of con-
sciousness.  In this sense of a conscious state well-knit with lust
one  speaks  of  the  consciousness  with  lust.  The  term  con-
sciousness without lust is used as a contrary of the term `con-
sciousness with lust’;  not as a contradictory.  That becomes clear
when we know that the work to be done in this contemplation of
the  mind  consists  of  the  laying  hold of  the  things  of  the  three
planes of cosmic existence for the purpose of developing the con-
viction based on insight in regard to cosmic impermanence, cos-
mic suffering and cosmic insubstantiality.  In no stage of mun-
dane thought can it be said that latency of lust is destroyed and so
the term `consciousness  without lust’ indicates only a relatively
lust-free conscious state.

The grouping of conscious states, here, it is said, may be ques-
tioned.   For instance, in the two states  of  consciousness with
hate is there just absence of lust because these two states are not
well-knit together with lust?  Could there not be in them a trace of
lust functioning as a distant condition as when a man’s lust for a
woman produces  hate towards another who stands  between him
and the possession or enjoyment of his object of lust?  If there in-
deed could not be such a trace of lust in these two conscious states
of  hate,  are  these  seven  states  of  consciousness  without  lust?
When the commentator said that the four remaining karmically
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bad states do not associate with either the consciousness with lust
or without lust, he only wanted to show them just separate from
the pair known by the phrases, with lust and without lust.  If so
then would not one fall into partial knowledge?  No.  Because of
their being included in the pairs (though not in the lust pair.)

Consciousness with ignorance   is twofold.  It is  either ac-
companied by doubt or by agitation.

As this consciousness in either of its forms is fit to be called a
delusion by way of particularity owing to excessive  observation
and special endowment with ignorance, these two forms, namely,
the one linked to doubt and the one linked to agitation are in
an outstanding manner `with ignorance.’

By reason of the mind proceeding slackly in a shrivelled state
owing to want of interest in the object and more or less with dis -
pleasure, there is the shrunken state of consciousness.  This is
a name applicable to the five karmically unwholesome sensuous
conscious states not marked by spontaneity.

There is  the  conscious  state  associated with agitation in  the
sense of agitation having become powerful in the consciousness.

`All karmically bad conscious states are indeed accompanied by
agitation.’

The mental state accompanied by agitation is  called  the dis-
tracted mind because it spreads outside its object by way of dif-
fused thinking.

By the ability to suppress  the defilements  and by the abun-
dance of fruition and by the great length or extent of the series of
its particular courses of cognition there is a state of conscious-
ness become great.  Or there is a state of consciousness become
great by reason of lofty regenerative wish and so forth.

The state of consciousness  become great is  the mind that has
reached the ground of the sensuous-ethereal and the purely ethe-
real planes of existence.

As there is nothing in the cosmos greater than the sensuous-
ethereal  and the  purely  ethereal  the  commentator  explained  the
consciousness  become  great  by  reference  to  these  two  highest
planes of existence.
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The state of consciousness with some other mental state
superior to it refers to the consciousness that has not reached the
highest possible  planes  of attainment in cosmic existence  or the
consciousness that can become more fine;  and the state of con-
sciousness with no other mental state superior to it is that
which has  got to the highest  planes  of cosmic  existence  or that
which has reached the acme of fineness of mundane states of mind.

THE CONTEMPLATION OF MENTAL OBJECTS

THE FIVE HINDRANCES

1.  Sensuality

After explaining the Arousing of Mindfulness of the six-
teenfold  contemplation  of  consciousness,  the  Master  said:
`And,  how, o  bhikkhus,’  in  order  to  expound  the  fivefold
contemplation of mental  objects  [dhammá],  — things  spiri-
tual and material.

Further, the laying hold of pure corporeality or material-
ity  was  taught  by  the  Blessed  One  in  the  instruction  on
body-contemplation, and in the instruction on the contem-
plation of feeling and consciousness, the laying hold of the
purely spiritual.  Now in order to teach the laying hold of a
mixture  of  the  material  and the  spiritual,  he  said,   `And,
how, o bhikkhus,’ and so forth.  Or in the contemplation on
the body the laying hold of the aggregate of corporeality or
materiality was spoken of by the Master;  in the contempla-
tion on feeling, the laying hold of the aggregate of feeling;
in the contemplation on mind, the laying hold of the aggre-
gate of consciousness;  and now in order to speak of even
the laying hold of the aggregates of perception and forma-
tions, he said `And, how, o bhikkhus,’ and so forth.

There, in the Discourse, the word, santaí = `present’.  It
means  existing  by way of occurrence, practice or repeated
happening.  Asantaí = `not present.’  Not existing, by way
of non-occurrence or because of rejection from the mind by
way of reflection or concentration.
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In connection with the hindrances it must be known that
the hindrance of sensuality arises because of wrong reflec-
tion  on  a  object  that  is  sensuously  agreeable,  pleasant,
favourable.  Such an object is either sensuality itself or that
which produces sensuality — the sensuality-object.

Wrong reflection is  inexpedient  reflection,  reflection on
the wrong track.  Or it is reflection which considers the im-
permanent as permanent, pain as pleasure, non-soul as soul,
the bad as good.

Sense-desire arises when wrong reflection occurs plenti-
fully  in  a  sensuously  good  object.   Therefore  the  Blessed
One said that the condition for the arising of fresh sense-de-
sire and for the increase and expansion of existing sense-de-
sire is plentiful wrong reflection on a sensuously auspicious
or promising object.

Sense-desire is cast out, indeed, with right reflection on a
sensuously inauspicious or unpromising object.  Such an ob-
ject itself or the jhána developed through such an object is
meant by the term sensuously inauspicious object.

Right reflection is expedient reflection;  reflection going
on the right track.  It is reflection that considers the facts of
impermanence, suffering,  soullessness and of impurity, ac-
cording to reality.

When there is much right reflection on the sensuously in-
auspicious  or unpromising  object,  sense-desire is  knocked
out.  Therefore the Blessed One said that the condition for
keeping out new sense-desire and for casting out old sense-
desire is abundant right reflection on the sensuously inaus-
picious or unpromising object.

Further, there are six things which lead to the casting out
of sense-desire:  Taking up the sensuously inauspicious sub-
ject of meditation;  application for the development  of the
jhána on the sensuously inauspicious subject of meditation;
the guarded state of the controlling faculties of sense;  mod-
eration in food;  the sympathy and support of good men in
the endeavour;  stimulating talk that helps the accomplish-
ment of the object in view.
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Explaining these six it is said:   Taking up refers to the
taking up of the tenfold object sensuously inauspicious, im-
pure, or bad;  the man who takes it up will cast out sense-
desire.  Sense-desire will also be cast out, by him who devel-
ops the jhána on the sensuously inauspicious object of med-
itation, by him who guards the controlling faculties of sense
by closing the six sense doors, and by him who knows the
measure of food for sustenance and of whom it is said:

Enough it is for the comfort of the almsman
Who has put aside all thoughts of body and life,
Who has his thoughts yoked on to craving’s wane,
To stop eating when he could eat some four
Or five more lumps for which there’s belly-room.
And, with drinks of water, end his begged repast.33

It will also be cast out by him who keeps the company of
men like the Elder Tissa, the worker in the sensuously inaus-
picious  subject  of  meditation,  sympathetic  towards  those
who endeavour in accomplishing the casting out of sense-
desire and by talk connected with the tenfold sensuously in-
auspicious object.  Therefore it is said by the commentator
that six things are conducive to the casting out of sense-de-
sire.

Sense-desire cast out by these six things  becomes  inca-
pable of arising, in the future, through the attainment of the
path of arahantship.

Hindrances  have to be cast  out first  in the course  of proper
training.  With the casting out of the hindrances there is induced
jhána, the means of attaining quietude.  Thus indeed is body-con-
templation surely taught with quietude preceding.

Afterwards is given the higher instruction in regard to all divi-
sions beginning with what should be understood — the aggrega-
tions and the sense-base which ought to be understood, and the
factors  of enlightenment which should be developed.   Therefore,
here too, the development of quietude is desired so far as it is for
the sake of insight.

It is said:  `The instruction on the Arousing of Mindfulness
33 Theragáthá Verse 983.
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has insight as the chief thing, abounds in insight.’

Since there is no state of yoking together of the good and the
bad moral qualities similar to the yoking of two bulls to a cart, —
since the good and the bad do not exist together — from the ab-
sence  of  sensuality  at  the  time  of  seeing  one’s  mind  through
knowledge it is said:  by way of occurrence.  At the moment of
seeing wisely the occurrence of sense-desire there is no sense-de-
sire as good and bad states of mind cannot exist together

Existing means:  When it is found in one’s own mental flux.

Sensuously  inauspicious  or unpromising  objects  are the ten
inanimate things:  (1) The corpse that is swollen,  (2) Blue,  (3)
Festering, (4) Fissured,  (5) Mangled,  (6) Dismembered,  (7) Cut
and dismembered,  (8) With blood,   (9) Wormy,  (10) Become a
skeleton.  Details of these may be found in The Path of Purity in
the exposition of the subject of meditation on the foul..

And the perception of hair of the head and so forth, because it
is  called in the Girimánanda Sutta the perception of the sensu-
ously inauspicious or impure, is taken as the sensuously inauspi-
cious animate thing.

The jhána on the sensuously inauspicious object occurs in an
inanimate or animate sensuously inauspicious thing.  And the in-
dication of the four kinds of wrong reflection and the four kinds of
right reflection in regard to the sensuously inauspicious object is
for the purpose of pointing out fully the subject.

The four kinds of consideration of the impure as pure, the im-
permanent as permanent, suffering as pleasure, and non-soul as
soul are the four kinds of wrong reflection and the four kinds of
consideration of the impure as impure and so forth are the four
kinds of right reflection.

The taking up of the practice of considering the repulsiveness
of any of the eleven kinds of the sensuously inauspicious or the
practice of contemplation on the sensuously inauspicious object is
`taking up’ or `upholding.’

The application to the development of the thought bent on the
sensuously inauspicious object which brings partial and full con-
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centration is application for the development of the jhána on the
sensuously inauspicious subject of meditation.

Certain teachers say that as there is no opportunity for sense-
desire in him who knows the proper measure of food to be taken,
through absence of trouble owing to that knowledge from sloth and
torpor, sense-desire is cast out in such a person.  Just this reason
is given in even the expository portion:  The person who practises
moderation in food brings about the perception of impurity bound
up with that food, for instance, through the alteration of food by
way of bodily excretions, and dwells on other similar thoughts as
well as on the idea of corporeal subjection to food.  Such a person
casts out sense-desire.

The Elder Tissa referred to in the commentary above is the El-
der Mahá Tissa (of Anurádhapura), who saw the teeth of a woman
and who by doing right reflection on their bony nature cast out
sense-desire through jhána.

According to the Abhidhamma method of instruction, even the
whole world is the hindrance of sense-desire.  Therefore the com-
mentator said:   through the attainment  of the path of ara-
hantship [abhidhamma pariyáyena sabbo pi loko kámacchandanì-
varaóanti áha arahattamaggenáti].

2.  Anger

Indeed, wrong reflection on an object of resentment pro-
duces anger.  In this connection anger itself as well as the ob-
ject which causes  anger is called the resentment-object,  or
the sign of resentment.  Wrong reflection has just the same
character everywhere, and when it  occurs  much in the re-
sentment-object or the resentment-sign, anger arises.  There-
fore the Blessed One said that intense wrong reflection on an
object of resentment is the cause of fresh anger and of the
increase and expansion of anger already existing.

By right reflection of the liberating thought of love, the
thought of love that frees the heart indeed, anger gets cast
out.  The term `love’ here is applicable both to partial con-
centration (upacára samádhi) and full concentration (appaná
samádhi).   Heart-liberating  love is  only  full  concentration.
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Right reflection has the same character throughout.  When it
occurs strong in the thought of love, anger is removed from
the heart.  Therefore the Master said:  `There is, o bhikkhus,
the liberation of the mind through love.  Intense right reflec-
tion on love is the condition for keeping out new anger and
for throwing out anger that is already in the heart.’

And it is said that these six things help to cast anger out:
Taking up the practice of the love subject of meditation;  ap-
plying oneself to the development of jhána on the thought of
love;  reflection on one’s action as one’s own property, abun-
dance of wise consideration;  sympathetic and helpful com-
panionship of the good;  and stimulating talk that assists the
development  of  the  thought  of  love and the  overthrow of
anger.

In explanation the commentator said:  Anger will be put
down in one who takes up the love subject of meditation by
way of  spreading  it  particularly  or  separately.  Or  if  one
takes up the love subject of meditation by way of spreading
it generally, without particularization or directional restric-
tion in space, then too anger will be put down, in one.

Anger vanishes also through the development of jhána by
spreading love restrictedly with differentiation on seven or
twenty-eight ways or by spreading it unrestrictedly without
differentiation in five or twenty ways or by spreading it di-
rectionally towards the ten points in space.

Anger vanishes in one who reflects thus too:  `What will
you do to him by becoming angry?’  `Will you be able to de-
stroy things like his virtue?’  `Have you not been born here
just by your own actions and will you not also by your own
actions get reborn hereafter?’  `Getting angry with another is
comparable to the state of him who wishes to strike another
with glowing coals, red-hot crowbar, excreta and such other
damaging things  after taking them up in his  bare hands.’
`And what can another who is angry with you do to you?’
`Can he destroy your virtue or any other  similar  thing of
yours?’  `He, too, has been born here as a result of his actions
and will be reborn hereafter just  according to his actions.’
`Like a present not accepted is that anger of his and like a
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handful of dust thrown against the wind, that anger of his
alights on his own head.’  In this way one reflects on one’s
own action as one’s own property and also another person’s
action as that person’s own, and puts out anger. 

To one remaining in an abundance of wise consideration
after reflecting on action as one’s or another’s own property,
anger vanishes.  And it vanishes in him who is in the com-
pany of a sympathetic friend who delights in developing the
jhána of the thought  of love like the Elder Assagutta  and
through stimulating talk on the thought of love when in any
one of the four postures.  Therefore it is said:  Six things are
conducive to the casting out of anger.  The anger cast out by
these six things, however, is finally destroyed by the attain-
ment of the state of the Anágámi, the Never-returner.

The thought of love [mettá] is  a sublime state of mind [brah-
mavihára];  it is  one’s  own state of freedom from hatred.  A de-
tailed description of  the way of  developing  love  as  a subject  of
meditation is given in the Path of Purity.

The following summary of hints gathered from different com-
ments and the Path of Purity will be helpful to a beginner:

The love-thought of meditation is different from worldly attach-
ment.  It is based on wishing well to all beings.  The idea of pos-
session of the loved object is foreign to it.  It is not a state of mind
that encourages exclusiveness.  The aim of the meditation is finally
to include in the ambit of one’s goodwill all beings equally, with-
out distinction.  `The liberation of the mind through love’ refers
only to full  concentration.   Without reaching full  concentration
there is no effective freedom from anger.  The beginner who works
at this subject of meditation is not to practise the thought of love
at first:

On a sensuously promising object of the opposite sex,  as at-
tachment towards it might arise in the yogi’s mind.

On a dead person, as the practice would be futile.

On an enemy, as anger might arise.

On an indifferent person,  as the practice might prove weari-
some.
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On one who is very dear as the arousing of friendly  thoughts
without attachment towards such a one would be tiring;  and as
mental  agitation  might  occur  should  even  some  slight  trouble
overtake that one.

Taking up the practice of the love subject of meditation is
the generating,  the bringing about of  the  characteristic, sign  or
mark, of the love thought of meditation of him who through lov-
ing-kindness gathers together all beings with goodwill.

The reflection on the thought of love itself  is  the sign of the
love thought of meditation, because the reflection arisen first is the
reason of the later reflection.

Spreading it particularly:   Consecutively in the following
order:  to oneself, to a friend, an indifferent person, and an enemy.
Spreading it generally:   By breaking down all  barriers, limits
and reservations  which separate oneself  from all  others, and ex-
tending the same kind of friendly thought to all.  Directionally:
Extending the thought of love towards one point of the compass,
for  instance,  the  east.   These  three  kinds  of  spreading  of  the
thought of love refer to the stage of meditation of `taking up the
practice of the thought of love’ which covers the training from
the beginning to the attainment of partial concentration (upacára
samádhi).   In regard to this  state of meditation the following is
stated:  Spreading the thought of love after particularizing the di-
rection by way of a monastery, a street, village and so forth is one
way  and  spreading  the  thought  of  love  towards  a  direction  in
space generally by way of the eastern direction and so forth with-
out specifying a monastery and so forth is another way of practice

The development of the jhána on the thought of love is
the practice again and again of the thought of love that has got par-
tial concentration.  The development is done in three ways:   (1)
The spreading of the love thought universally.  This  is  done by
wishing that all living beings (satta), all breathing things (páóa),
all  beings  born  (bhúta),  all  persons  (puggala),  all  who  have
reached a state of individuality (attabhávapariyápanna), be with-
out hatred, disease, and grief, and be happy taking care of them-
selves  (averá,  abyápajjhá,  anighá  hontu,  suhki  attánaí pariha-
rantu).  (2) Spreading the thought of love by way of a restricted
group  of  beings.  This  is  done  by wishing  that all  females, all
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males, all purified ones, all non-purified ones, all divine beings, all
humans, all beings fallen to states of woe, be without hatred, dis -
ease and grief and happy taking care of themselves.  (3) Spreading
the thought of love directionally in space.  This is done by restrict-
ing the thought of love towards each of the ten directions in space:
the cardinal  points, the intermediate points, and the zenith and
nadir.  And it is also done by wishing that the beings in each of
the  directions  taken  up, according  to  the  divisions  and  groups
given above, be without hatred and so forth according to the for-
mula already mentioned.

3.  Sloth and Torpor

Through wrong reflection on a state of boredom and the
like, sloth and torpor come to be.  Boredom is just dissatis-
faction.  Lassitude is bodily laziness.  Languidity of body is
the bending of the body torpidly in getting up and in simi-
lar actions. Lethargy after a meal is a dizziness or slight faint
which is due to eating a principal meal. It is also called the
discomfort which follows such a meal.  The mind’s sluggish-
ness is the dullness of the mind.  An abundance of wrong
reflection on boredom and similar states of mind produces
sloth and torpor.  Therefore the Blessed One said that much
wrong reflection on boredom, lassitude, languidity of body,
lethargy after a meal, and the mind’s sluggishness, is a con-
dition for the production of fresh sloth and torpor and the
increase  and expansion  of  sloth  and torpor  already come
into being.

Through right reflection in inceptive energy and similar
states of mind is brought about the overthrow of sloth and
torpor.  Inceptive energy is the effort first set afoot.  Exertion
is more powerful than the inceptive energy because it leaves
indolence behind.  And because of its assailing further and
further of the destructive condition, progressive endeavour is
more powerful than exertion.  By the exercise of right reflec-
tion intensely on this threefold strenuousness sloth and tor-
por are cast out.   Therefore the Blessed One said that the
condition for keeping out new sloth and torpor, and for cast-
ing out sloth and torpor that is old, is abundant right reflec-
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tion on the element of inceptive energy, of exertion and of
progressive endeavour.

There are six things which lead to the casting out of sloth
and torpor:  The seeing of the reason of sloth and torpor in
the fact of eating too much or gluttony;  the changing of the
postures completely;  reflection on the perception of light;
staying in the open;  sympathetic and helpful companion-
ship of the good;  and stimulating talk that assists  in dis-
pelling sloth an torpor.

There  is  the  following  explanation  of  these  six  things:
The bhikkhu who has eaten gluttonously is assailed by sloth
and torpor while doing his recluse duty of meditation in his
day  or  night  quarters  as  by  a  mighty  elephant  pressing
down on him, but that one who practises moderation in food
is not troubled thus with these hindrances.  In one who thus
sees the characteristic of sloth and torpor in gluttony there is
the casting out of sloth and torpor.

Sloth  and  torpor  disappear  in  him  who  changes  over
from the posture which induces sloth and torpor to another;
in  him  who  reflects  on  the  brightness  or  the  light  of  the
moon, a lamp or a torch by night, and on the light or bright-
ness of the sun by day;  in him who lives in the open;  in him
who associates  with sympathetic  and helpful  companions,
like the Elder Mahá Kassapa, who have dispelled sloth and
torpor;   and  by  stimulating  talk  connected  with  a  strict
recluse-regimen.

Therefore it is said:  Six things lead to the casting out of
sloth and torpor.  The yogi understands thus:  sloth and tor-
por cast out by these six things are stopped from arising for-
ever  in  the  future  by  the  attainment  of  the  path  of  ara-
hantship.

The bhikkhu who has eaten gluttonously after the manner
of the well-known types of Brahamanical gormandizers mentioned
in  ancient  Indian  books.  There  are  five  kinds  of  these  greedy
eaters:  (1) He who eats until he has to be raised up by the hand
from his seat.  (2) He who lies rolling just where he has eaten and
eats as long as he likes.  (3) He who eats until he slips off his waist
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cloth.  (4) He who fills  himself  with food in such a way that it
seems as if a crow could peck at the food in him.  (5) He who hav-
ing filled his belly full and vomitted eats more food again, or he
who eats until he vomits.

On the light or brightness of the sun by day:  The mean-
ing should be understood thus:  Sloth and torpor vanish in him,
too, who at night is reflecting on the image of the perception of the
brightness of the sun he got by day.

Here it may be helpful to state the eight ways of dealing with
torpor taught by the Master to the Elder Mahá Moggallána:  (1)
One should neglect to mind the thought which says that drowsi-
ness  is  descending  on  one,  or  (2)  one  should  reflect  on  the
Dhamma, or (3) repeat or recite the Dhamma, or (4) pull both ear-
lobes and rub or massage the limbs with the hands, or (5) getting
up from the sitting position, apply water on and rub the eyes, and
look into the distance, at the constellations in the starry sky, or (6)
reflect on the thought of light, or (7) fix the thought on the ambu-
latory, aware of  the  ends  of  it  with  the  controlling  faculties  of
sense turned inwards and the mind kept in, or (8) sleep conscious
of the time of waking and on awaking get up quickly thinking that
one will not give oneself to the comforts of lying down, reclining
and languor, when all other seven ways fail.

4.  Agitation and Worry

Wrong reflection on mental agitation brings about flurry
and worry.  Mental agitation is inner turbulence.  Actually it
is flurry and worry, only.  Intense wrong reflection on that
mental agitation produces flurry and worry.  Therefore the
Blessed One said that wrong reflection on mental agitation
when plentifully done produces fresh flurry and worry and
increases and expands flurry and worry already in existence.

The  casting  out  of  agitation  and worry  occurs  through
right  reflection  on  mental  tranquility  called  concentration
and an abundance of right reflection on mental tranquility,
says the Blessed One, is a condition for the keeping out of
fresh mental agitation and worry and the dispelling of agita-
tion and worry already in the mind.
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Six things  are conducive to the casting out  of agitation
and worry:  Knowledge;  questioning;  understanding of dis-
ciplinary  rules;   association  with  those  more  experienced
and older than oneself in the practice of things like virtue;
sympathetic  and  helpful  companionship   and  stimulating
talk that helps the rejection of mental agitation and worry.

In explanation it is said as follows:  Agitation and worry
disappear in him who learns in the spirit and in the letter
one, two, three, four or five collections of Scripture.  This is
how one gets over agitation and worry by knowledge.  Ques-
tioning means:  inquiring much about what is befitting and
not,  according to the practice of the Saògha.   In him who
does  this, too, agitation and worry disappear.  Then these
twin evils disappear in him who has got the mastery of the
Discipline  due  to  practical  application  of  and  conversance
with the nature of the Rule of the Saògha.  This is the under-
standing of the disciplinary rules.   Association with those
more experienced and so forth;  the going to the presence of
and the conversing with virtuous elders in the Saògha.  By
such  visits  mental  agitation  and  worry  disappear  in  one.
Sympathetic and helpful companionship:   association with
experts  of the Disciplinary Rules like the Elder Upáli,  the
first of the great masters of the Discipline in the Saògha.  In
such company mental agitation and worry disappear.  Stim-
ulating talk in this connection refers particularly to matters
of disciplinary practice by which one comes to know what is
befitting and what is not.  By this agitation and worry vanish
in one.  Therefore, is it said that six things lead to the rejec-
tion  of  agitation  and  worry, but  the  agitation  cast  out  by
these things finally ceases to arise in the future through the
attainment  of the path of Arahantship, and the worry cast
out  by  these  things  finally  ceases  to  arise  in  the  future
through the attainment of the path of the Non-returner.

In their own state or actually as they are individually, mental
agitation and worry are two different things.  Still, as worry in
the form of repentance or remorse for ill done and good undone is
similar to agitation which is characterized by distraction and dis-
quiet of mind, mental agitation is called flurry and worry.
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Mental  agitation  does  not  overtake  the  intelligent  well-read
man who probes into things by way of what is written in books
and by way of  the significance  and import of  the things  them-
selves.  Therefore, it is said that by way of knowledge not merely
of the Disciplinary Rules, but by way of knowledge of the ninefold
Buddha-word,  beginning  with  the  Discourses,  according  to the
principles of the method already stated, and by the application of
the  proper  remedies  mentioned  by  way of  questioning and so
forth, remorse and regret for ill done and good undone do not take
place.

By associating with elders  who are older than oneself  in the
practice of the precepts of virtue and similar good things, who are
restrained, aged, matured seniors, there is brought to one a mea-
sure of restraint, matured bearing, dignity and calm, and mental
agitation and worry are cast out.

Good companionship refers to association with those versed
in  the  Discipline  who are able  to  dispel  worry  as  regards  any
doubt concerning what is proper and improper practice.

5.  Doubt

Wrong reflection on things which are founded on doubt
brings  about  the  arising  of  doubt.   Things  which  are
founded on doubt  are known as  just  doubt  owing to  the
state of being the reason of doubt again and again.  There-
fore the  Blessed One said that wrong reflection on things
founded on doubt is the condition for fresh doubt and for
the  increase  and  expansion  of  doubt  already  arisen.   By
right  reflection  on  wholesome  things,  karmically  and  the
like, there is the casting out of doubt.  Therefore, the Blessed
One said that right reflection on things which are karmically
wholesome and not, things blameful and blameless, things
to be practised and not to be practised, things of low and
high value, things dark and fair, the counterparts of bad and
good,  done intensely, keeps out fresh doubt and casts  out
doubt that has already come into existence.

There are these six things which help to throw out doubt:
The state of being learned in the Buddha’s teaching;  of in-
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quiring about the Buddha,  the Dhamma,  and the Saògha;
of understanding thoroughly the nature of the Discipline;  of
being decided about the truth of the Buddha, the Dhamma,
and the Saògha;  sympathetic and helpful companionship;
and stimulating talk that helps to dispel doubt.

The first has been explained earlier.  It is the knowledge
of the Suttas generally both in the letter and the spirit.  The
second is obvious.  The third indicates a state of mastery of
the Discipline through practical application and great con-
versance with it at first hand.  The fourth is the strong incli-
nation towards or reliance on the Triple Gem called the faith
that is capable of settling in the object of the virtues of the
Buddha, the Dhamma and the Saògha.  The fifth is associa-
tion with good companions like the Elder Vakkali, bent, in-
clined, sliding towards faith, mentally.  The sixth is stimulat-
ing talk on the Triple Gem at all times possible in every state
of behaviour.  One can cast away doubt by means of these
six things, but the doubt cast out by these six things does not
ever arise in the future only when it is destroyed by the at-
tainment of the first stage of the Arahant.

Things which are founded on doubt are things which stand
or proceed on doubt.  Taking doubt itself one sees that the doubt
arisen first is the particular reason by way of a common cause of
the doubt arisen afterwards.

Surely by the knowledge of the Dhamma and by inquiry all
doubts are cast out.

Iti ajjhattaí = `Thus internally.’  In this way the bhikkhu
lives contemplating the mental objects, by laying hold of the
five hindrances amongst the mental objects of his own mind
or amongst the mental objects in another’s mind or at one
time amongst the mental objects of his own mind, and at an-
other time amongst the mental objects of another’s mind.

Here origination and dissolution, only refer to the origi-
nation of the five hindrances by way of wrong reflection on
sensuously attractive or beautiful objects etc., and the disso-
lution of the five hindrances by wise reflection on the impu-
rity of the sensuous objects etc.
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Here the mindfulness which lays hold of the hindrances
is the Truth of Suffering.  Thus the portal of deliverance of
the bhikkhu who lays hold of the hindrances should be un-
derstood.

THE AGGREGATES

Having expounded the contemplation of mental objects
by way of the five hindrances, the Master said,  `And, fur-
ther, o bhikkhus,’  in order to explain the contemplation of
mental objects by way of the fivefold aggregation.

Pañcasu upádánakkhandhesu =  `In (the mental objects
of) the five aggregates of clinging.’   The five aggregates of
clinging  are  the  groups  that  grasp  life.   The  congeries  of
mental  objects  become  the  condition  of  clinging,  is  the
meaning.  This is a brief indication of these aggregates.  For
the statement about the aggregates at length the talk on the
aggregates in the Path of Purity should be read.

Iti rúpaí  = `Thus is material form.’  So far is there mate-
rial form and no further.  In this way the bhikkhu perceives
material form according to nature.  In regard to feeling and
the things that come afterwards the same is the method of
exegesis.  This is the brief indication of meaning of the mat-
ters referred to here.  For the lengthy explanation on these
things one should read the talk on the aggregates in the Path
of Purity.

Iti rúpassa samudayo = `Thus is the arising of material
form.’    The arising of material form and the other aggre-
gates should be known according to the fivefold way (men-
tioned in the Section on the Modes of Deportment) through
the arising of ignorance and so forth.

Iti rúpassa atthangamo = `Thus is the disappearance of
material form.’  The disappearance of material form and the
other aggregates should be known according to the fivefold
way (mentioned  in  the  Section  on  the  Modes  of  Deport-
ment) through the passing away of ignorance and so forth.
One should read the talk on the aggregates in the Path of
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Purity for further explanation.

Iti ajjhattaí = `Thus internally.’  In this way the bhikkhu
lives contemplating mental objects by laying hold of the five-
fold aggregation of clinging amongst his own mental objects
or amongst the mental objects of another or at one time in
his own and at another time in another’s mental objects.

The origination and dissolution of the fivefold aggregate
should be brought forward and connected by way of the fifty
characteristics of the five groups, with the extended applica-
tion of the words:  `From the arising of ignorance the arising
of material form comes to be.’

From here on according to the method already stated by
the commentator should the exposition be.

According to nature means:  according to the nature of break-
ing-up, according to the nature of the eye, colour and the like in re-
gard to material form, and according to the nature of experiencing,
the nature of pleasure and the like in regard to feeling.  In this way
all other connected things should be interpreted.

THE SENSE-BASES

After explaining the contemplation of mental objects by
way of  the  aggregates  the  Master  said:   `And,  further,  o
bhikkhus,’ in order to explain the contemplation of mental
objects by way of the sense-bases.

Chasu ajjhattika báhiresu áyatanesu =  `In  (the  mental
objects of) the six internal and the six external sense-bases.’
The eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body and the mind
are  the  six  internal  sense-bases, and material  form,  mind,
smell, tastes, tactual object, and mental object are the six ex-
ternal sense-bases.

Cakkhuí pajánáti = `(He) understands the eye.’  He un-
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derstands the sensory apparatus of the eye, by way of  its
own distinct function and salient characteristic.

Rúpe  pajánáti =  `(He)  understands  material  form  (ob-
jects) that are visible.’  He understands material form arising
from the four producers of corporeality, namely, karma, con-
sciousness, climate and nutriment [kamma citta utu áhára],
by way of their own distinctive function and salient charac-
teristic.

Yaí tadubhayaí paþiccca uppajjati saíyojanaí = `The
fetter that arises dependent on both (eye and forms).’   He
understands according to distinct function and characteristic
the  tenfold  fetter  that  arises  dependent  on  both  eye  and
forms — the tenfold fetter of sense-desire, resentment, pride,
speculative theory, doubt, belief in rites and ceremonies, the
desire to go on existing, envy, avarice and ignorance.

`How does this tenfold fettering arise?’ asks one.

The fetter of sensuality arises for him who by way of sen-
suous enjoyment takes delight in a pleasant sense-object be-
come visible at the eye-door.  For him who is annoyed or an-
gry at the sight of an unpleasant object, the fetter of resent-
ment arises, and the fetter of pride arises in him who thinks:
No one but me is able to consider the object wisely.  The fet-
ter of speculative theory comes to be in him who takes mate-
rial  form  to  be  permanent  and  everlasting.   The  fetter  of
doubt arises in him who thinks in this way:  Is the material
form a being or a being’s?  The fetter of the desire to go on
existing arises  in him who wishes  thus:   To be sure, in a
favourable state of existence this material form will become
easy of access.  The fetter of rites and ceremonies arises in
him who undertakes to perform rites and ceremonies think-
ing:  In the future it will be possible to obtain such an object
as this by taking up the observance of rites and ceremonies.
The fetter of envy arises in him who contemplates grudg-
ingly:  Should no others get this material form, it would be
good, indeed.  The fetter of avarice arises in one who stints
for another the material form belonging to one.

The  fetter  of  ignorance  arises  (with  all  the  previously
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mentioned fetters),  with all sensuous passion and the like,
by way of the relation of conascent nescience.

Yatháca anupannassa saíyojanassa uppádo  hoti  tañca
pajánáti =  `He  understands  how the  arising  of  the  non-
arisen (tenfold) fetter comes to be.’  He understands that the
(tenfold) fetter had not arisen earlier owing to some cause of
non-occurrence.

Yathá ca uppannassa saíyojanassa pahánaí hoti tañca
pajánáti =  `He  understands  how  the  abandoning  of  the
arisen (tenfold) fetter comes to be.’  He understands the rea-
son  for  the  abandoning  of  just  the  (tenfold)  fetter  arisen
through previous non-abandoning or through occurrence.

Yathá ca pahìnassa saíojanassa áyatií anuppádo hoti
tañca pajánáti = `He understands how the non-arising in the
future of the abandoned (tenfold) fetter comes to be.’  He
understands the reason for the non-arising in the future of
even the (tenfold)  fetter abandoned by way of rejection of
separate  factors  through  right  reflection  [tadangavasena]
and through absorption [vikkhambhana vasena].

Owing to what reason does the tenfold fettering cease to
arise in the future finally?

The path of stream-winning or the first stage of awaken-
ing  is the reason for final cessation of the five fetters of spec-
ulative theory, doubt, rites and ceremonies, envy, and avarice.
The path of once-returning or the second stage of awakening
is the reason for the final cessation of sensuality and resent-
ment of a gross kind and the residuum of these two fetters
finally ceases by reason of the statement of the path of never-
returning,  the  third  stage  of  awakening.   The  fact  which
makes the fetter of pride, of the desire to go on existing, and
of ignorance  to cease finally in the future is the path of final
purification, arahantship, the fourth state of awakening.

The same is the method of exegesis in  sotañca pajánáti
sadde ca pajánáti = `He understands the ear and sounds.’
Further, in this connection, the talk on the sense-bases in full
should be understood as stated by the commentator in the
Path of Purity.
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Iti ajjhattaí = `Thus internally.’  The bhikkhu lives con-
templating the mental objects by laying hold of the internal
sense-bases in his own mental objects or in another’s or lay-
ing hold of the external sense-bases in another’s mental ob-
jects or in his own or at one time in his own and at another
time in another’s mental objects.

Origination and dissolution should be brought  forward
and  connected  here  by  the  extended  application  of  the
method indicated by the words:   `From the origin of igno-
rance the  origin of the  eye’  to the sense-bases  of material
form in the aggregate of materiality, to the mental sense-base
in the aggregate of consciousness, and to the sense-base of
the mental object in the other non-material aggregates, ac-
cording to the method of exegesis already stated by the com-
mentator.  The supramundane states  should not be taken.
From here onward the exposition is according to the method
already shown by the commentator.

The two groups of six sense-bases are stated by way of deter-
mining the sense-doors and the sense-objects of arising of sixfold
consciousness.  Of the consciousness or mind aggregate included
in a course of cognition of eye-consciousness, just the eye-base is
the `door’ of origin, and the base of the material form is the object.
So it is in the case of the others.  But of the sixth sense-base the
part of the mind-base called the life-continuum, the unconscious
mind,  is  the  `door’  of  origin  [chaþþhassa  pana  bhavaòga-
manasaòkháto manáyatanekadeso uppatti dváraí].  And in a par-
ticular  or special  way the  mind-object  base  is  the  object  [asád-
háraóaòca dhammáyatanaí árammaóaí].

Dependent on both:  The eye becomes a condition by way of
decisive support and the material forms, the objects, become a con-
dition  by  way of  objective  predominance  and objective  decisive
support [cakkhuí upanissaya paccayavasena paccayabhútaí rúpe
árammaóádhipati  árammanupanissaya  vasena  paccayabhúte  ca
paþicca].

THE FACTORS OF ENLIGHTENMENT

1.  Mindfulness

After explaining the contemplation of mental objects by
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way of the internal and the external sense-bases, the Master
said, `And further, o bhikkhus,’ in order to talk on the con-
templation of mental objects, by way of the Factors of En-
lightenment,  the mental  limbs of a being who is awaking
from the stupor of the passions that soil or who is penetrating the
Real Truths  of Suffering, its Cause, its  Cessation, and the Way
Leading to the Cessation of Suffering.

Limbs are members or constituent parts of the awaking mind.

Santaí = `Is present’.  Existing by way of attainment.

The enlightenment  factor called mindfulness  is  the  en-
lightenment factor of mindfulness.

Because in these enlightenment factors, the meditator ef-
fectively gets enlightened, the meditator is called `Complete
Enlightenment’ from the time he begins strenuous contem-
plation on insight.  It is a name for him who stands in the prac-
tice starting from the arising of the knowledge of the rise and fall
of phenomena.

The sevenfold completeness or harmony, beginning with
mindfulness by which he awakes, effectively, rises from the
sleep of the defilements, or penetrates the Truths, is `Com-
plete Enlightenment.’   The components  of that `Complete
Enlightenment’ or of the harmony called `Complete Enlight-
enment’ are the factors of enlightenment.

The instruction of the Discourses is figurative and as this in-
struction on the Arousing of Mindfulness is set going by way of
the mundane eightfold path, it is said by the commentator that the
meditator is `Complete Enlightenment’.  Otherwise he should be a
Pure Disciple [ariya sávaka].  The meditator is considered the per-
sonification of the factors of complete enlightenment by which he
can reach Nibbána.

In the other factors of enlightenment the word-meaning
should be understood in the same way.

 Assantaí = `Is absent’.  Not existing through lack of at-
tainment.

Yathá  anuppannassa  =  `How (the  arising)  of  the  non-
arisen.’   First,  is  the enlightenment  factor of mindfulness.
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There are things which condition the enlightenment factor
of  mindfulness,  and  an  abundance  of  right  reflection  on
them  is  the  reason that is  conducive to the arising  of the
non-arisen enlightenment factor of mindfulness and for the
increase, the  expansion  and  completion  by culture  of  the
arisen enlightenment factor.

Thus it comes into being:  just mindfulness comprises the
things which condition the enlightenment factor of mindful-
ness.   Right  reflection  has  just  the  characteristic  already
mentioned, and when right reflection occurs plentifully in
the  things  which  condition  the  enlightenment  factor  of
mindfulness, the enlightenment factor of mindfulness arises.

Further, four things lead to the arising of the enlighten-
ment  factor of mindfulness:   Mindfulness  with clear com-
prehension,  the avoiding of person  with confused minds,
association with persons  who keep mindfulness  ready for
application, inclination towards mindfulness.

In  explanation  it  is  said:   Mindfulness  arises  through
mindfulness  with  clear  comprehension  in  the  seven posi-
tions beginning with that  of `going forwards’; or the mindful-
ness arousing the knowledge which grasps the purpose of these ac-
tions is  mindfulness  with clear comprehension,  and as mindful-
ness with clear comprehension everywhere is a state which brings
about the cultivation of mindfulness, mindfulness with clear com-
prehension is  necessary  for the arising of mindfulness.  As  the
abandoning  or  rejection  of  contrary  things  and  the  practice  of
suitable  things  are necessary  for the arising  of  fresh karmically
wholesome things, so the eschewing of persons bereft of mindful-
ness, association with persons who cultivate mindfulness, the state
of being not engaged with the first kind and the state of being en-
gaged with the second are necessary for the arising of the enlight-
enment factor of mindfulness.

Mindfulness arises through the avoiding of persons who
are confused in mind like crows that come cawing to food
thrown;  through association with persons who keep mind-
fulness ready for application like the Elder Tissadatta who in
the Terrace of the Wisdom Tree having got a golden ticket autho-
rizing  him  to  expound  the  Dhamma  [bodhi  maóóe  suvaóóa
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salákaí gahetvá] entered the assembly saying:  `In which one of
the eighteen languages  shall  I expound the Dhamma?’  and the
Elder Abhaya who is mentioned as the Elder Dattábhaya by the
commentator;  and through the state of mind tending for orig-
inating mindfulness in all postures, in all kinds of behaviour
or disposition of the body.  And the bhikkhu knows that the
completion by culture of the enlightenment factor of mind-
fulness brought into being by these four ways takes place by
means of the attainment of the path of arahantship.

2.  Investigation of Mental Objects

There are karmically good and karmically bad things …..
right and wrong counterparts of bright and dark things, and
an abundance of right reflection on them is the reason con-
ducive to the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment factor
of the investigation of mental objects and for the increase, ex-
pansion and the completion of culture of that enlightenment
factor when it has arisen.

Here, right reflection is  the conscious  state that is  associated
with knowledge and which arises by way of perceiving, according
to actuality, the nature, function, characteristic and so forth of the
several skillful  (or wholesome) states  of mind and the like.  Be-
cause it is correct reflection it is called right (or radical) reflection.

Six things lead to the arising of this enlightenment factor:
Inquiring about the aggregates and so forth;  the purification
of the basis (namely, the cleaning of the body, clothes and so
forth); imparting evenness to the (five spiritual) controlling
faculties;  avoiding the ignorant;  associating with the wise;
reflecting on the profound difference of the hard-to-perceive
processes  of  the  aggregates,  modes  (or  elements),  sense-
bases and so forth;  and the inclining (sloping, bending) to-
wards the development  of the enlightenment  factor of the
investigation of mental objects.

Inquiring about the aggregates and so forth means:  seek-
ing the meaning of the aggregates, the modes (or elements),
sense-bases, controlling faculties, powers, enlightenment fac-
tors, way factors, absorption factors, the meditation for qui-
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etude, and the meditation for insight by asking for explanation
of knotty points regarding these things in the Five Nikáyas with
the commentaries from teachers of the Dhamma. 

Purification of the basis is the cleaning of the personal ba-
sis:   the  body, and  of  the  impersonal  basis:   clothes  and
dwelling  place.  The  flame  of  a lamp  is  unclear  when its
wick, oil and container are dirty;  the wick splutters, flickers;
but the flame of a lamp that has a clean wick, oil and con-
tainer is clear and the wick does not spit;  it burns smoothly.
So it  is  with knowledge.   Knowing  that  arises  out  of  the
mind and mental qualities which are in dirty external and
internal  surroundings  is  apt  to  be  impure,  too,  but  the
knowledge that arises  under  clean conditions  is  apt to be
pure.  In this way cleanliness leads to the growth of this en-
lightenment factor which comprises knowledge.

Personal cleanliness is impaired by the excessive length of
hair of the head, nails, hair of the body, by the excess of hu-
mours, and by the dirt of perspiration;  cleanliness of imper-
sonal or external  things  is impaired when robes are worn
out, dirty and smelly, and when the house where one lives is
dirty, soiled and untidy.  So personal cleanliness should be
secured by shaving, hair-cutting, nail-paring, the use of pec-
toral emetics and of purgatives which make the body light,
and  by  shampooing,  bathing  and  doing  other  necessary
things, at the proper time.  In similar way external cleanli-
ness should be brought about by darning, washing and dye-
ing one’s  robes, and by smearing  the floor of one’s  house
with clay and the like to smoothen and clean it, and by do-
ing other necessary things to keep the house clean and tidy.

Imparting evenness to the (five spiritual) controlling fac-
ulties is  the equalizing of the controlling faculties of faith,
energy, mindfulness, concentration and wisdom.

Equalizing is making neither more nor less effective function-
ally.

When faith outstrips the others through over-activity, the
others are thrown out of gear.  Then energy finds it impossi-
ble to exert;  mindfulness, to attend to the object;  concentra-
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tion, to be non-distracted;  and wisdom, to see.  Therefore
that over-activity of faith should be made to wane either by
reflection on the phenomenal nature of the things (faith) or
by not attending to that thing when thinking of which faith
becomes excessive.  The story of the Thera Vakkali34 is the il-
lustration of over-active faith.

Faith outstrips  the  others  because  of  unclearness  of  wisdom
and the laxity and so forth of energy and the others, through the
excessive zeal of the function of faith, in regard to a believable ob-
ject,  an object that generates trust.   Energy is  unable to do the
work of exerting and of supporting the associated mental charac-
teristics and to avoid indolence.

Mindfulness is not able to do the work of attending to the ob-
ject, of continuing to be at the object, after coming to it.

Concentration is not able to do the work of non-distraction, of
rejecting distraction.

To see the object, according to actuality as if one were seeing a
physical thing with the eye, wisdom is not able.

These four faculties are unable to do their work because of their
being  overwhelmed  by  the  faculty  of  faith  acting  very  strong.
Only by the evenness of function can the mental things which ex-
ist  together  with  consciousness,  and  are  the  principal  things
amongst conascent mental things, namely, the five spiritual con-
trolling faculties, accomplish their work.  Not otherwise.

Reflection on the phenomenal nature of the thing (faith).
By examining the objet of faith by way of the conditioned and the
produced from the conditioned and the like, by scrutiny according
to actuality.

The story of the Thera Vakkali.  This venerable person who
fulfilled his duties through keen faith liked to behold the Master
always.  The Master admonished him saying, `What shall it profit
you to see this impure body.  Who sees the Dhámmá, sees me,’ and
urged him to practise a subject of meditation.  He was unable to
apply himself to the practice of the subject of meditation and as he

34 Saíyutta Nikáya iii, page 120, P.T.S. Edition and Dhammapada 
Aþþhakathá iv, pages 117-119, P.T.S. Edition.
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was inclined to destroy himself, he went up to a place that was a
steep declivity.  Then the Master showed himself by his psychic
power as if he were seated before the thera and spoke these words:

The bhikkhu who is full of joy and believes in
The Dispensation of the Buddha
Can reach the peaceful happy state 
of the ceasing of activities.

Gladdened by the words of the Master he set up the develop-
ment of insight, but as his faith was very strong he was not able to
enter into the joy of the insight.  The Master knowing this gave
him the subject of meditation after correcting it with the impart-
ing  of  evenness  of  the  controlling  faculties.   The  thera  after
putting himself in the path of practice taught by the Master, and
after doing hard work in regular order, reached arahantship.

If however the controlling faculty of energy becomes too
powerful then neither will the faculty of faith be able to do
its work of arousing faith in a settled way in its object nor
will the remaining controlling faculties be able to perform
their functions.  Therefore, in such a case, energy should be
made to lessen its activity by the development of the enlight-
enment factors of calm, concentration and equanimity.  The
story of the Thera Soóa35 is given as an illustration of over-
done energy.

The story of the Thera Soóa.  This refers to Soóa Thera who
was of delicate constitution.  After getting a subject of meditation
from the Master he was living in Cool Wood, and he thought thus:
`My body is delicate and it is not possible to reach happiness with
comfort only.  Even after being exhausted, the duty of the recluse
should be done.’  Thereupon, he decided, while giving himself up
to exertion, to keep to only the two postures of standing and walk-
ing.  Owing to excessive walking blisters appeared on the soles of
his feet and caused him great pain.  He continued to make strong
effort in spite of the pain but could not produce a state of distinc-

35 Vinaya Mahávagga Cammakkhandhaka and Anguttara Nikáya 
iii;
pages 374-5, P.T.S. Edition.
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tion in meditation with his excessive energy.

The Master visited Soóa, instructed him with the simile of the
lute, corrected the Thera’s subject of meditation showing him the
method  of  applying  energy  evenly  and  went  to  Vulture  Peak.
Having applied energy evenly according to the method given by
the Master, and after working hard for insight, the Thera, develop-
ing the practice, established himself in Arahantship.

Even thus should the incapacity of the rest of the spiritual
faculties  to function effectively when one of them has  be-
come over-active and powerful, be understood.

Here, the wise specially praise the equalizing of faith and
wisdom and of concentration and energy.  He who is very
strong in faith and feeble in wisdom becomes a person who
believes in foolish people who have no virtue, persons who
are not trustworthy.  He who has very strong wisdom and
feeble faith gets crafty-minded and is like a drug-produced
disease  that  cannot  be  cured.   Such  a  person  thinks  that
wholesome karma arises with just the intention to do good.
Going along the wrong way, by a species of thought beyond
the limits of reason, and doing neither almsgiving nor other
similar  good deeds, he is  born in a state  of  woe.  By  the
equalizing of faith and wisdom one believes only in those
like the Buddha who are worthy of trust because there is a
reason for trusting them.

As  concentration  naturally  inclines  towards  indolence,
when there is too much of concentration and too little of en-
ergy, indolence overwhelms  the mind.   As energy inclines
naturally  towards  restlessness  or  agitation  when  there  is
much  energy  and  little  concentration,  restlessness  over-
whelms  the  mind.   When concentration is  combined well
with energy there will be no falling of the mind into indo-
lence.   When energy  is  combined well  with  concentration
there will be no falling of the mind into restlessness.

Discord of faith and wisdom and discord of concentration and
energy through functional unevenness  are not conducive to suc-
cess in meditation.

Faith and wisdom should be made functionally even and
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harmonious.   So, too, concentration and energy.  With the
making even functionally of these pairs full absorption oc-
curs.

Further, to a worker in concentration —  a man pursuing
the path of quietude [samatha] — faith that is somewhat strong is
met.  With faith that is (rather) strong, the yogi will, by be-
lieving in and fixing the mind on the object,  reach full ab-
sorption.

If for instance the yogi is meditating on the element of earth he
will not think thus:  `How can absorption arise by the repetition of
the word  earth?’  He will  think that the method of  meditation
taught by the Supreme Buddha will surely succeed,  and he will
settle in, and leap on to the object by way of firm belief, having, as
it were, forced his way into it.

Concerning concentration and wisdom it  is  said as  fol-
lows:  For the worker in concentration —  the man pursuing
quietude [samatha] — strong one-pointedness is met by reason
of the fact that concentration is the principal thing in absorption.
With strong one-pointedness he reaches full absorption.  For
the man pursuing the path of insight [vipassaná] strong wis-
dom is met;  if strong wisdom exists he arrives at the pene-
tration of the characteristics.  By the equalizing of the con-
centration and wisdom of the worker in concentration,  the
man pursuing quietude, there is just full absorption.

Owing to the very great strength of the concentration of the
man pursuing quietude, very great strength of wisdom too should
be desired.

Full absorption is mundane full absorption.  Supramundane
full  absorption also is  expected through the equalizing of these.
Accordingly the Master said:  `He develops quietude and insight
yoked together.’

Strong mindfulness  is  met  everywhere  since it  protects
the mind from falling into restlessness  belonging to faith,
energy and wisdom and from falling into indolence belong-
ing to concentration.  Faith, energy and wisdom have a ten-
dency towards excitement and concentration has a tendency
towards sloth.
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Therefore, mindfulness  is  to be desired by the  yogi  al-
ways.  It is likened to the salt-flavouring which is in all cur-
ries, and the minister-of-all-work wanted in every business of
the king.

And because of this (universality of application of mind-
fulness)  the  commentator  made  the  following  statement:
`And indeed, it was said by the Blessed One thus:  `Mindful-
ness is to be desired everywhere.’  Why?  Because mindful-
ness is the mind’s help, because mindfulness has just protec-
tion as its manifestation, and because without mindfulness
there is no exerting or restraining of the mind.’

Because it is applied always mindfulness  is always useful or
desirable;  and because  in all states of elation and depression it
should be developed by the man longing for the factors of enlight-
enment, it is necessary.

Mind’s help:  the help of a wholesome or skillful state of con-
sciousness.  It is the support of such a state of mind for attaining
the yet unattained.

Avoiding the ignorant is keeping away from foolish folk
not grounded in the knowledge of the divisions of the ag-
gregates and so forth.  Association with wise folk is fellow-
ship with persons possessed of the knowledge of rise and
fall through the laying hold of all the fifty characteristics.

Reflecting  on the  profound differences  of  the profound
process of the aggregates and so forth is the analytic reflec-
tion according to wisdom of the movement of the hard-to-
perceive aggregates and so forth.

Inclining towards the enlightenment factor of the investi-
gation of mental objects is the mental state inclining, tend-
ing, and sloping towards the purpose of originating this en-
lightenment  factor  in  every  posture  of  standing,  sitting,
walking and lying down.

The yogi understands that the culture of this enlighten-
ment  factor  arisen  thus  comes  to  completion  through the
path of arahantship.
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3.  Energy

There is the mode (or element) of energy that is inceptive,
the mode of energy that is enduring, and the mode of en-
ergy  that  is  strong,  powerful,  courageous;   and  an  abun-
dance of right reflection on these (modes of energy) is the
reason conducive to the arising of the non-arisen enlighten-
ment factor of energy, and for the increase, expansion and
the completion by culture of that enlightenment factor when
it has arisen.

Eleven things lead to the arising of the enlightenment fac-
tor of energy:  Reflection on the fearfulness of states-of-woe
[apáya bhaya];  the seeing of the benefits of energy;  reflec-
tion on the path to be trodden;  the honouring of alms, re-
flection on the greatness of the heritage;  the reflection on
the greatness of the Master;  reflection on the greatness of
race;  reflection on the greatness of fellows in the holy life;
the avoiding of lazy folk;  the associating with folk who have
begun to exert;  and the inclination towards the development
of the enlightenment factor of energy. 

Reflection on the fearfulness of the states-of-woe as stated
in the Devadúta36 and other Suttas produces in the yogi the
thought:  `Now is the time to rouse energy;  it is not possible
to be energetic when subject to great suffering.’

The seeing of the benefits of energy is the appreciation of
the fact that only by one who has begun to exert himself (in
the development of the enlightenment factors etc.) could the
Supramundane Truth be obtained and not by a lazy person.

`The path trodden by all the Supreme Buddhas, the Pac-
cekabuddhas, and the Great Disciples, has to be trodden by
you,’ says the yogi to himself, `and that path is impossible
for an indolent person.’  That is the reflection on the path to
be trodden.

The  yogi  thinks  thus:   `Those  who  support  you  with
alms-food and so forth are not relatives of yours, are not your
servants;  they do not give you excellent alms thinking:  `We
shall (in the future) live depending on you.’  But they give
36 Divine messenger 
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expecting from their offerings great fruit.   Also the requi-
sites were not allowed to you by the Master so that you may
make use of the requisites and live strong-bodied in comfort,
but they were allowed to you so that you may do the duty of
the recluse and escape the round of suffering whilst using
the requisites.  The indolent one does not honour the alms;
only he who has begun to be energetic honours it.’  Reflec-
tion in this way about honouring the alms permitted by the
Buddha produces energy, as in the case of the Thera Mahá
Mitta (Great Friend).

The Thera lived in Kassaka Leóa (Cultivator’s or Farmer’s
Cave).  In the village to which he resorted for alms there was
a certain Mahá Upásiká (elderly or great female lay devotee)
who taking him as a child of hers looked after him.

One day she was preparing to go to the forest, and spoke
to her daughter thus:   `Here is old rice;  here, milk;  here,
ghee;  and here, treacle.  When your brother the venerable
Mitta comes cook the rice and give it to him with milk, ghee,
and treacle.  You,  too, eat of it.   I  have eaten the cold rice
cooked yesterday with gruel.’  `Mother, what will you take at
noon?’  `Cook a sour gruel with herbs and broken rice and
put it by (for me).’

Just as the Thera was taking out the bowl (from the bowl-
bag), after he had robed himself to go out for alms, he heard
that talk of the mother and daughter through his clairaudi-
ent power, at the door of his cave, and thought as follows:
`The great lay devotee has  eaten stale rice with gruel  and
will take sour gruel at noon.  For you she has given old rice,
milk, ghee and treacle.  She does not expect field or food or
cloth from you.  Only expecting the three good attainments
of the human,  divine and supramundane planes does she
give (alms to you).  Will you be able to bestow on her those
attainments?  Indeed her alms is not fit to be taken by you
with (heart  of)  lust,  hatred and ignorance.’   Then,  he  put
back the bowl into the bowl-bag, loosened the robe-knot, re-
frained from going for alms, and returning to the Cultiva-
tor’s Cave put the bowl under his bed, the robe on the robe
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pole and sat down resolved on endeavour thinking,  `I  will
not go from here without attaining arahantship.)

This recluse who had been earnest for a long time, after
developing insight, reached the fruit of arahantship even be-
fore meal-time, and the  great destroyer  of the  corruptions
smiling like an opening lotus went out of the cave.

To him the guardian deity of the tree near the cave said
this:

Hail to thee man-steed of finest strain,
Hail to thee the best of mortal kind,
Gone are thy cankers, Sorrowless One, and so
Worthy art thou to take a gift of faith.

Having  uttered  this  appreciation,  the  tree  deity  said:
`Venerable Sir, after giving alms to an arahant like you wan-
dering for alms, the elderly woman will escape suffering.’

When the Thera got up and opened the door to observe
what the time was he found that it was still quite early.  So
he took his bowl and robe and entered the village.

The young girl, having prepared the rice, sat looking to-
wards the door of her house thinking, `Now my brother will
come.’

And when the Thera arrived she took the bowl, filled it
with milk-rice alms mixed with ghee and treacle and placed
it in his hands, and he departed after giving thanks with the
words:   `May there be happiness,’  and the girl stood there
looking at the departing one.  The colour of the Elder at that
time was exceedingly clear, and his controlling faculties es-
pecially pure and his face was shining like a ripe palm-fruit
freed from the foot-stalk.

The mother of the girl on returning from the forest in-
quired:  `Dear, did your brother come?’  The daughter told
her everything.  The Mahá Upásiká knowing that her son’s
renunciation work had that day reached its acme, said, `Dear,
your brother delights in the Dispensation of the Buddha.  He
is not dissatisfied.’

There is reflection on the greatness of the heritage when
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one  thinks  thus:   `Great,  indeed,  is  the  heritage  of  the
Teacher,  namely  the  Seven  Real  Treasures  [Sutta  Ariya
Dhanáni].  These are not to be got by the slothful.  The indo-
lent man is like a son disowned by his parents.  He does not
get this parents’ wealth when they pass away.  So too it is
with the Seven Real Treasures.  Only the man of energy gets
these.’

Reflection on the greatness of the Master consists in re-
calling the great events in the teacher’s life, and admonish-
ing oneself thus:  `Does it befit you to be slack after entering
the Dispensation of such a Teacher?’

Reflection on the greatness of race is carried out by way
of the fact that in entering the Buddha’s Dispensation one
has become the Conqueror’s son [spiritually],  and that for
such a one slacking is not fit.

Reflection on the greatness of fellows in the holy life con-
sists of admonishing oneself thus:   `Sáriputta,  Mahá Mog-
gallána,  and the  great disciples  penetrated the supramun-
dane after much endeavour.  Are you following their way of
life?’

The avoiding of lazy folk is the avoiding of people with-
out physical and mental energy who are like a rock-snake
lying inert after a full feed.  And the association with folk
who have begun to exert themselves is mixing  with those
whose minds are turned towards and who are endeavouring
for the attainment of Nibbána.  Inclination towards the de-
velopment of this enlightenment factor is the inclining, slop-
ing and bending of the mind towards right exertion in all
postures  of sitting,  standing and so forth.   The enlighten-
ment factor that arises in this way comes to completion by
culture through the path of arahantship.

4.  Joy

There are things which condition the enlightenment fac-
tor of joy and an abundance of right reflection on these is the
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reason that is conducive to the arising of the non-arisen en-
lightenment factor of joy and for the increase, expansion and
completion by culture of the enlightenment factor when it
has arisen.

Eleven things lead to the arising of the enlightenment fac-
tor  of  joy:   recollection of  the  Buddha,  recollection of  the
Dhamma,  recollection of the Saògha, recollection of virtue,
of liberality, of the shining ones [devas], and the recollection
of peace [upasama], the avoiding of bad people, association
with good people, reflection on the discourses inspiring con-
fidence, and the inclination towards joy.

By recollection of the Buddha’s qualities, of the qualities
of the Dhamma, and of the Saògha, joy arises.

Joy arises also for one who having kept the precepts of
fourfold purity  unbroken for a long time reflects on one’s
virtue;   to laymen who reflect on their virtue through ob-
serving the ten and the five precepts;  to one reflecting on
liberality and recollecting one’s gift of excellent food to one’s
fellows in the holy life during a time of scarcity and the like;
to laymen recollecting their liberality in giving alms to virtu-
ous folk;  to one reflecting on one’s possession of qualities
by  which  beings  have reached  the  state  of  shining  ones
(devas);  to one reflecting thus by way of peace:  `The pas-
sions suppressed by the higher attainments do not occur for
sixty or seventy years.’

The  avoiding  of  bad people  is  the  keeping  away from
rough people who are like dirt on a mule’s back, who show
a callous nature through irreverence, owing to lack of faith-
inspired affection for the Buddha and the like, in worship-
ping shrines  or elders.   Good people are those  who have
much  faith  in  the  Buddha  and the  like and are gentle  of
mind.   Discourses  which illumine the qualities  of and in-
spire confidence in the Triple Gem are discourses inspiring
confidence.  The inclination towards joy refers to the mind
sloping towards this enlightenment factor in all postures of
sitting and the like.  The completion by culture of this en-
lightenment factor is through the path of awakening.
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5.  Calm

There are things which condition the enlightenment fac-
tor of calm of the body (the aggregates of feeling, perception
and the conformations)  and of the mind (the aggregate of
consciousness) and an abundance of right reflection on these
things is conducive to the arising of the non-arisen enlight-
enment factor of calm and for the increase, expansion, and
completion by culture of this enlightenment factor when it
has arisen.

Seven things lead to the arising of the enlightenment fac-
tor of calm:  The resorting to fine food, comfortable weather,
and comfortable postures; judgement according to the mid-
dle way; the avoiding of people who are physically restless;
the association with people who are physically calm and the
inclination  towards  the development  of  the  enlightenment
factor of calm.

The resorting to fine food is the resorting to excellent, bene-
ficial food that is suitable to one.  The resorting to comfortable
weather and postures means the resorting to weather and pos-
tures  suitable  to one.   By resorting to this  threefold suitability,
well-being of mind comes  into existence  by way of the basis  of
bodily well-being and there proceeds  then the reason for twofold
calm.

Judgment  according to the middle way is reflection on
one’s own deed as one’s own property and another’s deed
as that  of other’s property.

This is the judgment of things based on the acknowledgment of
the law of moral causation avoiding first the extreme view that the
suffering and happiness  experienced by living beings are cause-
less and then the other extreme view of ascribing these to a fictive
cause like that of a Creator God, and the knowing of all suffering
and happiness as one’s own action.

But he who has the nature of a great man is patient of all
kinds of weather and postures.  Not concerning such a per-
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son has the above been said.

The avoiding of people who are physically restless is the
keeping away from restless people who go about harassing
others with clod and stick.  People who are physically calm
are those who are quiet because they are restrained on hand
and foot.  The inclination towards the development of this
enlightenment factor is the inclining, sloping, and bending
of the mind towards calm in all postures.  By the arahant’s
path the completion by culture of this enlightenment factor
takes place.

6.  Concentration

There is the sign of quietude, and the sign of non-confu-
sion,  and an abundance of right  reflection on these is the
reason conducive to the arising of the non-arisen enlighten-
ment factor of concentration and for the increase, expansion
and completion  by culture  of  the  enlightenment  factor  of
concentration when it has arisen.

The first stage of tranquility which arises when an object is be-
ing grasped by way of bearing it in mind, the composed manner, is
the characteristic sign of quietude.

There the sign of quietude is just the quietude by way of
the composed manner.  And in the sense of non-distraction is
the sign of non-confusion to be taken.

Confusion is the state of mind which, because of the whirling
in a multiplicity of objects, is  jumping from thing to thing, di-
verse  of  aim,  and not one-pointed.   Distraction is  the  same in
character.  Unsteadiness is its salient feature, and deviation is its
manifestation.  By one-pointedness  of mind confusion is thrown
out.

Eleven things lead to the arising of concentration.  Purifi-
cation of the basis;  the imparting of evenness to the spiritual
controlling faculties;  skill in taking up the sign of the object
of meditation;  the inciting of the mind on occasion, the re-
straining  of  the  mind  on  occasion,  the  gladdening  of  the
mind on occasion and the regarding of the mind without in-
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terfering on occasion;  the avoiding of people who are not
collected in mind;  association with people who are collected
in mind;  reflection on the absorptions and the emancipa-
tions;  and the inclination towards the development of the
enlightenment factor of concentration.

Skill  in the taking up of the sign which is  the cause  for the
arising of absorption is skill in taking up the sign.

The inciting of the mind on occasion is the applying of
the mind vigorously by bringing into being the enlighten-
ment  factors  of the investigation of mental  objects, energy
and joy, when there is excessive laxity of energy and of the
application  of  wisdom,  and a  deficiency  of  delight  in  the
meditation.

The restraining of the mind refers to the checking of the
mind that is becoming excessively energetic, too strong, in
the application of wisdom and elated with delight, by bring-
ing into being the enlightenment factors of calm, concentra-
tion and equanimity.

The gladdening of the mind means:  The enlivening with
confidence of the mind becomes dissatisfied either through
weak application  of  wisdom  or  the  non-attainment  of  the
bliss of restfulness (or of the subsidence of the passions even
temporarily).  This enlivening is done through reflection on
the eight reasons for the upsurge of spiritual feeling, namely,
birth, decay, disease, death, the suffering of the four states of
woe, the saísáric round of suffering in the past, and the suf-
fering rooted in the search for nutriment in the present life,
and  through  contemplation  on  the  qualities  of  the  Triple
Gem.

The regarding of the mind without interfering is the ab-
sence of the work of inciting, retraining and gladdening the
mind which has  got  to right  practice and which proceeds
well in the object, free from sloth, free from restlessness, and
free from dissatisfaction.  It is comparable to the state of a
charioteer who looks on uninterfering when the horses are
going well.

The keeping away from persons  who have not reached
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partial or full absorption and are distracted of mind is the
avoiding of people who are not collected in mind.  Associa-
tion with persons who have reached those states of absorp-
tion is association with people who are collected in mind.
The mind inclining, sloping, and bending towards concen-
tration-production in all postures of standing, sitting and the
like constitutes the inclination for this factor.  The comple-
tion by culture of the enlightenment factor of concentration
is through the path of arahantship.

Excessive laxity …. Of application of wisdom means fee-
ble  working of wisdom.   As  the principal  thing in  liberality is
non-greed, and in virtue non-hate, so in meditation it is wisdom
(non-ignorance) that is the principal thing.  Therefore, if wisdom
is not very strong in the development of concentration there will
be no causing of contemplative attainment (or distinction).   As
unprepared food gives no pleasure to a man, so, without the appli-
cation of wisdom, the object of meditation does not give satisfac-
tion to the yogi’s mind.  To the yogi then there is the pointing out
of the remedy for that lack of satisfaction in the stirring up of spir-
itual feeling and confidence.

7.  Equanimity

There are things which condition the enlightenment fac-
tor of equanimity and an abundance of right reflection on
these  is  the  reason that is  conducive to the arising  of the
non-arisen enlightenment factor of equanimity and for the
increase, expansion and the completion by culture of the en-
lightenment factor when it has risen.

Five things lead to the arising of the enlightenment factor
of equanimity:   The detached attitude towards beings;  the
detached attitude towards things;  the avoiding of persons
who are egotistical in regard to living beings and things;  as-
sociation with people who are neutral (impartial) in regard
to living beings and things;  and the inclination for develop-
ing the enlightenment factor of equanimity.

The detached attitude towards beings is brought about by
reflection on beings as possessors of their own deeds, and by
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reflection in the highest sense.

Reflection on beings as possessors of their own deeds is
there when a person thinks thus:  `You have been born here
by your own deeds in the past  and will depart  from here
and fare according to your own deeds.  Who then is the be-
ing you are attached to?’

Reflection in the highest sense is thinking in the follow-
ing way:  `Really no living being exists.  To whom then, can
you be attached?’

The detached attitude towards things is brought about by
reflection on ownerlessness and temporariness.

A person thinks thus:   `This robe will fade, get old, be-
come a foot-cleaning rag and be after that fit only to be taken
up at the end of a stick and flung away.  Surely, should there
be an owner of this he would not let it come to ruin in this
way?’  This is the reflection on ownerlessness.  To think that
this robe cannot last long and that its duration is short, is to
reflect on the temporariness of it.  These two reflections are
applicable in a similar way to the bowl and other things.

Persons who are egotistical in regard to living beings are
laymen who cherish their own sons and daughters and the
like, and recluses who cherish their resident pupils, mates,
preceptors and the like.  And these persons, if for instance,
they are recluses do with their own hands for them whom
they cherish,  hair-cutting,  sewing,  robe-washing,  robe-dye-
ing, bowl-lacquering, and so forth.  If even for a short time
they do  not  see  their  cherished  ones  they look  here  and
there  like bewildered deer, and ask,   `Where  is  such  and
such  novice?’   or   `Where  is  such  and  such  a  young
bhikkhu.’  And if these recluses are requested by others to
send  a  novice  or  a  young  bhikkhu  to  do  some  work for
them,  such  as  hair-cutting,  they don’t  send  the  novice  or
young bhikkhu, on the pretense that he is not made to do
even his own work, and that if he is made to do the work of
others he would get tired.   Persons  egotistical in this  way
should be avoided.

A person who is egotistical in regard to things is he who
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cherishes robes, bowls, beakers, walking sticks, staffs and so
forth  and  does  not  let  another  even  touch  these.   When
asked for a loan of some article he would say:  `Even I do not
use it;  how can I give it?’  Persons egotistical in that way, too,
should be avoided.

A person who is neutral, indifferent, as regards both liv-
ing beings  and things  is  a  person who is  detached as  re-
gards both living beings and things.  The company of such a
person should be sought.

Inclination for developing this enlightenment factor is the
inclining, sloping, and bending of the mind towards equa-
nimity, in all postures of standing and so forth.

The completion by culture of the enlightenment factor of
equanimity is wrought by the path of awakening.

Iti ajjhattaí = `Thus internally.’  The yogi lives contem-
plating mental objects in mental objects (that is, contemplat-
ing mental objects only and nothing else) by laying hold of
his  own enlightenment  factors  or another’s  enlightenment
factors or at one time his own enlightenment factors and at
another time another’s enlightenment factors.

Here, origination  and  dissolution  should  be  known  by
way of the origination and dissolution of the enlightenment
factors.

From here on the exposition is just according to the man-
ner already stated.

The cause of the enlightenment factor of equanimity is the im-
partial state, the middle state, free from attraction and repulsion.
If that freedom from attraction and repulsion exists then there is
equanimity;  when it does not exist there is no equanimity.  This
state of freedom from attraction and repulsion is twofold by way of
scope:  detachment in regard to beings and detachment in regard
to things.

Repulsion is thrown away even by the development of the en-
lightenment factor of calm and in order to show just the way of
casting  out attraction is  the instruction beginning  with detach-
ment in regard to beings taught.
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Specially, equanimity is an enemy of lust and so the commen-
tator said:  Equanimity is the path of purity of one who is full of
lust.

The detached attitude towards beings is developed by reflection
on the individual nature of moral causation and by reflection on
soullessness.  By reflection on ownerlessness, the state of not be-
longing to a soul is brought out and by reflection on temporari-
ness, the impermanence of things is brought out to produce the de-
tached attitude towards inanimate things.

THE FOUR TRUTHS

Having explained thus the contemplation of mental ob-
jects by way of the seven factors of enlightenment, the Mas-
ter said, `And further,’ and so forth, in order to explain the
meditation by way of the Four Truths.

Idaí dukkhanti yathábhútaí Pajánáti = `A bhikkhu un-
derstands:  `this is suffering,’ according to reality.’  He puts
aside craving, and understands all things of the three planes
of becoming as suffering,  according to nature.  He under-
stands  according  to  nature  the  previous  craving  that  pro-
duces  and makes  to arise  that very  suffering.   He under-
stands the non-occurrence of both suffering and its origin,
according to nature, as Nibbána.  He understands, according
to nature, the Noble Path which penetrates suffering, aban-
dons origination, and realizes cessation.

The rest of the explanation of the Noble Truths is in the
Path of Purity [Visuddhi Magga].

Iti ajjhattaí = `Thus, internally.’  He lives contemplating
mental objects in mental objects, having laid hold of his own
four truths or the four truths of another or at one time his
own four truths and at another time another’s four truths.

In this explanation of the truths, the origination and dis-
solution of the four truths should be understood according
to nature by way of arising and stopping.

From here on the explanation is according to the manner
already stated.
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With this have been stated the following twenty-one sub-
jects of meditation:  Breathing, Modes of Deportments, the
Method of the Thirty-two Parts of the Body, the Determina-
tion of the Four Modes of Materiality (or the Four Elements),
the Nine Cemetery Contemplations, Contemplation of Feel-
ing,  Contemplation of Consciousness, the Laying Hold on
the Hindrances, the Laying Hold on the Aggregates, the Lay-
ing Hold on the  Sense-bases, the Laying Hold on the  En-
lightenment  Factors,  and  the  Laying  Hold on  the  Truths.
The Cemetery Contemplations are counted separately.

The  Contemplation  on  Breathing,  the  Thirty-two Parts
and the  Nine Cemetery  Contemplations, these  eleven,  are
subjects of meditation which produce full absorption.  The
Dìgha-bháóaka  (Reciter  of  the  Long  Collection  of  Dis-
courses)  Mahá Siva, however, says that the Nine Cemetery
Contemplations are here stated by way of the contemplation
of Misery.  Therefore according to his view only two subjects,
Breathing and the Thirty-two Parts, produce full absorption;
the rest produce only partial absorption.

Yo  hi  koci  bhikkhave  ime  cattáro  satipaþþháne  evaí
bháveyya = `O bhikkhus, if anyone develops the Four Arous-
ings  of  Mindfulness  in  this  manner.’   If  any  bhikkhu  or
bhikkhuni  or  upásaka  or  upásiká  cultivates  mindfulness
from the beginning according to the method taught here.

Tiþþhantu bhikkhave = `O bhikkhus, let alone.’  This to-
gether  with what follows, was  said by way of the average
person capable of being trained.

But  concerning  the  person  of  keen  intelligence  it  was
stated as follows:  Instructed in the morning, he will attain in
the evening;  instructed in the evening, he will attain in the
morning.
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The  Blessed  One  pointed  out  the  teaching  thus:
`Bhikkhus,  my  Dispensation  leads  to  Deliverance  in  this
way,’  closed  the  instruction  that  is  crowned  with  Ara-
hantship  in  twenty-one  places  and  uttered  the  following
words: `This is the only way, o bhikkhus, for the purification
of beings, for the overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, for
the destruction of suffering and grief, for reaching the right
path, for the attainment of Nibbána, namely the Four Arous-
ings of Mindfulness.’

*********************************
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